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Welcome
In a changing world, language skills are as
important as ever.
As English becomes ever more the global language of communication,
it is a passport to new jobs, study opportunities and sometimes a whole
new life for learners and their families.
At Pearson English, we’re here to support learning everywhere and at
every stage, from pre-schoolers acquiring their first words, to adults
making their way in professional and academic settings.
We’re proud to bring you our 2022 catalogue, including tried-andtested classics and fresh new courses, graded readers, assessments
and resources.
Take a look inside and find out how we’re working to make sure
that every Pearson English product works to meet your needs, in
classroom settings or elsewhere, with flexible print and digital options
to choose from and adapt to suit you, anytime, anywhere.
The time for learning is now!
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Speak Out for Sustainability

Pearson and
BBC Studios
Communication can change the world.
Pearson English is proud to partner with
BBC Studios. We share a common vision to
transform lives through learning. Since 2005,
we’ve been working together to produce highquality content for English language learners
to stimulate discussions, hear authentic
conversations and build a worldwide community
of educators and learners, inspired by a passion
for communication.

Inspiring projects for
learners and educators
Pearson and BBC Studios content brings
access to motivating material underpinned by
sound pedagogical values. Thanks to authentic
contexts and activities, educators can bring the
world into the classroom with confidence, and
learners can develop their skills with the highest
quality content.

Communication can change the world – and being able to
speak the same language can change lives. Speak Out for
Sustainability is a Pearson and BBC Studios project that
gives learners and educators the opportunity to participate
in a worldwide project designed to raise awareness and
inspire interaction around key themes such as carbon
footprint, plastic and litter, reduce – reuse – recycle,
water waste and deforestation.
Read more

Pearson and BBC Live Classes
Pearson and BBC Live Classes is a global project for teenage
students and their teachers. Live Classes give students an
opportunity to enter a unique online language classroom.
English becomes so much more than a classroom subject
– it’s an essential tool to communicate with other students
from all over the world.
Pearson and BBC Live Classes is the winner of the 2020
ELTons award in Innovation in Learner Resources.
Read more

Our joint courses and readers
Our first Pearson and BBC Studios collaboration was
the general English course Speakout, which won a British
Council ELTon award for innovation.
In 2018, we launched our first primary course together,
Now I Know! Two years later, we brought CBeebies into
pre-primary with Let’s Learn About.
Wider World, for secondary school learners, is the backbone
of Pearson and BBC Live Classes.
We’re also excited to offer well-loved characters and
episodes from the popular BBC TV series Doctor Who
in our English Graded Readers.
Find out more about Pearson’s
and BBC Studios partnership
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Pearson
and Disney
Unlock the magic of learning.
Nearly twenty years ago, Pearson English and Disney
came together to change the way thousands of children
around the world learn English, bringing a culture without
boundaries into the language classroom.
The world’s learning company and the world’s greatest
story-tellers have joined up once again to empower
learners around the globe to share, grow and achieve
together, through a common language.

Discover learning through Disney
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Sharing stories

Sharing values

Lifelong learning

Disney stories and
characters are loved
the world over.
Learning through
stories that students
know and recognise
from an early age
makes them feel
motivated and
engaged.

Disney’s family friendly
adventures contain
a huge range of
valuable life lessons.
Using relatable
models of behaviors,
students explore
personal feelings and
social interactions
through their favorite
characters.

Disney stories
provide a structure
for students to learn
more – and with
confidence. Learning
through Disney
makes every student
feel they can achieve
their best.

©Disney/Pixar ©Marvel

My Disney Stars
and Friends

Disney Kids
Readers

MARVEL
Cinematic Readers

36 carefully graded
readers for 6-12
year-olds.

14 action-packed
stories for teenage
and adult students.

in Learning English through
storytelling with Disney
Kids Readers

pearsonenglish.com/
disneyreaders

pearsonenglish.com/
marvelreaders

By Rachel Wilson

A 3-level Pre-Primary
course for children
aged 3 to 5.
pearsonenglish.com/
starsandfriends

“Story time is
a pleasurable,
stress-free
activity for
learners. It’s
the first step
in building a
love of reading.
Yet, you can be
assured that a
lot of language
learning is taking
place as you
read together.”
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What’s great about the GSE?
	It’s great for institutions, organizations and
ministries of education looking to improve or
develop their curriculum, or to select the most
suitable courses and assessments.

When you’re faced with the
challenge of having multiple levels
of students in one classroom,
having the Global Scale of English
is a really nice rubric for us as
teachers to check and assess if
we’re covering everything needed
for that level, making sure we
don’t leave anything out.”

	It’s great for teachers and trainee teachers
looking to adapt content to support mixed
ability classes or to find resources at the right
level of their students.
	It’s great for learners and parents looking to
see progress within a level, what needs to be
achieved and staying motivated.

Elizabeth MacDonald, Adjunct Instructor, ESL,
Sacred Heart University, Connecticut, USA

GSE in our courses and assessments
The GSE underpins everything we do at
Pearson English. In this catalogue, you can find
assessments that measure proficiency on both
the CEFR and GSE and see the GSE and CEFR
levels for our courses.
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What is the GSE Teacher Toolkit?

What is the Global
Scale of English?
The Global Scale of English (GSE) is the first
truly global English language standard, allowing
teachers to measure learner progress more
accurately and more easily.
Based on research involving over 6,000 teachers from more than 50
countries, it extends the Can Do statements of the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR) to support teachers of different learner
profiles: Adults learning General English, Academic English and Business
English, and Young Learners.

The GSE Teacher Toolkit is a free online resource
that has all of the learning objectives, vocabulary
and grammar within the GSE, and so much more.
You can:
	search by language skill, topic and job skills.
	find audio files to help with pronunciation.
	find course and assessment recommendations.
	find perfect partners to complement your
materials.
	check the level of a piece of text to use in class
with the Text Analyzer.

A2+
A2
A1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Example GSE table, from Roadmap

Find out more about the Global
Scale of English and GSE Teacher
Toolkit
Visit the GSE website to learn more and watch
videos from our experts, and to hear from some
of our customers and discover how they use this
resource.

Over 250,000 teachers from around the world
already use the GSE Teacher Toolkit, for example,
to find materials, identify goals for a class or
course, or look for recommendations.

The numerical scale from 10 to 90 enables teachers and learners to
understand more about language proficiency within a CEFR level.
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Pearson English
Portal

Making teaching easier,
making learning fun
The Pearson English Portal gives access to
the English teaching and learning tools and
resources that accompany our courses all in
one place. The Portal is easy for teachers and
students to use, encourages engagement,
enhances the learning experience and helps to
improve outcomes.
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All in one place

Test generator

See all your courses organized in one place, with
easy and clear navigation to the components you
need. Make the Portal your own by favoriting the
components you use the most and hiding those you

Enjoy flexibility in how you test your students using the
assessment package available with your course. Pick
and randomize the activities for your students. Test
them online or offline. Use auto-grade or mark yourself.

no longer need.

Access the books that come with your course
wherever you are whenever you need them.

Digital resources
Find the video, audio and other digital resources,
such as photocopiables and games, that come with
your course.

Presentation tool

Virtual classes

Present Student’s Books and Workbooks to your
students both in class and online with ActiveTeach
or the Presentation Tool. Use the platform tools
to complete activities, play videos and audio and
enhance the teaching experience for your students.

Set up classes and groups, schedule and run virtual
lessons using video conferencing tools – all from within
the Portal.

Online practice
Introduction to the Pearson English Portal

eBooks

Access Online Practice through the Portal, whether
it’s in MyEnglishLab or Online Practice built into the
Portal itself. In both cases assign activities to your
students and view gradebooks to see how they are
doing individually and as a group with each task.

To see how the Pearson English Portal can help in
your teaching, contact your local sales office for a
trial of one of our courses.
For more information visit:
pearsonenglish.com/portal
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Course
components
Our courses come with a range of print and
digital components for students and teachers.
They are all designed to make teaching more
effective and learning easier.

Student’s Components
Our Student’s Books,
sometimes called Pupil’s Books
or Coursebooks, contain the
essential course material for
students. Where available, codes
on the inside front covers give
access to the digital components
that accompany the course: audio
and video, online practice and/or
an app.
For many courses the Student’s
Books are available as Student’s
eBooks, which also provide access
to the digital components.
Workbooks, sometimes called
Activity Books, provide the
extra practice activities that
help language development and
acquisition. Where available,
codes on the inside front covers
give access to the accompanying
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audio and video, when available.
They may also be available as
Workbook eBooks.
Online practice is usually the
online version of the Workbook,
though it can provide extra
practice and different activities.
Access is provided through a code
in the front of the Student’s Book
or as a standalone code. Available
as Online Practice or MyEnglishLab.
The digital resources that
accompany our courses, such as
video and audio, are available on
the Pearson English Portal. Many
of our courses come with access
to the Pearson Practice English
App, where students can also find
the course video and audio, as well
as extra practice activities on their
mobile devices.

Teacher’s Components
Our Teacher’s Books, sometimes called
Teacher’s Editions, provide all you need
to teach: complete lesson notes and
answer keys, and the Teacher’s Portal
Access Code.
The Teacher’s Portal Access Code gives
you access to all the digital resources that
accompany our courses including:
	Our presentation tools support your
teaching in face-to-face learning and
via video-conferencing. They enable
you to present and make notes on
Student’s Book and Workbook pages
(where available), play audio and
video, complete activities and show
answers. Available as Presentation
Tool, Presentation Tool Essentials or
ActiveTeach.

	As teachers you have access to
online practice, where you can
assign activities to students and view
individual and class performance in the
gradebook. Available as Online Practice
or MyEnglishLab.
	Our test generators help you create
and customize your own tests for your
students, based on the content from
the course assessment package. You
can then assign them online or as
print outs. Available as Test Generator or
ExamView.
	A variety of digital resources that vary
from course to course, but can include
all the course video and audio, teaching
notes, tests, photocopiable worksheets,
games, and much more.
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Sandy Zervas, Catherine Bright
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eBook

with Digital Resources

Jeanne Perrett

SECOND EDITION

1

Student’s Book and eBook
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Exam Preparation
Pearson English Language Teacher
Development – Trinity CertPT

22-34 A1/A2

My Disney Stars and Friends

Rise and Shine

Primary

Primary

P20

NEW

Wider World 2nd Edition
P22

NEW

English Grammar

fifth edition

Betty S. Azar
Stacy A. Hagen

With a time-tested approach that has helped millions of students around the world, Basic English Grammar uses
grammar as the springboard to practice speaking, writing, listening, and reading skills.
The Fifth Edition has been extensively revised to keep pace with advances in theory and practice, particularly
from cognitive science. Now more than ever, teachers will find an extensive range of presentations, activities, and
tasks to meet the specific needs of their classes.

Azar | Hagen

BASIC

new to this edition:

Pearson English Portal with MyEnglishLab and/or Pearson Practice English App

• A revised MyEnglishLab for all skill areas (grammar, reading, writing, speaking, and listening) includes
• instant feedback and remediation
• PowerPoint presentations for the instructor to teach from
• robust assessments
• gradebook and diagnostic tools
• A Pearson Practice English App with Learning Checks, audio, guided PowerPoint videos, and Grammar Coach video lessons
• Teacher Resources in the Pearson English Portal, with the PowerPoint presentations and the Student Book Answer Key

BASIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR

• A pretest at the start of each chapter allows learners to assess their knowledge.
• Jump-start Your English lessons, with functional topics and colloquial speech, give students more practical language
from the start.
• Numerous exercises provide incremental practice, which has been proven to help students learn better.
• New and updated charts and exercises show language patterns for more efficient learning.
• Additional oral exercises encourage students to speak more naturally and fluidly, in other words, with more
automaticity—an important marker of fluency.
• Exercises with life-skills vocabulary better prepare students for everyday situations.
• Grammar charts based on corpus research reflect current usage.
• End-of-chapter Learning Checks help students assess their learning.

Secondary

P54

MORE

BASIC

English
Grammar

WORKBOOK, consisting of self-study exercises for independent work
Full Edition: 978-0-13-672617-3
Volume A: 978-0-13-672615-9
Volume B: 978-0-13-672611-1
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ISBN-13: 978-0-13-672607-4
ISBN-10: 0-13-672607-0

Understanding and Using

Betty S. Azar
Stacy A. Hagen

fifth edition

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

DIGITAL RESOURCES ACCESS CODE CARD, including MyEnglishLab: 978-0-13-756537-5

§

Fundamentals

Pearson
Practice English

Basic

CEFR

<A1

A1 A2 A2+ B1

B1+

B2

106–111

Assessment

112–123

Skills

124–137

Grammar

138–145

Dictionaries

146–149

Graded Readers

150–161

How to Order

162–165

Index

166–167

fifth edition

STUDENT BOOK
Full Edition with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672603-6
Full Edition with MyEnglishLab and Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672607-4
Volume A with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672619-7
Volume B with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672609-8
Full Edition eBook with Pearson Practice English App Access Code Card: 978-0-13-672602-9
Full Edition eBook with MyEnglishLab and Pearson Practice English App Access Code Card: 978-0-13-672613-5

TEACHER’S GUIDE with teaching suggestions, grammar notes, expansion activities, and answer key: 978-0-13-672605-0

Professional Development

Professional Development P108

Basic English Grammar, fifth edition:

TEST BANK, consisting of quizzes, tests, and mid-term and final exams: 978-0-13-677877-6

90–105

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

CVR_BEG_5e_SB_MEL_26074_CVR.indd 1-3

5/6/21 3:37 PM

Connectivity
General English

P64

Azar-Hagen
Basic English Grammar
Grammar

Marvel Cinematic Readers
P140

New in the global catalogue

Future 2nd Edition
General English

14

CareerView
P66

Business & Vocational P86

Graded Readers

P156

Key to icons
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Levels

6

<A1
B1

Number
of levels

CEFR
levels

GSE
scale

American
English

British
English

International
English

GSE

49

15

This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.

CEFR

<A1

My Disney Stars and Friends*
Rise and Shine*

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

P.
20

New

22

New

Big English 2nd Edition*

24

English Code*

26

Let’s Learn About*

28

New Cornerstone*

30

Now I Know!*

32

Team Together*

34

Pre-Primary Academy
& Primary Academy

36

Big English 1st Edition

38

Big English Plus

38

Big Fun

38

Big Science

39

Poptropica English
American English

39

Primary

Poptropica English
British English
Poptropica English Islands*

39

Pearson English Kids Readers for
Poptropica English

40

My Little Island

40

Our Discovery Island

41

New English Adventure

A

41

B

*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.

Level Key
Starter

16

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7
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Let’s work together

Take a look
Take a look at how to organize online
and blended lessons for young
learners using digital tools available
on the Pearson English Portal.

to give young learners the best start
Our Primary materials are designed for teachers who instil
confidence and inspire, and students who thrive in their
classrooms. We’ve partnered with teachers and specialists
worldwide to create unique blended learning solutions,
to support learner progress and foster development of
valuable life skills.

My Disney Stars and Friends
My Disney Stars and Friends is a three-level pre-primary
course that brings together the best of Disney and Pearson
educational content. The youngest learners get off to the best
start – thanks to a captivating mixture of Disney’s beloved and
instantly recognizable characters and real-world material.

Blended Learning for Young Learners

NEW FOR 2022

1
Student's Book

and

eBook

with Digital Resources

Jeanne Perrett

DSAF_L1_SBK_CVR.indd 4

For further information, see page [20].

Rise and Shine
Rise and Shine is a flexible, story-based primary course
ideal for keeping students motivated and focused in
diverse classrooms. Combining language learning with
global citizenship, Rise and Shine inspires learners to become
confident in English and responsible citizens. Available in
British and American English editions.

Pearson English Primary and
Pre-Primary Academies
08/03/2021 16:51

These Academies are designed to provide teachers and
parents with extra resources at the right level for online
and offline lessons to help young children develop their
language skills.
For further information, see page [36].

NEW FOR 2022

Disney Kids Readers
The 36 Disney Kids Readers for Young Learners use beautiful
artwork from animated and live action Disney and Pixar films,
helping students expand their reading in an engaging and
motivating way. Learning to read English was never so much fun!
For further information, see page [154].

For further information, see page [22].

Digital tools and resources for
your courses

Monitor progress with our
assessment programs

The Pearson English Portal puts everything you need in one
place, connects teachers and learners, and enables everyone
to work together, anytime, anywhere and on any device.

While 21st century learners use scenariobased activities to express themselves, you
are able to benchmark and validate their
English proficiency levels and adapt your
lessons—all to help improve their skills.

Find access codes in Pearson English Primary
coursebooks and teacher’s books.
18

Recommended Tests
Track Progress
English Benchmark Young Learners

Certification
Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
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Primary

NEW for 2022

My Disney Stars
and Friends

and

General English

Student's Book

Secondary

1
eBook

with Digital Resources

Jeanne Perrett

Learn and grow together
with your Disney friends
DSAF_L1_SBK_CVR.indd 4
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Our job is to keep young learners, especially those new to the classroom and
unfamiliar with English, comfortable and safe in a friendly environment, and we
can do this by establishing routines.

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

• Use English for greetings, praise, instructions and explanations. The children will
soon begin to expect it and they will begin to understand what you are saying.

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

• Greet each child by name and encourage your students to use each other’s
names to encourage friendly communication.
• Make circle time the start of every lesson and use a puppet to help present the
target language, greeting the children by name and have them answer back.

››

Student's Book

Teacher's Book

Student's eBook

Picture cards

Workbook

Digital resources

Workbook eBook

Story cards

Digital resources

Posters

• Always accept approximations of words and phrases. Continue to say the
words as they should and gradually the students will self-correct.

“Our job is to keep young
learners... comfortable
and safe in a friendly
environment.”

• Give your students time to discover pages and images they like in the books
you are using. Leave time to allow them to find the correct page and focus on
that page.
• Singing, games and miming are ways in which students will start to freely use
and show they understand the target language.
• Craftwork involves four stages: preparation, production, playing and tidying
up. Encourage your students to learn from each other.

Parents and carers can access songs, videos and stories to revisit
the material with children at home. Access to Pearson English
Portal is provided via a code included in every Student’s Book.

• Time your lessons so that the students don’t have to leave in a rush. It takes
them a while to collect up their things and find their bags and coats.

v

• Just as you greeted each child by name when they came in, say goodbye to
them individually as they leave.
Read more
Jeanne Perrett
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©Disney/Pixar

Choose My Disney
Stars and Friends
if you want to:
Immerse students in enjoyable,
familiar stories to help them stay
on task
Build self-awareness, socialawareness, persistence and growth
Use a flexible course with extra
support materials to extend lessons
and practice
Develop a rigorous foundation in
the language

Graded Readers

For parents and carers

Discover My Disney Stars and Friends

Dictionaries

Mickey Mouse puppet

• Let the children call out responses together so no one worries about not
saying things correctly. As their confidence builds, they will want to speak
by themselves.

Grammar

Teacher Components

Skills

Student Components

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Professional Development

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
40

18

Exam Preparation

Click to get your sample

30

10

Routines and classroom
management for very
young learners

pearsonenglish.com/starsandfriends

20

GSE

Jeanne Perrett, Mary Roulston,
Kathryn Harper

The series is built on rigorous pedagogical foundations and has the
perfect combination of delightful Disney characters and stories
with real-life values and contexts. It is simple, flexible and easy
to teach, with clear classroom routines supported by carefully
structured lessons.

10

<A1

Business & Vocational

My Disney Stars and Friends brings together the magic of Disney
and the rigor of Pearson educational content to give learners a fun
and motivating start to language-learning.

08/03/2021 16:51

Help students develop the skills of
the future

21

General English

Empowers every child to reach
their potential and shine

Secondary

Rise and Shine

NEW for 2022

Rise and Shine is a seven-level primary course
that empowers every child to flourish.

7

Click to get your sample
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GSE

10
42

Viv Lambert, Jeanne Perrett,
Mary Rouls, Tessa Lochowski,
Cheryl Pelteret, Anna Osborn,
Helen Dineen

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

<A1
A2+

Level 6

Professional Development

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

How to teach students
to be global citizens

Level 1
Starter
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

As teachers, we all want our students to help make
the world a better place, and we can foster this in the
classroom by focusing on global citizenship.

››

Teacher’s Book

Student's eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

English Benchmark Young Learners

Workbook eBook

Digital resources

Busy Book

Certification

Picture cards

Digital activities

Story cards
Posters

Track Progress

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
FFor more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

Before students can see themselves in a global context,
they should get to know themselves as individuals who
are part of their immediate communities. Encourage
students to think about something personal but also to
look further: what kinds of home do they see in their
communities? What makes a house a home to them?
What about people working in their communities – what
jobs do they do, and how do they make an impact?

Jeanne Perrett
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Choose Rise and Shine
if you want to:
Use GSE learning outcomes
so learners can see progress
in each lesson.
Support inclusive classrooms
so every learner can achieve
their best.
Teach global citizenship themes,
aligned to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
Focus on future skills.

Graded Readers

Once students know something, they can put their
knowledge into action. Teachers can foster this by
encouraging good habits, such as throwing litter
in a bin. As they grow older, we can help learners
look more deeply into why they’re so important, for
instance making students aware about how their civic
responsibility has a real environmental impact.

Rise and Shine American
English Video Level 2, Unit 4

Dictionaries

Student's Book

Recommended Tests

Grammar

Teacher Components

Skills

Student Components

Global citizenship encourages tolerance and understands
that people have different lifestyles, appearances,
cultures and routines, but shares common values and
responsibilities with them. And we can develop this in
our students while helping them learn English.

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Exam Preparation

Levels

Business & Vocational

Targeted support throughout helps teachers ensure that learners grow
in confidence and achieve their best, preparing them to become global
citizens of tomorrow. Fun characters, relatable stories and real-life
videos support clear, child-friendly learning objectives that motivate
learners to learn English.

pearsonenglish.com/riseandshine

Primary

“Before students
can see themselves
in a global context
they should get to
know themselves
as individuals.”

Enjoy fun, imaginative stories and
characters rooted in reality.
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2nd Edition

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

Mario Herrera, Christopher Sol Cruz

››

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Digital resources

Workbook eBook

Assessment package

Online practice

Picture cards

Big TV Workbook

Posters

Digital resources

Class CD and DVD

Recommended Tests
Track Progress
English Benchmark Young Learners

Certification
Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

For effective assessment for learning online, we should
go beyond having online tests and determine our
students’ achievement by observing, interacting and
monitoring. We should ask them for assignments that
require research, reading, analyzing, and synthesizing,
presenting, expressing opinions, and even establishing
conclusions. All this can be done online and still be done
independently and engender creativity and socialization.
Mario Herrera

24

Provide effective language
acquisition alongside CLIL and
broader life skills.
Create a blended learning
environment with comprehensive
digital resources.
Plan effectively, with GSE-mapped
objectives.
Support progress through
evaluations, with assessment for
learning tools.

Graded Readers

Student’s Book

Choose Big English
if you want to:

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

Welcome to Big English 2nd edition

Grammar

Student Components

Effective teaching engages students in many ways. It
should be hands-on, interactive, and generative by
nature, encouraging students to critique, construct, and
produce knowledge through meaningful involvement.
Students teach each other; they develop new knowledge
with teachers as co-learners. When teachers apply the
principles of assessment for learning, they continuously
analyze and synthesize what their students are doing,
and so are well placed to decide when to intervene. And
we should continue to do this online. As teachers, we
must keep students’ interaction and generative nature
alive, so they can continue to get involved, interact,
critique, construct, and produce in a meaningful,
proactive way.

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

47

Assessment for learning is one of the main pillars of
effective English language teaching and it can be applied
online as well as in the classroom. We do it to know
whether our students have achieved the objectives
pursued, but it’s more than testing.

Level 5

<A1

17

Assessment

80

Level 6

CEFR

GSE

Professional Development

Click to get your sample

30

<A1
B1+

Assessment for
learning in times of
online teaching

pearsonenglish.com/bigenglish

20

6

Levels

Exam Preparation

Leading author Mario Herrera advocates a child‑centred approach that
encourages children to be creative, think critically and collaborate with
their classmates – so that every child, everywhere has the chance to
think BIG, dream BIG, and win BIG.

Business & Vocational

Big English has everything you need for exciting,
effective lessons. You’ll find interactive digital
resources, CLIL projects, Big English TV videos, and
fun tasks for learning and measuring progress – all
within a balanced, integrated skills methodology.

General English

When teachers think big, children
aim higher

Secondary

Big English

10

Primary

“When teachers
apply the
principles of
assessment for
learning, they
continuously
analyze and
synthesize what
their students
are doing.”

Encourage critical thinking, with the
Think Big feature.

25

Primary

English Code

General English

Learn, think, question
and create!

Secondary

“Students with a
coding mindset
approach
problem solving
like developers.”

Children develop a coding mindset, problem solving, and collaborative
skills. These all feature in a syllabus that includes built-in STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math), driving learners’ natural
curiosity about the world around them.
7

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/englishcode

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 6
Level 5

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Statre

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Student's eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Assessment Book

English Benchmark Young Learners

Workbook eBook

Digital resources

Online practice

Picture cards

Certification

Grammar Book*

Posters

App
*International English

Track Progress

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

If you are keen to help your young learner students
to develop a coding mindset, but aren’t sure where to
start, there are a number of activities that are easy to
prepare and can be adapted to different ages, levels and
classrooms. These include sequencing activities, activities
using patterns, listen and do, and if-then activities.
Find out more
Rhiannon Ball

Choose English Code
if you want to:
Teach problem solving, critical
thinking, and meaningful
communication.
Use STEAM to encourage
experimentation, and apply English
beyond language learning.
Use creativity to teach students to
be innovative and how to express
themselves.
Use project based learning
methodology to engage learners
with English.

Graded Readers

Teacher’s Book

Students with a coding mindset approach problemsolving like developers. Not only are they perseverant,
organized and resilient, they define the problem, break it
up into small parts, plan ahead and think about possible
solutions and issues they could face, look for the most
efficient solution, and reflect on their progress.

Dictionaries

Student's Book

Recommended Tests

Using a coding mindset to support creative
English language learning

Grammar

Teacher Components

Digital resources

26

As teachers, it’s down to us to help them develop
these 21st century skills at an early age. And being
such a technology-driven society, there is an onus on
developing STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art and Math) competencies. This is where a coding
mindset comes into play.

Student Components

Phonics Book*

Kirstie Grainger, Susan House,
Hawys Morgan, Cheryl Pelteret,
Jeanne Perrett, Mary Roulston,
Katharine Scott

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

50

Assessment

<A1

10

Young learners are preparing for a future of work that
we can’t even imagine today. Technology, climate change
and an unpredictable work environment means they will
have to be adaptable, creative, critical thinkers. Most
importantly, they will need to have the ability to solve
problems and work well with others.

Level 4

CEFR

GSE

Professional Development

Preparing young
learners for the
unpredictable

Click to get your sample

<A1
B1

Exam Preparation

A clear focus on functional language gives learners the tools to
become effective and confident speakers of English inside and
outside the classroom.

Business & Vocational

Learn English through hands-on creative
tasks, investigation, projects and experiments
with English Code.

27

Primary
Secondary

Let’s Learn
About the Earth

General English

There’s an exciting world
ready to discover!
Levels

<A1
A1

GSE

10
25

Paul Drury, Angela Llanas, Libby Williams

CBeebies videos provide authentic content from the BBC’s young learners’
channel, and introduce the theme of each unit with opportunities for real
communication in English.

pearsonenglish.com/englishletslearnabout
Click to get your sample

Creativity is one of the most important future skills – and
also one of the most misunderstood.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
20

30

40

50

60

70

90

C1

C2

K2
K1

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Student’s Books*

Teacher’s Books*†

Student's eBooks*

Big Book

Project Books

Digital resources

†

Digital resources

Picture cards
Posters

Let’s Learn About the Earth
Immersion is for 5-10 hours
of English a week, and
Let’s Learn About Journey is
for fewer hours per week.

There are lots of ways we can encourage students to
use their art and design skills in the classroom. One of
the most effective is to use the course materials you are
covering to generate ideas for presentations. This will
further engage your students and develop digital literacy,
as they will need to identify facts and form opinions
about what they are reading.

Journey, Immersion

†

CBeebies, Pre-coding, STEAM,
Social & Emotional Development

28

Language doesn’t always have to be presented and
practiced in the same way and vocabulary doesn’t always
have to be written in a list. Allowing students to develop
their own systems and categories for recording language
is another positive step towards both creativity and
critical thinking.

Guide students in experiential
learning through STEAM subjects.
Introduce students to pre-coding,
literacy and mathematical thinking.
Enable students to grow personally
and emotionally.
Expose students to real language
and engaging educational content
with CBeebies videos.

Graded Readers

*

Choose Let’s Learn
About if you want to:

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

But today, educational systems are changing to meet the
future needs of learners who will need essential skills
such as creativity, collaboration and critical thinking.

Grammar

Student Components

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

“Learners... will
need essential
skills such
as creativity,
collaboration
and critical
thinking.”

Contrary to popular belief, creativity is not just about
coming up with ideas. It’s also about evaluating and
improving existing ones, and brainstorming multiple
solutions to problems. What’s more, it includes
understanding real-world limits when developing new
ideas and then elaborating on those ideas and outlining
the smaller steps which will make them possible.
Traditionally, academic success was measured on the
ability to recall and repeat information – meaning that
creativity was often not given the space it deserved
in education.

Assessment

80

K3

CEFR

Professional Development

How do you encourage
your students to use
their imaginations?

*Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math.

10

Exam Preparation

Pre-school learners take their first steps in discovering STEAM* subjects
through experiential learning that guides them to find answers through
investigating, experimenting, and building new skills and understanding of the
world around them.

Business & Vocational

3

Let’s Learn About the Earth introduces students to
pre-coding, mathematical and, creative thinking, socioemotional learning and literacy through hands-on play.

29

Young learners prepare for future study and
opportunities with an effective method that
accelerates language acquisition alongside academic
skills, aligned to Common Core State Standards.

60

70

80

90

C1

C2

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

All the teacher did was give meaning to her lesson
with a Big Question. The lesson was relevant and
meaningful, and though children struggled with words,
the cascade of ideas and opinions they wanted to share
was unstoppable. What a difference a Big Question
had made.

››

Teacher’s Book

Student's eBook

Teacher’s eBook

Workbook

Teacher’s Resource Book

Workbook eBook

Assessment package

Online practice NEW

Digital resources

Digital resources

Picture cards

Recommended Tests
Track Progress
English Benchmark Young Learners

Certification

For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

A Big Question makes me look for evidence to support
my ideas. And that kind of depth of knowledge and
rigorous thinking is what we as teachers should strive
for in any classroom.
Read more
Patricia Colorado

30

Support language development
alongside academic skills.
Promote language awareness
through readings with
international appeal.
Improve language use and
accuracy using simplified
grammar presentations.
Focus on future skills.

Graded Readers

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners

A Big Question makes you think; it makes you bring your
previous experience and knowledge to the discussion.
A Big Question may not have a unique, correct answer,
but any answer that is the result of a collective
construction of knowledge will have fulfilled its purpose.
We will always have something personal and relevant
to say in response to a good Big Question.

Choose New
Cornerstone
if you want to:

Dictionaries

Student's Book

Big Questions are open-ended; have no simple right
answer and no yes/no answers. They are meant to
be investigated, argued and looked at from different
points of view.

Grammar

Teacher Components

Skills

Student Components

Posters

56

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

25

In a class, students were reporting the progress of
plants they were growing. They analyzed the factors
behind the growth of some of their plants and behind
the fact some of the plants did not make it through
the weekend. Then they discussed photosynthesis and
were talking incessantly, raising their hands, practically
jumping off their seats. They interpreted charts and
drew conclusions.

Level 4

<A1

GSE

Professional Development

50

Level 5

CEFR

A1
B1+

Give meaning to your lessons with a Big Question.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
40

Levels

Exam Preparation

Asking Big Questions
makes a difference

Click to get your sample

30

with Digital Resources

5

pearsonenglish.com/cornerstone

20

STUDENT EDITION

Business & Vocational

This new edition builds on established principles
of language development with reading and literacy
at its core, and is enhanced with interesting new global
topics and reading texts, new Big Question videos and
a new simplified approach to grammar presentation
with further practice activities.

Cornerstone

General English

New Cornerstone supports young learners
to develop language and literacy skills
alongside academic skills.

5

NEW

Secondary

New Cornerstone

10

Primary

“Big Questions
are open-ended...
they are meant to
be investigated,
argued and looked
at from different
points of view.”

Align learning to Common
Core State Standards.

31

Primary

Now I Know!
Now I Know! builds on children’s natural
curiosity, as they answer questions about
the world around them.

I Kno

Creative tasks all have clear goals, helping teachers to guide progress,
and children and their parents to see and celebrate achievement.

Student Book
Fiona Beddall and Annette Flavel

Questions in
the classroom

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10
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50
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70

80

Level 6
Level 5

It’s easy to feel overwhelmed when you have a class full
of children, all with different interests and questions. So,
how can we handle questions in the classroom?

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Let’s look at how a lesson on adjectives of description
looks, following the inquiry-based approach.

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

<A1
B1+

GSE

19
58

Jeanne Perrett, Annie Altamirano,
Tessa Lochowski, Annette Flavel,
Mary Roulston, Fiona Beddall,
Mark Roulston

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

See ISBNs and components list

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Digital resources

Workbook eBook

Grammar Book
Spelling and Vocabulary Book
App

English Benchmark Young Learners

Then we can present new adjectives like ‘grumpy’ or
‘chatty’. Do they know someone chatty? What do they
chat about? And someone grumpy? Why might they
be grumpy?

Certification

In Now I Know! we have a story about a neighbor who
seems grumpy but is actually hard of hearing.

Track Progress

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

Our language goals are the adjectives, but children are
thinking about people, analyzing and reflecting. They are
also addressing important values such as compassion.

Read more
Jeanne Perrett

32

Choose Now I Know!
if you want to:
Build learning skills through an
inquiry-based approach.
Prepare students for life with
integrated 21st century skills.
Set and measure clear goals using
GSE language objectives.

Graded Readers

It’s satisfying to make students aware of what they’ve
learned and bring the topic to a conclusion, with a project
or a presentation. We also want them to know that we
can add to our thoughts or change our minds. The topic
is still open to inquiries.

An introduction to Now I Know!

Dictionaries

Online practice

Recommended Tests

Grammar

Teacher Components

Then build on that: who do they like being with and why?
Why not? This can be done using quite basic language; ‘I
like her. She’s good.’

Skills

Student Components

Assessment

Ask the question ‘How are we all different?’ and ask
students to think about people they know. Then ask
them to think about other people: the person who drives
the school bus, or serves them in the supermarket.

Professional Development

Anyone who has spent time with a young child knows
about inquiry-based learning.

90

6

Levels

Exam Preparation

pearsonenglish.com/nowiknow

Business & Vocational

N o ww ! 1

There’s a challenge in every unit, taking learners through a staged
process of inquiry, finding out and looking for clues, supported by
varied real‑world content from BBC video.

General English

Children love asking questions

Secondary

“Anyone who has
spent time with a
young child knows
about inquirybased learning.”

Motivate learners with authentic
English in BBC videos.

33

Primary

Team Together

General English

Learning together, succeeding
together

Secondary

“The things we
remember are
things that we
actively learned
and used.”

Team Together develops language alongside
future-ready skills.

Business & Vocational

Pupils are challenged to communicate creatively in authentic contexts,
think critically and work together to get results. Engaging stories with
inquisitive characters alongside scaffolded grammar and vocabulary
lessons, dedicated skills lessons, integrated CLIL concepts, English in
Action and Culture lessons empower children to produce language in
relevant contexts with growing confidence.

7

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/teamtogether
Click to get your sample
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Level 6

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

50

Susannah Reed, Lesley Koustaff,
Michelle Mahony, Viv Lambert,
Kirstie Grainger, Anna Osborn,
Stephen Thompson, Kay Bentley,
Tessa Lochowski

Starter

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

There are three stages of active learning: cognitive,
associative and autonomous.
In the cognitive stage, we give our students new
information. This might be vocabulary sets or a grammar
structure, with a supporting explanation. Our role is
to explain the information clearly and make sure that
students understand the information fully.

Teacher Components

Pupil’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Pupil’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator
Digital resources

Online practice

Picture cards

Vocabulary Booster

Story cards

Practice for PEIC-YL

Word cards

Digital resources

Posters

Track Progress
English Benchmark Young Learners

Certification
Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

In the associative stage, we show our students how to
integrate this new information with what they already
know, building associations and encouraging them to
make predictions.
The final stage is autonomous learning, where learners
set their own goals and choose their own learning
activities, using the resources at their disposal (including
you, the teacher) to deepen their knowledge.
If your students are able to successfully demonstrate
their active learning abilities ahead of the exam, it builds
their confidence and reduces their anxiety.
Read more
Carol Higho

Choose Team Together
if you want to:
Focus on developing 21st century
skills alongside language skills.
Integrate English and content areas
through CLIL lessons and links to
common science and maths topics.
Prepare learners for Cambridge
English Qualifications (Young
Learners, Key and Preliminary)
and Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners.

Graded Readers

Workbook eBook

Recommended Tests

Dictionaries

Student Components

Grammar

››

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

An introduction to Team Together

Assessment

However, there are pieces of information that we hold
on to. But why do we remember certain things and not
others? The things we remember are things that we
actively learned and used.

Level 1

34

10

We’ve all learned things that we’ve subsequently
forgotten. Just think about all the facts and figures you
were exposed to during your education.

Level 5

CEFR

GSE

Professional Development

The three stages
of learning

Aligned to the Global Scale of English

<A1
B1

Exam Preparation

Team Together sets out a clear path for progress and prepares
children for success in external examinations.

35

Primary

Pre-Primary

Academy

General English

Pre-Primary Academy is designed for children new to English or for
those who may have started to learn to write and read. Broken
into Pre-primary 1, 2 and 3, the resources can be used by teachers
at pre-school and kindergarten stage, or by parents who want to
help their children to develop language skills at home.

A1
B1

Teacher Components

Interactive flashcards

Video documentaries

Listening tasks

Vocabulary presentation

Dramatic episodes with scripts

Exam prep

Interactive games

Songs with lyrics

Phonics

Listening activities

Seppo Interactive Vocabulary
Adventure Games

Worksheets

Songs
Games
Creative activities

Worksheets projects
Values worksheets
Stories from Bug Club
Animated songs
Phonics

Games
Learn at home resources
Arts and crafts activities

Grammar PowerPoints
School signs
Teaching tips and aids

Breakout rooms are a fantastic way to enable pair and
group work in an online lesson. You can also hold pair
work activities without breakout rooms, but the students
not talking will need to be given a task (assessing,
listening for key vocab, agreeing, disagreeing etc.) which
they can complete in the chatbox. If you don’t have the
benefit of breakout rooms, another option is for speaking
practice to be done outside the lesson for homework.
Download the complete guide to teaching
online via Primary Academy.
Read more

36

Choose Pre Primary and
Primary Academies
if you want to:
Use additional online teaching
and learning materials built
upon a generic GSE aligned (pre-)
primary syllabus.
Enhance learning with interactive
vocabulary games, grammar
PowerPoint presentations, songs,
videos and audio.
Support parents with home
learning with the Learn At Home
Pathway Packs.

Graded Readers

Student Components

One real benefit of online learning is the chat box. If your
students are able to write in English, they can all type an
answer into the chat box. This allows you to assess the
understanding and ability of all students and not just one
or two. It also ensures that learners are participating in
the lessons, and engaging with the material. With smaller
groups, you might ask learners to share their ideas on
the whiteboard. You also have the option to nominate a
student to speak using their microphone.

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

Home learning packs in
English and Spanish

Most platforms should have an interactive whiteboard.
You can use this and share your screen via your platform
so students can see it. You can use the whiteboard for
exactly the same things as you do in the classroom.

Grammar

Student Components

In an online lesson, teacher talk is the same as in the
physical classroom. One issue with online learning, is
that rapport and engagement can be harder to achieve.
For that reason, it’s a good idea to keep teacher talk to
a minimum.

Skills

Primary Academy

Teaching online:
the first steps

Assessment

“Primary Academy can be
accessed through the Pearson
English Portal. Teacher access is
free with many Pearson Primary
courses, including English Code,
Now I Know!, Team Together,
Poptropica English, Poptropica
English Islands and Big English.”

50

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/academies

10

Exam Preparation

Primary Academy is an online repository of materials that can be
used alongside any Pearson course for young learners. Organised
by Global Scale of English (GSE) range, it’s easy to find material at
the right level to support your learners.

GSE

Business & Vocational

Fun & interactive resources
for young learners

Pre-Primary Academy

Secondary

Pre-Primary
Academy &
Primary Academy

37

4

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/bigscience

››

See ISBNs and components list

Levels

American English

15
49

6

Big English Plus engages students with rich and varied content, encourages
progress with on-going review and assessment, and helps develop independent
learning and critical thinking with challenging activities. Big English Plus takes the
proven methodological approach and features of Big English and addresses the
needs of schools seeking more extensive material to consolidate core skills and
prepare students for exams with 25% additional reading, grammar, and exam
preparation material.

American English

British English

See ISBNs and components list

››

››

11
33

See ISBNs and components list

6

pearsonenglish.com/poptropicabe

››

See ISBNs and components list

››

GSE

15
42

Poptropica English Islands is a more intensive version of Poptropica English where pupils
develop their English language skills and prepare external exam topics specifically aimed
at CYL, Trinity, and KET for Schools. It follows the same fun and engaging approach as
Poptropica English and includes the unique Poptropica English World, a safe, engaging
and highly-motivating game where students meet the characters from the Student’s
Books plus a host of other exciting characters and follow them on an adventure.

pearsonenglish.com/islands
See ISBNs and components list

››

››

Graded Readers

New Big Fun gives you everything you need to deliver fun, creative and engaging
Pre-Primary lessons. It teaches English in the same way children learn their native
language, as they listen, imitate, repeat and begin to speak. As they learn, they
develop critical thinking, practice their motor skills and have fun doing creative
projects. This revised edition includes a new design and extra context, making the
course more flexible with additional teaching hours.

<A1
A2+

Series Advisor:
David Nunan,

British English

pearsonenglish.com/poptropica

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/bigfun

38

GSE

Poptropica English Islands

<A1

See ISBNs and components list

<A1
A2

Dictionaries

Mario Herrera, Barbara Hojel

Levels

Grammar

Pre-primary

6

36

Skills

3

14

American English

New Big Fun
Levels

GSE

Poptropica English engages young learners like never before. The unique combination
of beautiful class materials and fun-filled online activities, songs and games creates a
world of excitement and adventure that kids won’t want to leave. Poptropica English
includes the unique Poptropica English World, a safe, engaging and highly-motivating
game where students meet the characters from the Student’s Books plus a host of
other exciting characters and follow them on an adventure.

pearsonenglish.com/bigenglishplusbe
See ISBNs and components list

<A1
A2

Assessment

pearsonenglish.com/bigenglishplusae

Levels

British English

Professional Development

Mario Herrera,
Christopher Sol Cruz,

GSE

Exam Preparation

<A1
B1

››

Poptropica English

Big English Plus
6

Business & Vocational

Science is everywhere. From your backyard to a tropical rain forest; from your pets
at home to creatures in the sea; from your bike to a space station. Let’s explore!
Big Science is a communicative, inquiry-based science course for primary English
language learners that helps kids to see and understand the world in new ways. They
will ask questions, gather information, test ideas, and record their findings. In no
time, your students will be thinking like young scientists.

pearsonenglish.com/bigenglish
See ISBNs and components list

A1
B1

General English

Big English is a complete package that gives educators everything they need to engage
young learners and get great results. The course engages students with fun, exciting
topics and prepares them to become productive citizens of the world. It includes a
balanced, integrated skills methodology and uses a Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) strand, challenging students to be creative, to think critically and to
collaborate with their classmates.

Secondary

Mario Herrera,
Christopher Sol Cruz,

Big Science

A1
B1

7

Levels

Primary

Big English 1st Edition

39

6

A1
A2

José Luis Morales,
David Nunan

pearsonenglish.com/odi
See ISBNs and components list

››

STARTER A

<A1
A1

Pupil’s Book

5

Levels

<A1

Are you ready for new adventures with Nemo? In the world
of fun with English you’ll also meet Tiana, Mike Wazowski,
Peter Pan and Jessie.

Learni
ng is magic!

Pupil’s Book

New English Adventure brings you:
• characters from the latest Disney-Pixar films who encourage pupils
to learn and remember English vocabulary and structures

STARTER A

• exciting and colourful cartoon stories which help revise new
language as pupils follow the adventures of Mickey Mouse and his
friends

American English

››

pearsonenglish.com/mylittleislandbe
See ISBNs and components list

See ISBNs and components list

››

Fly High

Songs and Stories CD
Teacher’s Book
Class Audio CDs
Teacher’s eText for IWB
Flashcards
Story cards
Posters
Tests

Regina Raczyńska
Cristiana Bruni

Regina Raczyńska,
Viv Lambert, Cristiana Bruni,
Tessa Lochowski

Grammar

Pockets

• Pupil’s Book with DVD
• Activity Book with

Skills

Also available

››

Components:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

pearsonenglish.com/newenglishadventure

British English

pearsonenglish.com/mylittleisland

• a wide range of components which allow to deliver motivating and
varied lessons

Professional Development

Leone Dyson

• stimulating activities and memorable songs which cater for
diverse educational needs

Raczyńska • Bruni

Pre-primary

My Little Island provides story-based learning and fun, familiar characters for early
learning classrooms. Throughout each level, special emphasis is given to motor and
thinking skills development, with Total Physical Response activities and rich vocabulary
input. The course is designed to help children learn to communicate in English through
a four-skills-based approach, increasing language proﬁciency through pre-reading/
reading, pre-writing/writing, listening, and speaking lessons and activities.

New English Adventure combines stories and characters from Disney and Pixar
animations that children love with practical activities rooted in solid educational
principles. The stories and characters motivate children and provide hours of
exposure and practice with English. Children listen to stories, play classroom games,
sing songs, discover links with their studies and the world around them, learn social
values while communicating in English.

NEW

Exam Preparation

NEW

New English Adventure STARTER

New English Adventure

My Little Island
Levels

Business & Vocational

Our Discovery Island engages children with a blend of imaginative content and 21st
century skills. Online adventures on themed islands develop cognitive, emotional,
and social skills. Links to daily life through cross-curricular connections and authentic
texts make learning relevant. Guided communication, collaboration, fun characters,
and engaging stories motivate learners and make learning English more exciting
than ever.

pearsonenglish.com/gradedreaders

3

General English

Catherine Prentice,
Nicola Schofield, Hawys
Morgan, Coleen DegnanVeness, Caroline Laidlaw

Secondary

Our Discovery Island
Levels

Pearson English Kids Readers for Poptropica English provide extra reading and listening
for the Poptropica English series. Children develop further reading and listening skills
while following the adventures of the Poptropica English characters. They are ideal
for supporting any of the Poptropica English and Islands titles, and for independent
reading work.

Primary

Pearson English Kids Readers
for Poptropica English

Dictionaries

40

››

Graded Readers

Explore Primary titles

41

This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.

CEFR

<A1

Wider World 2nd Edition*

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

P.
46

New

Focus 2nd Edition*

48

Go Getter*

50

High Note*

52

New Keystone*

54

Lower & Upper
Secondary Academies

56

Discover English

57

Live Beat

57

Today!

57

Choices

58

Focus British English &
American Edition

58

Next Move

59

Wider World British English &
American Edition

59

Secondary

*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.

Level Key
Starter

42

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

43

Let’s help students

Take a look
Take a look at Pearson and BBC Live Classes: a worldwide,
award-winning English learning project for secondary
students and teachers. Thanks to the partnership between
Pearson and the BBC, Live Classes give students a unique
opportunity to enter an online classroom and communicate
with other language learners, all over the world.

step out of the classroom,
into the world
Teenage students need to see the purpose in what they
learn and what they do. And if they see that learning
English helps them acquire the skills and competences
they will need in real life, whether it be at university or in
their working lives, there is no better motivation for them.

Pearson English Lower and
Upper Secondary Academies

Take a look at the Engage, Study, Activate and Practice (ESAP)
online teaching framework. It’s designed to make teaching
online easier to plan and more efficient to deliver, working
with digital tools to create varied interaction opportunities.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Pearson English Academies for Lower and Upper Secondary
are dynamic banks of high-quality resources for educators,
English learners and their parents. They can be used
to complement any course, to help learners learn, and
teachers teach, face-to-face and at a distance.

How do we prepare our students
for a future of learning
By using materials aligned to the Global Scale of English,
teachers can be confident that they’re teaching appropriate,
achievable skills—and can plan ahead for better outcomes
with a clear understanding of their learners’ progress.

Pearson English Readers

Monitor progress with our
assessment programs

Inspire teenage learners to read in English, with Pearson
English Readers.

For further information, see page [156].

Engage, Study, Activate and Practice (ESAP)

The GSE Learning Objectives have been rated by teachers
across the world for age relevance.

For further information, see page [56].

New in the series are eight Marvel Cinematic Readers.
With carefully graded language, Marvel’s epic stories and
unforgettable characters become accessible to learners of
English. They are sure to thrill and motivate everyone.

Pearson and BBC Live Classes

See p.<?>

While 21st century learners use scenariobased activities to express themselves, you
are able to benchmark and validate their
English proficiency levels and adapt your
lessons—all to help improve their skills.

Recommended Tests
Track Progress
English Benchmark Young Learners

Certification
Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners

Digital tools and resources for your
Pearson Secondary courses
The Pearson English Portal puts everything you need in one
place, connects teachers and learners, and enables everyone
to work together, anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Find access codes in Pearson English Secondary
coursebooks and teacher’s books.
44

45

2nd Edition

New for 2022

WIDER
Sandy Zervas, Catherine Bright

Secondary

Wider World

Primary

“Modern learners need to
develop... skills which will help
them become fully rounded
citizens of the global community.”

Set for learning, set for life
in the real world

General English

WORLD
SECOND EDITION

1

Student’s Book and eBook

New BBC videos and topics inspire students to build their confidence in English
and arouse their curiosity in the world outside the classroom. The Set for Life
program helps teenagers develop soft skills to flourish in real life.

22-34 A1/A2

5

Levels

<A1
B1+

GSE

10
55

Carolyn Barraclough, Graham Fruen,
Bob Hastings, Sandy Zervas

pearsonenglish.com/widerworld

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

C1

C2

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Starter

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Recommended Tests
Teacher Components

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Digital resources

Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test,
English Benchmark - Young Learners

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].
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At Pearson we have identified six Personal and Social
Capabilities* — skillsets that are critical for life-long
learning and success at work. The Wider World Second
Edition syllabus is built around these principles. It
provides an integrated program of teaching key
skills across each level. The Set for Life lessons equip
students with the soft skills they need for life beyond
the classroom.
*Collaboration and teamwork, communication, critical and creative
thinking, leadership, self-management, and social responsibility.

Immerse students in real-world
English with engaging content and
BBC videos.
Develop invaluable future skills with
the integrated Set for Life program.
Access support and guidelines for
planning and delivering effective
lessons in class and online.
Integrate assessment for learning
strategies into your teaching.
Provide students with more reading
and writing opportunities, and tools
to support lower achieving students.

Graded Readers

App

Placement:

Dictionaries

Student Components

Soft skills (also called 21st century skills and
transferable skills) are becoming increasingly
important for students who face a world that is always
changing, where the future is uncertain. Modern
learners need to develop not just English language
skills, grammar and vocabulary, but also skills which
will help them become fully rounded citizens of the
global community.

Grammar

››

Choose Wider World
2nd Edition if you
want to:

Skills

ISBNs forthcoming

Learning now
for the future

Assessment

CEFR

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

Professional Development

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

Click to get your sample

Exam Preparation

The teacher’s book and resources are easy to use. They provide support
and guidelines to minimize preparation time for teaching in class and online,
including extra support for mixed ability classes.

Business & Vocational

Wider World 2nd Edition prepares teenagers for their life
ahead: it helps them develop the language and future
skills they need for their social lives, studies and careers.

47

Primary

RICH MULTIMEDIA

Feeling motivated is a great
way to succeed

EXTENSIVE EXAM
PREPARATION

BBC videos

that has been proven to help
students achieve outstanding
results on tests and exams

Focus Vlogs

Experience the real world with
authentic BBC video clips.

Develop ﬂuency and learn
accurate usage with Focus Vlogs.

General English

including inspiring video clips
from the BBC that make lessons
memorable and learning efﬁcient

STUDENT’S BOOK AND EBOOK

2nd Edition

Secondary

SECOND EDITION

In Focus Second Edition, we have taken the very best of Pearson’s top-selling title for
upper-secondary students and brought it right up to date. Thanks to feedback received
from Focus users from all over the world, the course now offers the following:

SECOND EDITION

Focus

2

“The real challenge is that
those 5,000+ new words
are not very frequent.”

ENHANCED LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
with unique in-and-out-of-class
paper and digital materials that
enable students to make steady
progress in a personalised way

Digital

Get more training with extra
digital activities and resources,
and Student’s eBook.

Student’s Book and eBook, with extra digital activities and resources

•
•

Student’s eBook

•
•

Student’s Book and eBook, with Online Practice (interactive workbook),
extra digital activities and resources

•

Teacher’s Book with
Presentation Tool, Teacher’s
Resources, interactive
workbook, extra digital
activities, Assessment
Package, Test Generator,
and Student’s eBook

•

Class CDs

Student’s eBook with Online Practice (interactive workbook),
extra digital activities and resources
Pearson Practice English App
Workbook

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

english.com/focus
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70

80

90

SECOND EDITION

Level 1

CEFR

<A1

A1

A2

+

B1

+

B2

+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
60

70

80

90

Level 2
Level 1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress

Assessment package

Digital resources

Digital resources

Certification

App

Class audio CDs

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

48

• Teach effective word-learning strategies. Provide your
students with useful tools, tactics and resources so that they
can learn new words outside the classroom, too.
• Organize repeat encounters. Vocabulary works on a use it
or lose it basis, so make sure your students encounter the
vocabulary you want them to learn again and again.
Read more
Vaughan Jones

Engage your upper secondary
students with BBC videos and
Focus vlogs.
Develop your learners’ vocabulary
and their overall language fluency.
Provide your students with focused
exam skills training.
Enjoy teaching an easy-to-follow
course with plenty of diversified
print and online resources.

Graded Readers

Online practice

Benchmark Test

• Provide memorable first encounters. You never get a second
chance to make a first impression. So, ensure that your
students’ first encounter with a new word is as memorable as
possible.

Choose Focus 2nd
Edition if you want to:

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

• Focus on the most important words. Always teach appropriate
words for the levels your students are currently at.

Grammar

Student Components

Recommended Tests

Skills

››

An introduction to Focus 2nd Edition

The real challenge is that those 5,000+ new words are not very
frequent. As a consequence, students don’t encounter them very
often. This makes it difficult to recall them and make the leap from
one level to the next. To help your students:

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

See ISBNs and components list

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

Assessment

Level 3

A1

78

Sue Kay,
Vaughan Jones,
Daniel Brayshaw

This is because there’s a big difference between the volume of the
vocabulary that intermediate students and upper-intermediate
students need to know. Intermediate (B1/B2 level) students need
to know about 2,500 words, while upper-intermediate (B2/C1 level)
students need to know about 7,500-9,000 words.

Level 4

<A1

32

Students learning new words in English generally progress steadily
up until the pre-intermediate and intermediate level. But after
that, they start to struggle.

Level 5

CEFR

GSE

Professional Development

Click to get your sample

A2
C1

Exam Preparation

Levels

Overcoming the challenge
of learning new words

50

16/10/2020 12:03

5

pearsonenglish.com/focus

40

GSE: 38-48 CEFR: A2+/B1

FOCUS2E_GLB_L2_SBK_CVR.indd 1

The course brings the world into the classroom with videos from
the BBC, online practice and up-to-date content that is designed to inspire
great outcomes. Building on the foundations of the best-selling series for upper
secondary students, Focus 2nd Edition offers proven methodology to support
students to develop the language and exam skills they need to succeed in
the 21st century.

30

eBook

§

Level 2

Focus 2nd Edition motivates and engages students with authentic content,
while developing language and life skills that prepare them to achieve
great exam results.

20

and

SUE KAY / VAUGHAN JONES / DANIEL BRAYSHAW
MARTA INGLOT / BARTOSZ MICHAŁOWSKI / DEAN RUSSELL / BEATA TRAPNELL

Level 4
Level 3

10

STUDENT’S BOOK

Level 5

Business & Vocational

For Teachers

•
•

KAY / JONES / BRAYSHAW

Motivation is essential for all learners, but particularly
for upper secondary students who are looking to what
lies ahead in their lives.

For Students

49

Primary

GoGetter

General English

When teenagers need
motivation, teachers
need a hand

Secondary

“Well chosen videos
can be fun, motivating
and educational.”

The course has been designed to motivate young teenage learners to
use their time well and achieve measurable progress, supporting them
with valuable Assessment
for Learning strategies along the way.

4

GoGetter creates a supportive and positive learning environment
through its step-by-step approach to teaching grammar. New
grammar structures are illustrated by meaningful examples and
practiced through staged activities to improve understanding
and retention of a new language.

A1
B1

GSE

17
46

Catherine Bright, Jayne Croxford,
Graham Fruen, Sandy Zervas

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

There’s nothing quite like a video to grab a teenager’s
attention in the classroom. Well chosen videos can be fun,
motivating and educational – and are often a welcome
break from more traditional classroom activities.

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

Student's Book

Teacher’s Book

Student's eBook

DVD Rom

Workbook

Presentation tool

English Benchmark - Young Learners

Online practice

Assessment package
Digital resources

Certification

Digital resources

Class audio CDs

Recommended Tests
Track Progress

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

Of course, it’s also important to consider how advanced
your learners are when selecting content – if the video
content is too complex your learners will find it hard
to understand and might lose motivation and interest.
Conversely, if it’s too easy, they’ll also get bored.
You can watch a video training series by Amanda Davies where
she shares her practical tips and ideas on using all types of
GoGetter videos in class.
View more
Amanda Davies

50

Choose GoGetter
if you want to:
Motivate students with rich
multimedia content, including
BBC videos.
Integrate Assessment for Learning
into your daily routine.
Introduce grammar by using
a step-by-step approach.

Graded Readers

Teacher Components

Dictionaries

Student Components

Grammar

››

It’s important to select your video material carefully,
considering the age, language level and interests of your
students. Younger learners tend to respond to cartoonlike videos with stories or fun characters, while teenagers
and adult learners are more likely to be interested in
documentary style films, humorous videos, or content that
relates to their interests or work.

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

Introduction to GoGetter

Assessment

How to choose the right
video for your learners

90

Level 4

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/gogetter

Exam Preparation

Levels

Business & Vocational

GoGetter provides multimedia resources,
quirky grammar animations and BBC videos
that are fun and educational.

Equip students with 21st century
skills and prepare them for life.

51

Primary

w
Skills for no

an

• Student’s Book
and eBook, with
extra digital activities
and resources

• Student’s Book
and eBook, with Online
Practice (interactive
workbook), extra digital
activities and resources

Life Skills

Video

Advance your academic and career
perspectives with the Life Skills
development programme.

Develop fluency, accuracy and critical
thinking skills with authentic Grammar,
Documentary and Communication videos.

• Student's eBook
• Student's eBook
with Online Practice
(interactive workbook),
extra digital activities
and resources

• Pearson Practice
English App
• Workbook

• Teacher’s Book

Culture and Literature

Digital

Deepen your understanding of British
culture through Culture Spots and
Literature Spots.

Get more training with extra
digital activities and resources,
and Student's eBook.

with Presentation Tool,
Teacher’s Resources,
interactive workbook,
extra digital activities,
Assessment Package,
Test Generator, and
Student's eBook

• Class CDs

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

english.com/highnote
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90

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3

Catrin Elen Morris

High Note is an intensive five‑level course with a Life Skills Development
Program at its core, bridging the gap between school life and young
adulthood. Cultural and social content supports students learning to
discuss ideas, while teachers have the flexibility of adapting a wide
range of resources to match everyone’s styles and goals.

Student's Book
and

§

Level 2
Level 1

CEFR

<A1

A1 A2 A2+ B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

GSE:30-40 CEFR:A2/A2+

HighNote_GLB_L1_SBK_CVR.indd 1

03/11/2020 09:46

5

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Teens don’t always make
the best decisions

C2

When it comes to it, teenagers are well known for making absolutely
terrible decisions. It’s almost as if all sense goes out the window.
In fact, when under pressure or excited, teenagers are literally not
in their right minds – especially when they’re trying to impress or be
accepted by peers.

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Assessment package

Digital resources

Digital resources

You can, however, help teenagers make better decisions:

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

• Practise in a stress-free environment. By discussing topics and
possible scenarios in class, we can help teenagers consider,
anticipate and even rehearse decisions they may have to make.
This will help them identify the choices they really want to make
later on.
• Develop awareness about what’s happening in their brains so
they recognize the impulse to do something that at some level
they know isn’t in their best interests. Teach them to ‘count to
ten’, or remove themselves from a situation to cool down, or
phone a trusted friend for advice—or simply consider what this
person would be likely to advise them.
• Encourage self-reflection, the value of learning from experience:
learning to make good decisions is a process, and involves making
bad ones along the way.
Read more
Rachael Roberts

Choose High Note
if you want to:
Develop your students’ life skills
and career perspectives.
Boost learners’ overal fluency
in English.
Develop learners’ skills to discuss
ideas and participate in the global
community.
Enjoy the flexibility of adapting
content and resources to your
teaching style and students’
aspirational goals.

Graded Readers

Certification

52

An introduction to High Note

Dictionaries

App

Daniel Brayshaw, Lynda Edwards,
Bob Hastings, Caroline Krantz,
Stuart McKinlay, Catrin Elen Morris,
Rachael Roberts

Grammar

Teacher Components

85

Skills

Student Components

30

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Adolescence is a time when the brain is developing very fast. Because
the pre-frontal cortex is not fully formed until the mid-twenties, it’s
much harder for teenagers to anticipate the consequences of their
choices, resist peer pressure, delay gratification and resist impulses.
None of which makes for great decision-making.

GSE

Professional Development

30

A2
C1

Exam Preparation

pearsonenglish.com/highnote

20

eBook

Catrin Elen Morris | Bob Hastings | Peter Anderson | Rod Fricker

Levels

10

1

For Teachers

Business & Vocational

When upper secondary students have ambitious
goals, they need a course that equips them with
the language and exam skills alongside the life
and career competencies that are indispensable
to succeed in their future lives.

General English

For Students

Student's Book and eBook

It’s good to be ambitious

High Note is an intensive five-level course
for upper-secondary students that bridges
the gap between school life and young
adulthood. Designed to inspire modern
teenagers to reach their ambitious goals,
the course equips them with language
skills alongside the life and career
competencies that are indispensable to
succeed in exams, in the workplace and in
their future lives.

Secondary

High Note

1

“When under pressure
or excited, teenagers
are literally not in their
right minds.”
re
d the futu

53

Primary
Secondary

New Keystone

General English

Transferable skills are key
to academic success

This proven approach accelerates language acquisition, literacy, and
transferable academic skills simultaneously. Academic rigor is assured
through alignment to the Common Core State Standards.

4

Levels

GSE

48
75

pearsonenglish.com/keystone
Click to get your sample
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C2

Learning strategies accelerate standard
academic language learning for all
students more effectively and efficiently.

Level D
Level C
Level B
Level A
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Learning strategies are techniques for understanding,
remembering, and using information and skills to master
academic language and content simultaneously, as they
do in New Keystone. Learning strategy induction can help
students by:

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Teacher’s eBook

Workbook

Teacher’s Resource Book

Reader’s Companion

Test generator

Digital resources

Assessment package
Digital resources

• showing them techniques for how to learn,
• developing their independence as learners,

“Learning strategies
accelerate standard
academic language
learning.”

• increasing

their academic motivation, developing
their awareness of their own thinking and
learning processes.

Anna Uhl Chamot

54

Focus on comprehension, reading
strategies and fluency in an
intensive program.
Use scaffolded instruction
combined with an explicit focus on
language development.
Integrate language development
and content, aligned to the
Common Core State Standards.

Graded Readers

All kinds of fiction, poetry, and informational texts
provide students with models of academic and literary
language. However, to make full use of these models,
students need to comprehend what they read. Reading
strategies presented in New Keystone provide detailed
instructions on how to apply the strategy to the text they
are about to read.

Choose New Keystone
if you want to:

Dictionaries

Research has shown that when students develop
metacognition, the awareness of the learning process
and strategies that lead to success, they are more likely
to plan how to proceed with a learning task, monitor
their own performance, find solutions to problems
encountered, and evaluate themselves upon task
completion.

Grammar

Teacher Components

Skills

Student Components

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Professional Development

90

Why teach learning
strategies?

Aligned to the Global Scale of English

Exam Preparation

B1
C1

Business & Vocational

New Keystone is a new edition of the highly
successful reading and language development
program. It offers scaffolded, sustained
instruction combined with an explicit focus on
language development.

Support your students to develop
transferable academic skills.

55

4

Levels

A1
B1

General English

Discover English provides a solid grammar and lexical syllabus with the perfect mix of
variety and challenge to motivate young learners as they discover the world. There
are plenty of opportunities to help learners explore foreign countries and learn about
different cultures. A variety of challenges, like designing computer games, breaking
codes, and problem-solving, help cognitive and linguistic development.

pearsonenglish.com/discoverenglish
See ISBNs and components list

Judy Boyle,
Jayne Croxford,
Izabella Hearn

››

Exam Preparation

Live Beat
4

Levels

A1
B1+

GSE

25
52

For older
teenage students

pearsonenglish.com/live-beat

<A1
B1

Today! shapes learning around the individual, understanding that no two students are
the same in their learning styles and allows you to tailor learning to individual needs.
Lessons feature kids in real-life situations, making English easier to understand,
learning more enjoyable, and teaching more effective. Today! is media rich, with
interactive activities, and audio and video clips to keep your students engaged.

See ISBNs and components list

56

››

Erika Stiles,
David Todd,
Tamzin Thompson,
Sandy Zervas

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/today

Dictionaries

*For other titles - please contact your Pearson representative.

4

Levels

Grammar

F ind out more

Today!

Skills

You can access the Secondary Academy through
the Pearson English Portal. Teacher access is free
with many Pearson Secondary courses, including
GoGetter, Wider World 1st Edition, Focus 2nd Editon,
High Note, New Keystone*

››

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Ingrid Freebairn,
Jonathan Bygrave,
Judy Copage,
Olivia Johnston,
Sarah Curtis

Professional Development

Live Beat is a vibrant four-level course that keeps teenage students motivated and
focused to achieve better learning outcomes. Carefully structured lessons focus on
both written and verbal communication skills, with realistic communicative activities
that help students to start using their English immediately. Live Beat engages students
with a rich selection of multimedia, with more than 130 videos and animations
integrated into the course.

For younger
teenage students

Business & Vocational

Secondary Academy is an online
repository of materials that you can
use alongside any Pearson course
for secondary students, whether the
lessons are in class or online.

Secondary

Discover English

Primary

Lower Secondary

57

4

Levels

Next Move

A1
B2+

4

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/choices
See ISBNs and components list

pearsonenglish.com/nextmove

››

British English

British English

A2
C1

GSE

32

4

78

Levels

A2
B2+

GSE

5

32

Levels

70

British English

American Edition

pearsonenglish.com/focus1e

››

See ISBNs and components list

››

10

5

55

Levels

A1
B1+

GSE

10
55

Wider World supports and motivates teenage learners with BBC videos, and the
activities they need to start using English outside the classroom. It combines a proven
language learning methodology to develop language and skills for 21st century
learners, and offers two flexible, alternative paths, depending on students’ profiles
and starting levels, making sure everyone can achieve their goals. By interacting with
the content, rather than just practicing, students acquire the language at a deeper
cognitive level.

British English

American English

pearsonenglish.com/widerworld

››

See ISBNs and components list

pearsonenglish.com/widerworldamerican
See ISBNs and components list

Postcards

Dictionaries

New Grammar Time New Round Up

››

Grammar

Also available
Move It

Bob Hastings,
Stuart McKinley,
Sandy Zervas,
Catherine Bright,
Suzanne Gaynor,
Kathryn Alevizos,
Carolyn Barraclough

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

pearsonenglish.com/focusamerican

GSE

Assessment

With so many different requirements, expectations, and goals, students in upper
secondary need help to focus on what’s important. Focus is a five-level course for
upper-secondary students, structured to promote motivation, memory and meaning.
Rich, varied content motivates students, while clear and intuitive lessons provide an
exams-orientated learning path for students. The Word Store, unique to Focus, helps
students better collate, retain and revise vocabulary.

A1
B1+

American Edition

Professional Development

5

Exam Preparation

Wider World British English
& Wider World American Edition

American Edition

Carolyn Barraclough,
Jayne Wildman,
Katherine Stannett,
Fiona Beddall

››

See ISBNs and components list

Focus British English
& Focus American Edition

Levels

Sue Kay,
Vaughan Jones

Next Move guides teenage students along a path in 21st century learning that
prepares them to make their next move – inspiring them to reach for new heights.
Graded exercises that assess how individual students are progressing, with extra
support, help cater for mixed ability classes, while project tasks stimulate and
motivate high achievers. A guided inductive approach to grammar develops students’
learning skills such as identifying grammar patterns and formulating grammar rules.

Business & Vocational

Michael Harris,
Anna Sikorzyńska

A1
B1

General English

Not all students are the same - teenage students often need the freedom to make
decisions about how and what they want to learn. Choices gives teachers the flexibility
to help meets those needs, as they can choose between different tasks within the
core English learning skills and adjust the course accordingly. This allows students to
take greater control over their knowledge and skills development.

Secondary

Choices

Primary

Upper Secondary

Graded Readers

Explore Secondary titles

58

››
59

This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.

CEFR

<A1

Connectivity*

A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

P.
64

New

Future 2nd Edition*

66

NorthStar 5th Edition*

68

Roadmap*

70

Speakout 2nd Edition*

72

StartUp*

74

Top Notch & Summit
3rd Edition*

76

American Speakout

78

Cutting Edge 3rd Edition

78

New Language Leader

78

Pearson English
Interactive 2.0

79

Project Success

79

Side by Side Extra & Plus

79

General English

*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.

Level Key
Starter

60

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8
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Let’s support

Take a look
Take a look at critical thinking

our learners in meeting their needs

Critical thinking is a complex process that involves
reflection, analysis and evaluation. In the English language
classroom, it’s about building academic literacy, not just
linguistic proficiency.

Contemporary adult learners require new approaches
and materials that address new needs in their social,
professional, and academic English. At Pearson we
conduct research with teachers and learners to make
sure that our courses meet those needs.

Connectivity

Take a look at online teaching tips
Do you teach adults online? Do you feel you need
more support with the preparation and delivery of your
lessons? P
 earson’s Engage, Study, Activate and Practice
(ESAP) framework can help.

NEW FOR 2022

Connectivity is a new six-level communicative course
for adults and young adults by award-winning
authors Joan Saslow and Allen Ascher. With a strong
focus on communication skills, it’s centered on goal and
achievement-driven lessons.

Future has helped over half a million students learn English
and achieve their personal, career and educational goals.
Now in its second edition, this effective six-level program
continues to address the diverse needs of adult learners,
equipping them with transferable academic, workplace and
English communication skills.
For further information, see page [66].

Engage, Study, Activate and Practice (ESAP)

Digital tools and resources for
your General English courses
The Pearson English Portal puts everything you need in one
place, connects teachers and learners, and enables everyone
to work together, anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Find access codes in Pearson English coursebooks
and teacher’s books.

For further information, see page [64].

Future 2nd Edition

Introduction to Critical Thinking
by Christina Cavage

New in the catalogue

Monitor progress with our
assessment programs
Motivate adult learners to reach milestones
during their language courses. Whether it
is to place them initially in a course level,
measure progress, or certify their skills,
teachers can help adult learners stay on
track to achieve their goals.

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate

Pearson English Readers
Pearson English Readers offer a broad range of popular titles
and best-selling authors across a variety of genres written
for teenage and adult learners. Perfect to enjoy reading for
pleasure, in and out of the classroom.
For further information, see page [160].

62

63

General English

Connecting people
through English

Secondary

Connectivity

NEW for 2022

Business & Vocational

Connectivity develops confident, fluent speakers who can
use English for socializing, traveling, further education,
and business. Its rigorous speaking pedagogy activates
new language and integrates it with intensive four-skills
practice and the soft skills needed for employability. A
unique cultural fluency syllabus prepares students to use
English for work, travel, studies, and life—no matter where
they are in the world.
6

Levels

A1
C1

GSE

16
84

Joan Saslow, Allen Ascher

pearsonenglish.com/connectivity
Click to get your sample
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Professional Development

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
90

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3

Level 1
Foundations
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

See ISBNs and components list

››

Student's Book

Teacher’s Book

Student's eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

App

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].
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Read more
Joan Saslow and Allen Ascher

Have ready-to-use optional
activities to avoid the need to
supplement the text.
Prepare students for employability
and professional success through
explicit soft skills practice.
Minimize lesson planning with
timed teaching suggestions.
Make remote and blended learning
easy through an integrated digital
and print program.

Graded Readers

Benchmark Test

To meet students’ needs, Connectivity brings them:
rigorous explicit language presentations, confirmation
of progress in every class session, a systematic speaking
pedagogy, intensive recycling, gamified language
activities, robust optional ready-to-use supplements,
and a hilarious TV-style sitcom that further reinforces
language as it provides more practice.

Ensure confident communication
with people from different
language and cultural backgrounds.

Dictionaries

Digital resources

Recommended Tests

Choose Connectivity
if you want to:

Grammar

Teacher Components

Example sitcom video Level 1 Unit 3

Skills

Student Components

Connectivity’s goal is to prepare students to interact
socially and professionally using English as an
international language. Since more than two thirds
of English speakers in the world today are not native
speakers, Connectivity provides exposure to a variety of
accents and support in how to communicate with people
from other customs and traditions. And by expanding
the traditional understanding of of communicative
competence beyond purely linguistic measures,
it actively develops sociolinguistic and pragmatic
compentence as well as soft skills and cultural fluency,
ensuring learners an advantage in employability and
professional success.

Assessment

A course relevant to
students’ lives

Level 2

Exam Preparation

Connectivity is written by Joan Saslow and Allen Ascher, the
award-winning authors of Top Notch and Summit.

10

Primary

“More than two
thirds of English
speakers in the
world today are not
native speakers.”

65

Primary

Future
2nd Edition

Secondary

“Future integrates English
literacy, civics, work, and
life skill competencies in
one program.”

General English

Build the essential English communications skills
required for success in a variety of contexts:
workplace, community and academic.

It presents grammar, listening, speaking, pronunciation,
reading, writing and vocabulary through meaningful
activities that simulate real workplace, educational and
community contexts.

6

Skills for the future

40

50

60

70

80

90

• P
 roductive: Engaging speaking and writing activities at each level
challenge learners to produce meaningful spoken and written
language in a variety of contexts, developing their productive skills.

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Intro

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

• I nteractive: Future offers an abundance of interactive activities
that allow learners to engage in conversations, discussions,
and exchanges of ideas, as well as gathering and summarizing
information.

C2

››

Student's Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Assessment package

Online practice

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

 eading, writing, listening, and speaking practice requires learners
• R
to analyze, use context clues, interpret, cite evidence, and
summarize.
• R
 egular practice with complex and content-rich materials develops
academic language and builds knowledge.
• I nteractive activities allow for collaboration and exchange of ideas
in both social and academic contexts.
Future integrates English literacy, civics, work, and life skill
competencies in one program, empowering learners to become
proficient communicators and active participants in their work and
community life.

Choose Future 2nd
Edition if you want to:
Equip students with academic,
workplace and communication
skills.
Expose students to language and
concepts used in the workplace,
school and community.
Challenge students to evaluate,
analyze and solve problems.

Graded Readers

Teacher Components

Standards are incorporated into the curriculum at every level,
providing a foundation for academic rigor.

Dictionaries

Student Components

Recommended Tests

Grammar

See ISBNs and components list

Skills

<A1

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

66

Assessment

Level 3

App

Sarah Lynn, Ronna Magy,
Federico-Salas-Isnardi

• I nterpretive: Content-rich listening and reading activities develop
skills to understand, process, and interpret written and oral
language delivered in a variety of contexts and genres.

Level 5

CEFR

65

Professional Development

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
30

18

Functioning level descriptors are organized into three modalities:
interpretive, productive, and interactive. Future develops all three at
every level.

Click to get your sample

20

GSE

Future’s curriculum ensures skills and competencies are fully and
seamlessly integrated in every lesson of the program, equipping
learners with higher order skills to help them achieve their personal,
professional, and educational goals.

pearsonenglish.com/future2e

10

<A1
B2

Exam Preparation

While providing relevant content, Future helps build
learner knowledge and equips adults for their many
roles. It supports the Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act goals, helps develop the skills outlined
in the College and Career Readiness Standards and the
English Language Proficiency Standards.

Levels

Business & Vocational

Future addresses the diverse needs of adult learners,
equipping them with transferable academic, workplace
and English communication skills.

Employ research-based teaching
strategies.

67

48–57

Fifth Edition

NorthStar

NorthStar, Fifth Edition is an integrated-skills English course that empowers adult and young
adult English language learners to achieve their academic and personal goals. Current and
thought-provoking topics promote language development and critical thinking skills.

What is new in the fifth edition?

Tomorrow’s challenges go
beyond academic study

•
•
•
•
•
•

New and updated content with a new theme keeps students motivated.
The new design and imagery bring the activities to life.
Learning outcomes are created using the Global Scale of English (GSE) so students can
track their progress more easily.
Every unit offers note-taking practice and writing skill development.
Scaffolded critical thinking activities are clearly marked to help students develop their
academic skills.

ExamView Test Generator allows teachers to customize assessments.

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

B2+

C1

C2

Level 3

ISBN-13: 978-0-13-522703-9
ISBN-10:
0-13-522703-8

§

Level 2

9 0 0 0 0

Level 1

CEFR

<A1

A1 A2 A2+ B1

B1+

B2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

Pearson
Practice English
9

780135 227039

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
60

70

80

90

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

››

Teacher Components

Student's Book

Teacher notes online

Student's eBook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

App

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].
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To measure critical thinking, we first have to consider
two types of assessment—formal and informal. Formal
assessments tend to happen at the end of a task, lesson
or skill-building activity, and usually focus on the work
the student has produced. Then, we have informal
assessments. Those are the assessments that involve onthe-spot interactions.
There is a common misconception that assessment should
only focus on the final work that your students produce.
The final ‘product’ is undeniably important, and often
an ideal measure of linguistic abilities. But the process
of producing the final work is where you can see your
students’ critical thinking skills in action.
When designing rubrics to measure both language and
critical thinking, make sure that you only focus on one
at a time—either language or critical thinking. Keeping
these different skills in mind will help you to differentiate
language skills and critical thinking skills, and evaluate
them separately, when it comes to formal assessment.
Read more
Christina Cavage

Introduction to Critical Thinking
by Christina Cavage

Choose NorthStar
if you want to:
Use an integrated-skills course.
Develop effective critical
thinking skills.
Prepare learners for academic
study or work.

Graded Readers

Digital resources

Series Editors:
Frances Boyd and Carol Numrich

Dictionaries

Student Components

Recommended Tests

Authors:
John Beaumont, A. Judith Yancey,
Natasha Haugnes, Beth Maher, Laurie
Barton, Carolyn Dupaquier, Andrew
K. English, Laurie Monahan English,
Robert F. Cohen, Judy L. Miller, Polly
Merdinger, Robin Mills, Laurie Frazier,
Helen Solórzano, Jennifer P. L. Schmidt,
Tess Ferree, Kim Sanabria, Sherry Preiss

Grammar

See ISBNs and components list

5/23/19 3:46 PM
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Skills

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

34

Assessment

Level 4

GSE

Professional Development

There are some common myths related to critical thinking
and assessment. Many people believe that it’s impossible
to assess critical thinking, especially in classes where
language is limited. The key to success is crafting tasks
and rubrics that allow you to separate language skills
and cognitive skills. After all, a low language level doesn’t
necessarily reflect your students’ ability to think critically.

Click to get your sample

A2
B2

Exam Preparation

Assessing critical thinking

pearsonenglish.com/northstar5e

50

4

Levels

Thanks to user feedback, the fifth edition brings
up-to-date content, and explicit instruction for
note‑taking and presentation; and access to audio,
video and practice on a mobile app.

40

Business & Vocational

20

Solórzano | Schmidt

10
Level 4

An integrated, scaffolded approach supports
teachers and builds learner confidence.

30

Jennifer P. L. Schmidt

New and updated activities in MyEnglishLab provide additional practice online.

CVR_NorthStar_LS3_INT_27039.indd 1

20

|

Students can complete activities, listen to audio, and watch video on the go with the
Pearson Practice English App.

Level 5

10

Helen Solórzano

Academic Word List words are highlighted to help students identify essential vocabulary.

NorthStar prepares learners for academic
study and their future work lives.
By developing critical thinking and academic skills
alongside language competence, learners engage
with real life themes and go beyond the literal
meanings of texts.

Listening & Speaking

General English

Listening & Speaking Fifth Edition

Building on the success of previous editions, this new fifth edition engages and motivates
students with new and updated content.

•
•
•

NorthStar 3
Fifth Edition

Series Editors: Frances Boyd and Carol Numrich

5th Edition

INTERNATIONAL EDITION—NOT FOR SALE IN THE U.S.A.

3

Secondary

NorthStar

Primary

“The process of producing the
final work NorthStar
is where 3you can
see your students’ critical
thinking skills in action.”

Study themes in depth, to help
language retention.

69

Primary

Roadmap

Secondary

“As every teacher
knows, no two classes
are the same.”

General English

The right route for every learner
Roadmap is practical and communicative, and gets
students talking with topics and tasks relevant to their
world. Each lesson is written around a communicative
goal, and builds the language and skills to achieve it.

Business & Vocational

The unique twin-track approach allows you to adapt the
material to your learners’ needs and teach the language
and skills they need to progress: in the fast-track route,
every class covers essential language and speaking skills,
while the extended route adds in-depth skills training in
reading, writing and listening.
8

Levels

pearsonenglish.com/roadmap

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

90

C1

C2

21
88

Hugh Dellar, Andrew Walkley,
Lindsay Warwick, Damian Williams,
Monica Berlis, Jonathan Bygrave,
Jeremy Day, Heather Jones,
Amanda Maris, Graham Skerrit

As every teacher knows, no two classes are the same.
Different learners have different needs, different
learning preferences, and different strengths and
weaknesses. Instead of a one-size-fits-all approach to
teaching, Roadmap has the flexibility to cater to many
different sizes and shapes of class, to meet all your
learners’ needs.

C1-C2
B2+
B2
B1+
B1
A2+
A2
A1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Student's Book

Teacher's Book

Student's Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

70

There are eight levels taking students from A1 to C1C2. This means that you are able to match the level of
material to the level of your students more precisely, and
learners are less likely to repeat levels. There are fresh
new materials and topics in each lesson (rather than
each unit), which helps keep learners - and teachers engaged, and avoid ‘topic fatigue’.
So whatever your students’ needs, Roadmap has the
flexibility to provide the right route for every learner at
every stage of their journey.
Damian Williams

Enjoy the flexibility to personalize
your instruction with the unique
twin-track approach.
Actively develop skills and
teach sub-skills rather than just
practise them.
Make teaching effective with
materials that are clear and easy
to use.

Graded Readers

App

Recommended Tests

Enable learners to make fast,
measurable progress with a syllabus
built on GSE learning objectives.

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

Choose Roadmap if
you want to:

Grammar

Student Components

Teaching with Roadmap - Course introduction

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

With its dual-track approach, Roadmap has a series of
core lessons with a GSE-based communicative goal to
work towards in each one. It also provides in-depth skills
lessons aimed at practising reading, writing and listening,
and developing those skills, teaching learners strategies
that they can use outside the classroom. So whether
you’re teaching a short course over the summer or a
comprehensive course of study (or anything in between),
Roadmap has the flexibility to provide everything you
need.

Assessment

80

GSE

Professional Development

Flexibility to meet
different learners’ needs

Click to get your sample

A1
C2

Exam Preparation

Comprehensive teacher support makes lessons easy to
organize and fun to teach, however much time you have
to prepare.

Help students communicate
effectively in class, online and
at home.

71

Primary

Speakout

Secondary

“Students... feel better
prepared for dealing
with the real world.”

2nd Edition

General English

The best place to learn a
language is in the real world

Business & Vocational

Speakout brings authentic language and
real-world tasks into your classroom.

8

Levels

A1
C2

GSE

22
88

Antonia Clare, Frances Eales,
Steve Oakes, JJ Wilson

Developed in association with
BBC Studios and BBC Learning English

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Advanced Plus
Advanced
Upper Intermediate

Intermediate
Pre-intermediate
Elementary
Starter
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].
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Both teachers and students appreciate the challenge of
using the authentic video, audio and texts, with students
saying that they feel better prepared for dealing with the
real world than they would if they only had exposure to
graded material. At the same time, within a level and a
unit we vary the difficulty of texts so that some are easily
accessible to students at that level.
Speakout’s main focus is to get students talking, and
teachers who use Speakout comment that their students
talk a lot during lessons because the course covers topics
that they genuinely want to discuss, and gives them
all the language they need to express their own ideas
and opinions.
Read more

Choose Speakout 2nd
Edition if you want to:
Motivate students with authentic
English from the BBC.
Offer them more time on task to
develop opinions.
Personalize your teaching from a
vast resource of extra material.

Graded Readers

Teacher Components

Welcome to Speakout 2nd Edition

Dictionaries

Student Components

Recommended Tests

Grammar

See ISBNs and components list

Speakout uses authentic material that engages and
supports students, and helps build their confidence in
their ability to deal with real spoken English. Learning
a language is difficult, particularly understanding fast
spoken English, and this is one of Speakout’s strengths.

Skills

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

Assessment

Why challenge is good
for building language

Intermediate Plus

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/speakout

Exam Preparation

Trusted around the world, Speakout trains learners to
communicate naturally in English, using authentic videos
and texts from the BBC. It follows a balanced approach to
topics, language development and skills work. Speaking
activities are prominent, but not at the expense of the
other core skills of reading, writing and listening, which
are developed systematically throughout. Speakout helps
students across the intermediate plateau, and onto an
advanced level at a realistic pace.

Guide your students to progress
through the intermediate plateau.

73

Primary

StartUp

General English

21st century students have
a new way of learning

Secondary

“Good language learners...
take chances, make mistakes
and become masters of their
own learning.”

Business & Vocational

21st century students want language learning
to be always accessible, available on the go, and
delivered via different media. And 21st century
educators want new ways to teach.

Four Ways to Help
Students Take Risks

And students can access learning anytime, anywhere in
the Student’s Interactive eBook and the app.
pearsonenglish.com/startup

30
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60

70

90

C1

C2

Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Teacher Components

Student’s Book

Teacher's Book

Student’s Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification

App

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

• Outside class, students use the StartUp mobile app
to preview and review lessons, listening to audio,
watching videos, and checking their comprehension
with self-tests.
StartUp encourages risk-taking, helping students become
confident on their paths to successful language learning.
Dr. Ken Beatty

74

Build your students’ collaborative
and critical thinking skills for life,
work and study.
Use video and real life situations to
motivate your learners.
Extend practice with the interactive
eBook and mobile app.
Personalize classes with a flexible
course structure and a wealth of
support materials.
Make the most out of your course
with the help of Teaching with
StartUp videos.

Graded Readers

Digital resources

• Once students feel comfortable with a lesson’s
key language, they engage in open-ended and
personalized tasks. These tasks help students
build confidence through sharing ideas, not just
memorizing facts.

Choose StartUp if
you want to:

Dictionaries

Student Components

Recommended Tests

• StartUp builds communities of learners through pair
and group tasks on almost every page, as well as
the grammar, listening, pronunciation, speaking,
and vocabulary skills that lay the foundation for
better communication.

Teaching with StartUp - Introduction

Grammar

See ISBNs and components list

Series Consultant: Dr Ken Beatty

Skills

• A sense of security begins with the Welcome Unit,
where step-by-step instructions explain how to
get the most out of the student books and online
resources.

Level 1

A1

84

How we teach and the materials we use have a great
impact on whether students are comfortable taking
risks. Understanding this and other parts of the learning
process is the basis of StartUp. Here are four ways StartUp
helps students feel secure enough to take risks in their
language learning.

Level 7

<A1

22

Assessment

80

Level 8

CEFR

GSE

Professional Development

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
20

A1
C1

Good language learners take risks. They may be
uncertain if they’re speaking or writing correctly, but they
take chances, make mistakes and become masters of
their own learning. It’s a process of trying and failing and
trying again and again.

Click to get your sample

10

8

Levels

Exam Preparation

StartUp helps you teach your students in ways that
work for them, with engaging videos, grammar and
pronunciation video coaches, and high-interest podcasts.
StartUp lets you focus on the skills your students need to
work on in class in ways that maximize class time, allowing
you to adapt to each student’s needs.

75

summit 1
JOAN SASLOW

ALLEN ASCHER

3rd Edition

General English

Practice makes everyone
more confident

Top Notch

4

Levels

A1
B1+

GSE

20
59

Joan Saslow & Allen Ascher
Summit

2

This fun and engaging course provides an abundance of support
materials to minimize preparation time and help you manage
mixed ability classes.

Levels

B2
C1

GSE

58
82

Joan Saslow & Allen Ascher

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/topnotch
pearsonenglish.com/summit

Observe, practice,
and remember

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 2
Level 1
Top Notch
Level 3

Level 1
Fundamentals
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Summit ISBNs and components list

››

Teacher Components

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

App

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

We are told by teachers that what they love about
the course is the naturalness and authenticity of the
language used, and the emphasis we’ve put on social
language and the idioms of everyday speech. English
today is not an academic subject, as it was years ago
where students would prepare mainly to read and write
it, with grammar the most important focus. Today,
English is a life skill for people all over the world, who
use it as a lingua franca to function in business, study,
and travel.
Joan Saslow

Manage mixed ability classes
with the widest range of extra
materials available.
Prepare students for the
globalized world with a cultural
fluency syllabus.
Minimize preparation time
with practical and extensive
teacher notes.
Engage classes with clear
communicative goals in
every lesson.

Graded Readers

Student Components

Digital resources

76

››

Focus on productive skills
with intensive practice and
systematic recycling.

Dictionaries

Top Notch ISBNs and components list

Recommended Tests

Our goal in creating Top Notch and Summit was to
make English unforgettable by providing multiple
opportunities to observe new language, plenty of
receptive and productive practice, and deliberate and
systematic recycling of that language long after its
initial presentation.

Grammar

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

C2

Choose Top Notch and
Summit if you want to:

Skills

Level 2

Top Notch Conversation Activator video

Assessment

The English language classroom needs to serve as a
place students can observe, practice, and remember
new language. In other words, it has to provide a
mini-microcosm of the English‑speaking world and
concentrate exposure and practice at a language level
appropriate for students.

Summit

Exam Preparation

Confidence is essential for progress. Top Notch and Summit’s
proven methodology provides clear, achievable goals in every
lesson, giving students visibility to their progress. Opportunities
to see new language in different contexts ensures students notice
the language, making English unforgettable.

Business & Vocational

This award-winning course uses realistic language input,
intensive practice, and systematic recycling to prepare
students to speak English with anyone—and to speak
with confidence.

10

Secondary

Top Notch & Summit

THIRD EDITION

Primary

“English is a life skill
for people all over
the world.”

77

OUT
with DVD/ROM and Audio CD MP3

Frances Eales • Steve Oakes

A1
C1

GSE

22

Levels

››

6

Levels

GSE

19

See ISBNs and components list

GSE

See ISBNs and components list

A1
B1+

››

GSE

25
57

Side by Side is a dynamic, all-skills course that uses a conversational approach to build
students’ language proficiency. The course comes in two versions: Side by Side Extra
is an accelerated course that focuses on key grammar, vocabulary, and topics for
general language proficiency. Side by Side Plus is an expanded version with greater
emphasis on career, academic, and community topics. The eText in both versions
supports self-paced, independent practice.

pearsonenglish.com/sidebyside
Extra
See ISBNs and components list

78

Steve Molinsky,
Bill Bliss

Plus

››

See ISBNs and components list

››

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/newlanguageleader

››

Dictionaries

New Language Leader is the ideal choice for universities and university pathway
institutions looking to develop rounded, high-flying students. The course takes an
intelligent approach to building the confidence and skills students need to succeed in
academic study and use English in a globalized world. Thought-provoking topics and
texts stimulate discussion and debate. A strong emphasis on study and writing skills
prepares learners for tertiary study.

Series consultants:
Susan Gaer,
Sarah Lynn

Side by Side Extra & Side by Side Plus
Levels

82

See ISBNs and components list

pearsonenglish.com/projectsuccess

4

24

65

Grammar

A1
C1

18

Skills

5

GSE

Assessment

New Language Leader
Levels

<A1
B2

Project Success is an engaging video-based course that develops creative and critical
thinking skills, and promotes self-directed learning. Inspiring stories illustrate the
skills and competencies adult English language learners need in their lives and
careers. A series of 170 videos models situational language, employment and
educational skills. The course develops transferable academic and workplace skills
for success beyond the classroom.

pearsonenglish.com/cuttingedge

››

››

Project Success
Levels

Cutting Edge uses a distinctive task-based approach to develop language and
communication, focusing on the skills areas learners need to practice. Students
build their confidence by learning from the models and then doing the tasks. The
contextualized practice of grammar and vocabulary makes the learning process more
memorable and engaging. A wide range of contemporary topics and video materials
helps students discover English in the context of the modern world.

See ISBNs and components list

David Cotton,
David Falvey,
Simon Kent,
Ian Lebeau,
Gareth Rees

pearsonenglish.com/pei2

6

80

Michael Rost

Professional Development

Sarah Cunningham,
Peter Moor,
Araminta Crace

<A1
C1

68

Exam Preparation

Cutting Edge 3rd Edition

22

Pearson English Interactive 2.0 is an online course to help busy adults become
better communicators in conversational English. Students can use it for self-study,
as a fully online integrated skills course that gives the sense of a human teacher
providing guidance, and in teacher-led classes. Teachers can individualize instruction,
interacting with students outside of the classroom so that class time can be used for
face-to-face interaction.

pearsonenglish.com/americanspeakout
See ISBNs and components list

GSE

Business & Vocational

American Speakout follows a balanced approach to topics, language development and
skills work. Speaking activities are prominent, and the other core skills of reading,
writing and listening are developed systematically throughout. Based on Speakout
2nd Edition, American Speakout brings authentic language and real-world tasks into
your classroom. It trains learners to communicate naturally in English as it is spoken,
using authentic videos, audio, and texts.

Antonia Clare,
Frances Eales,
Steve Oakes,
JJ Wilson

A1
B2

4

79

General English

Starter
Student Book

6

Levels

Pearson English Interactive 2.0

Secondary

SPEAK

American Speakout

Primary

American

79

This is an approximation of the CEFR range per level for our products.

CEFR

<A1 A1

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2 B2+ C1

C2 P.

Business Partner*

84

CareerView*

86

Market Leader 3rd Edition Extra

88

English for International
Tourism

88

Technical English

89

Vocational English

89

Business &
Vocational

*You can find specific GSE level information for this product on the relevant product page.

Level Key
Level 1

80

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8

81

Let’s get down

Take a look
Take a look at tips for teaching Business English, whatever
your students’ level, with author Margaret O’Keefe.

to business
The number of businesses in different industries that
require employees to speak English continues to
grow. More and more people’s job options and career
advancement depend on how well they’ve mastered English
as a business language. Learners may also need other
skills to achieve their aspirations. Our courses focus on
delivering a balance of language and communication skills
training that helps learners improve their professional life.

How to teach business English
to advanced level learners

How to teach business English
at lower levels

Business Partner
Develop skills for the global workplace
Business Partner provides a bridge between the classroom
and the world of work. Its engaging content is relevant and
applicable to the workplace and is suitable for learners
with no work experience who are looking to improve their
employment prospects as well as existing employees who
want to improve their career progression.
For further information, see page [84].

Digital tools and resources for your
Business and Vocational English
courses
The Pearson English Portal puts everything you need in one
place, connects teachers and learners, and enables everyone
to work together, anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Find access codes in Business and Vocational
coursebooks and teacher’s books.

82

FEATURED TITLE
Coursebook
Iwonna Dubicka
Marjorie Rosenberg
Bob Dignen
Mike Hogan
Lizzie Wright
with

Margaret O’Keeffe
Lewis Lansford
Ros Wright

B2+

with

MyEnglishLab
Online Workbook and Resources
access code inside

How do language skills map to
employability skills?
Pearson has created an online database that can help
teachers quickly and easily identify the language needs for
a variety of jobs and industries. Built using the US Bureau
of Labor Statistics O*NET jobs database, the Global Scale of
English (GSE) Job Profiles enable teachers to find the learning
objectives that support the development of specific skills for a
given job or set of roles. The GSE Job Profiles can be found in
the GSE Teacher Toolkit and accessed at english.com/gse.

Monitor progress with our
assessment programs
Motivate adult learners to reach milestones
during their language courses. Whether it
is to place them initially in a course level,
measure progress, or certify their skills,
teachers can help adult learners stay on
track to achieve their goals.

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Versant English Placement Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Certification
Pearson English International Certificate

83

MyEnglishLab
Online Workbook and Resources

Iwonna Dubicka
Marjorie Rosenberg
Bob Dignen
Mike Hogan
Lizzie Wright

access code inside

with

Margaret O’Keeffe
Lewis Lansford
Ros Wright

General English

Learners need new skills for
the global workplace

with

Coursebook

B2+

Business & Vocational

Aspiring global professionals need the language and
the communicative and business skills to stand out
from the crowd.
Business Partner develops the skills and language that learners
need to be more employable and effective in the workplace.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
20

30

40

50

60

70

90

C1

C2

B2+
B2
B1+
B1
A2+
A2
A1

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

››

Student's Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Digital resources

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Versant English Placement Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

84

There are many other way to help your students too: get
them to set goals for themselves and review the goals
regularly; encourage incidental learning; broaden their
vocabulary range; make time for emergent language which
may be langue students want in order to do their jobs;
review and expand on core grammar areas; use ‘real play’
(rather than role play) to develop communication skills;
develop business writing skills; and offer your students
choices of what they should learn.
Read more
Margaret O’Keeffe

Welcome to Business Partner

Choose Business Partner
if you want to:
Cover real business issues with
authentic video and Financial
Times content.
Build communication skills with
an innovative video training
program.
Build practical skills with
functional training.
Pick and choose lessons with the
modular unit structure.

Graded Readers

Certification

Nurture students’ motivation to reach new heights. They
need a high degree of intrinsic motivation. If they can enjoy
the challenge of developing new skills and feel satisfaction
at watching a favourite TV show in its original version, there
is no turning back. As for extrinsic motivation, having a
superior level of English offers them a competitive edge in
the international job market, opens up career or promotion
opportunities, and gives them greater self-confidence in
their abilities in the workplace.

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

Margaret O’Keeffe, Iwonna Dubicka,
Lewis Lansford, Marjorie Rosenberg,
Bob Dignen, Mike Hogan, Lizzie Wright,
Evan Frendo, Ros Wright

Grammar

Student Components

85

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

20

Once your business English students reach a B2 level of
English, they’re fairly competent communicators. For many
learners, their motivation to improve starts to suffer when
they reach this intermediate plateau. They understand
almost everything and can express themselves clearly
enough – so why would they want to continue and achieve
a C1 level of English? And how can we help them see the
benefits in their own lives and careers?

C1

CEFR

GSE

Assessment

80

A1
C1

Professional Development

The challenge of teaching
advanced learners

Click to get your sample

10

8

Levels

Exam Preparation

Authentic content from the Financial Times brings a wealth of
international business information. The innovative video-based
training program builds communication skills while the modular
approach gives you the flexibility to focus on what is most
important to your learners.
pearsonenglish.com/businesspartner

Secondary

Business Partner

Primary

“For many learners, their
motivation starts to suffer
when they reach the
intermediate plateau.”

Work on realistic case studies
with workshops in each unit.

85

Secondary

CareerView

General English

Help learners explore
work opportunities

1

Level
Levels

A2+
B2+

GSE

41
72

Steven J. Molinsky, Bill Bliss

pearsonenglish.com/careerview

Professional Development

Click to get your sample
Aligned to the Global Scale of English
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

C1

C2

Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

The world of work
is changing

››

Student’s Book

Digital resources

Learners are exploring different career pathways and
opportunities as technology and other factors accelerate
the pace of change in many occupations, and there is a
growing emphasis on the soft skills required for effective
interpersonal communication in the workplace.

Skills Book
Health Occupations Book

Digital resources
App

CareerView’s curriculum responds to this need by
integrating language learning, career exploration and
employability skills. The US Department of Labor’s O*NET
database of occupational definitions and skill requirements
provides the content basis for the course. Learners can
also use the database to research job descriptions and
participate in job interest surveys.
The Employability Skills Framework of the US Department
of Education also informed development of CareerView. It
identifies the skills necessary for students to be successful
in the workplace across three broad domains: Applied
Knowledge, Workplace Skills, and Effective Relationships.
The latter domain served as the main source of
employability learning objectives in the course.

Offer active conversation practice
to develop English soft skills in the
workplace.
Integrate career exploration and
academic lessons.
Support each student’s career
journey through goal-setting,
education planning, employment
searches.

Graded Readers

86

“There is a growing
emphasis on the soft
skills required for
effective interpersonal
communication in the
workplace.”

Help students explore a wide range
of occupational sectors and career
options.

Dictionaries

Construction, Building Trades,
and Green Jobs Book

Choose CareerView
if you want to:

Grammar

Teacher Components

Skills

Student Components

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Exam Preparation

The companion Career and Academic Readiness Skills Book helps
learners explore their work interests and values, provides
academic lessons about the future of work and technology, and
prepares students for the job search.

Business & Vocational

CareerView helps learners explore occupations across
employment sectors while they develop English language and
employability skills for career success. It focuses on vocabulary
development and communication soft skills for employability
through contextualized instruction tied to occupational sectors.
Vibrant illustrated dictionary lessons present career vocabulary
and dynamic conversation activities prepare students to
communicate effectively in English in the workplace.

10

Primary

NEW for 2022

Provide extensive supplementary
practice for independent learning.

87

A1
C1

GSE

24

4

81

Levels

See ISBNs and components list

››

A2
B2

2

Designed for students in vocational education and company employees, Vocational
English combines a strong grammar syllabus with the essential vocabulary that they
need for their working lives. There are five specialisms to choose from: English for
Banking and Finance, English for Construction, English for Information Technology, English
for Nursing, and English for the Oil Industry.

pearsonenglish.com/vocationalenglish
See ISBNs and components list

››

David Bonamy, Evan Frendo,
Maja Olenjniczak, Rosemary
Richie, Maria Spada Symonds,
Ros Wright, David Hill
Series Editor: David Bonamy

Assessment

››

A1
B1

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/tourism

››

Vocational English
Levels

English for International Tourism is for professionals working in the tourism industry
and students of tourism in further education. It builds the professional skills needed
for the tourist industry while developing language. Authentic material from Dorling
Kindersley’s acclaimed Eyewitness Travel Guides explore some of the world’s top tourist
destinations, motivating learners to develop their language, build confidence and
practice language skills in realistic case studies.

See ISBNs and components list

See ISBNs and components list

Exam Preparation

3

Levels

David Bonamy

pearsonenglish.com/technicalenglish

pearsonenglish.com/marketleader

English for International Tourism

Iwonna Dubicka, Margaret
O’Keeffe, Peter Strutt

Technical English is for students in technical or vocational education, and for company
employees in training at work. It covers the core language and skills that students
need to communicate successfully in technical and industrial specializations. The
course presents technical concepts clearly and uses core language common to a
range of specializations. Grammar is regularly practiced and there is a comprehensive
grammar summary section.

Business & Vocational

3rd Edition Extra

A1
C1

General English

Market Leader develops confident speakers who can successfully use English in a
work environment. It is for students who want to learn English and learn about
business, and for business people who want to advance their careers. Market Leader
uses Financial Times material to introduce students to topical business issues and to
build the professional language, business and communication skills required for the
modern world of business.
David Cotton, David Falvey,
Simon Kent, Margaret
O’Keeffe, Iwonna Dubicka

Technical English

Secondary

5

Levels

Primary

Market Leader 3rd Edition Extra

Skills
Grammar
Dictionaries
Graded Readers

88

89

Cambridge Exams

Pearson English

TOEIC

TOEFL

IELTS

PTE ACADEMIC

International Certificate - Level 4

International Certificate - Level 3

International Certificate - Level 2

International Certificate - Level 1

C2 Proficiency

C1 Advanced

B2+

B2 First / First for Schools

B1+

B1 Preliminary / Preliminary
for Schools

A2+

A2 Key / A2 Key for Schools

A1

Young Learners - Flyers

Young Learners - Movers

Young Learners - Starters

Product

P.

OTHER

Formula

94

Gold New Edition

96

Gold Experience 2nd Edition

98

Practice Tests Plus
Pearson English
International Certificate

100

MyEnglishLab Exam Prep

102

Expert Cambridge

102

Grammar and Vocabulary
for Cambridge Exams

102

Practice Tests Plus
Cambridge

103

Expert IELTS

103

Focus on IELTS

103

Expert PTE Academic

104

The Official Guide to PTE
Academic

104

NorthStar Building Skills for
the TOEFL iBT

104

Longman Preparation
Course for the TOEFL iBT

105

Building Skills for the New
TOEIC Test

105

Longman Preparation
Series for the TOEIC Test:
Listening & Reading

105

Exam Preparation

Level Key
Starter

90

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8

91

Let’s empower learners

Take a look
Take a look at Lindsay Warwick’s tips and ideas to run flexible
exam preparation classes, with examples from Formula.

with a variety of exam prep tools
When results really matter, you need language tools
you can trust. All over the world Pearson courses are
the number one choice for teachers and learners to
prepare for exam success, whether in face-to-face or
online courses.

Take a look at preparing test takers for success with different
learning styles.

Create your perfect
Formula for exam success

Preparing test takers for success

Formula
Formula is a flexible, unique and enjoyable route to
Cambridge exam success. Its truly flexible components are
designed to work independently for short and intensive
preparation or in combination for longer exam courses. The
course can be easily adapted for the classroom, independent
study, and blended to fully digital learning environments.

FEATURED TITLE

A digital platform with everything students,
teachers and institutions need for PTE Academic,
IELTS, TOEFL and OET exams.

See p.<?>

For further information, see page [94].

Practice Tests Plus Pearson
English International Certificate
Practice Tests Plus for Pearson English International Certificate
offers guidance and tips, scafolded practice and a wide variety
of other resources to help students prepare for the Pearson
English International Certificate paper-based test.

Global Online Test Preparation

FEATURED TITLE

See p.<?>

For students: 100s of hours of interactive practice material, live
classes, exam strategy and methodology lessons, speaking
and writing assessments, practice pronunciation and
speaking, and more.
For teachers: online student management system with 100s of
hours of ready-made lessons, efficient assessment marking
with auto-rubrics, automated scoring for reading and listening,
live class management, and more.
For administrators: teacher and student management systems,
live class management and scheduling, messaging system, and
course publishing tools.
Find out more

For further information, see page [100].

Teaching online along
the ESAP framework
Teaching online can be much easier and more efficient
to plan and deliver when you follow four stages - Engage,
Study, Activate and Practice (ESAP).
This is an adaption for remote learning of a face-to-face
teaching methodology.
92

93

Primary
Secondary

Formula

General English

Create your own formula
for exam success

Formula takes a fresh approach to topics, units
and components to create an effective examfocused package whatever your teaching and
learning situation.
3

Levels

Finding the formula for
each lesson

Click to get your sample

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s Interactive eBook

Presentation tool

Exam Trainer

Digital resources

[Teacher] “OK everyone, please turn to page 24.”
[Multiple students] “Ugh not jobs again…” *start speaking in
their first language*
You’re on the topic of jobs for the second week and
before you even start the lesson, your students are
already bored and tuning out. Does this sound familiar?

Exam Trainer Interactive eBook

App

Read more
Lindsay Warwick

Use a flexible course for shorter
and more extensive courses.
Create dynamic, examfocused lessons.
Customize your approach
depending on course length,
specific exam and language needs.
Use a course that is accessible for
students with dyslexia and provides
support for teachers.

Graded Readers

All the usual exam topics are covered and not just in one
isolated unit. That way, you don’t ever finish a topic, as
you come back to it from different angles throughout the
course. This helps reinforce learning.

Choose Formula
if you want to:

Dictionaries

“Different week, same
topic - admit it, it’s not
just the students who
need a change.”

Different week, same topic – admit it, it’s not just the
students who need a change. Instead of having one unit,
one topic, why don’t we choose a theme for each level
and cover a variety of interesting topics? While the theme
stays the same, the lesson focus changes, and there are
lots of different, interesting ideas. The unique topics
and the central overarching theme holding everything
together spark student and teacher curiosity and help
build momentum.

Choose your course length and see how
Formula’s learning paths work
30 hours | 50 hours | 80 hours | 100+ hours

Grammar

Digital resources

94

Lynda Edwards, Lindsay Warwick,
Sheila Dignen, Jacky Newbrook,
Helen Chilton, Mark Little

Skills

Teacher Components

84

Assessment

Student Components

42

You teach two, ninety-minute classes per week to a
group of teenage Cambridge B2 First students. Last
week, you started a new unit about jobs. On Monday,
you did a reading lesson with some vocabulary. Then on
Wednesday, you did a Use of English lesson focusing on
key grammar structures. It’s a new week and…

pearsonenglish.com/formula

See ISBNs and components list

GSE

Professional Development

Adaptable for the classroom, independent
study, and whether in a blended or a fully digital
learning environment, you can create your own
Formula for exam success.

B1
C1

Exam Preparation

Its truly flexible components are designed
to work independently for short or intensive
preparation, and in combination for longer
exam courses.

Business & Vocational

Formula is the flexible, unique
and enjoyable route to Cambridge
exam success.

95

B1 Preliminary

•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW IN THIS EDITION
•
•
•
•
•

OTHER COMPONENTS

To access Digital Student Resources see the instructions inside
this book
For more information about Gold go to www.pearsonELT.com/gold

4

››

Presentation tool

Workbook

Digital resources

Online practice

Test generator

App

84

Jan Bell, Sally Burgess, Lynda Edwards,
Jon Naunton, Amanda Thomas,
Clare Walsh, Lindsay Warwick,

Helping students to prepare for an exam can be extremely
rewarding. There’s a clear aim that everyone is working
towards. We, and our students, can see the progress they
make and at the end of the course we feel great when our
students do well.

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Level Test

Benchmark Test

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

The most effective thing we can do is plan lessons
based around sub-skills and not around test tasks.
Backwash describes the effect that exam teaching has on
classroom activities.
When the focus becomes too much about the exam, the real
reason why students are learning English can be forgotten,
producing negative backwash. Being able to underline key
words in multiple choice questions and discern between
distractors in a listening exam are really useful exam skills,
but they don’t help learners to communicate in the real world.
Read more
Lindsay Warwick

Welcome to Gold

Choose Gold if you
want to:
Give students confidence with
the key exam strategies and
thorough practice.
Prepare for success with a complete
practice test.
Engage classes with interesting
texts and discussions.
Prepare for the B1 Preliminary
2019 exam specifications with
updated material.

Graded Readers

Certification

However, these days, not everyone on a course plans to take
an exam at the end of it. So, how can we deal with
this situation?

Dictionaries

Track Progress

96

42

Grammar

Digital resources

GSE

Skills

Student’s Interactive eBook

B1
C1

Assessment

Teacher’s Book

Levels

Professional Development

Click to get your sample

Student’s Book

12/6/18 3:50 PM

Find a balance during
your exam course and
meet the needs of all
your students

pearsonenglish.com/gold

Teacher Components

Clare Walsh • Lindsay Warwick

GoldNE_B1_PLIM_CBK_CVR.indd 1

Designed to get great results in general language
competence as well as in Cambridge English Qualifications,
Gold is the perfect choice both for test takers and for nonexam students who want real progress in their English
through a purposeful syllabus.

Student Components

Coursebook

Exam Preparation

A strong emphasis on communicative practice and the
development of natural speaking skills builds students’
confidence as they face their exams.

Clare Walsh • Lindsay Warwick

• Student’s eText: the digital version of the Coursebook with integrated audio
• Student’s eText with MyEnglishLab: digital Coursebook with access to MyEnglishLab interactive
practice, both language and exam skills
• Exam Maximiser: more practice and a complete practice test
• Teacher’s Book: a complete guide with teaching tips, answer keys and photocopiable worksheets
• Digital Teacher Resources: the full test package, class audio, Exam Maximiser audio, Speaking test
videos plus worksheets and wordlist
• ActiveTeach: interactive whiteboard software with everything a teacher needs in one place
• Class audio CDs

Business & Vocational

The new edition follows the same trusted approach
and has been brought right up to date with new digital
resources, fresh content and stimulating, discussion-rich
lessons with lots of opportunities for personalisation.

Updated content tailored to the 2020 exam specifications
A full practice test in the Coursebook
Audio scripts in the back of the book
MyEnglishLab written specifically for Gold B1 Preliminary
Speaking test videos plus worksheets

Coursebook

Gold is the world’s most popular exam preparation
course for the Cambridge English Qualifications.

a fast-paced syllabus with comprehensive exam coverage for the B1 Preliminary exam.
stimulating topics and texts with extensive opportunities for discussion.
thorough skills training with a strong emphasis on vocabulary learning.
extensive writing support, including full reference with sample answers.
a unit-by-unit grammar reference section.
a full practice test.

with 2020 exam specifications

NEW EDITION

GOLD B1 PRELIMINARY PROVIDES:

NEW EDITION

B1 Preliminary

General English

The Gold series is a well-established exam preparation course for the Cambridge English Qualifications.
It combines carefully graded exam preparation with thorough language and skills development. Providing
enjoyable, communicative classes with a strong emphasis on personalisation, Gold is the trusted choice for
teachers and learners worldwide.

B1 Preliminary

Successful exam classes are
built on trusted instruction

See ISBNs and components list

Secondary

Gold New Edition

Primary

“When the focus
becomes too much
about the exam, the real
reason why students
are learning English can
be forgotten.”

97

Primary

Gold Experience
2nd Edition

Secondary

“Online classes have a
different dynamic from
face-to-face lessons in
a classroom.”

General English

Preparing for exams prepares
students for life

Teacher’s Resource Book

Workbook

Presentation tool

Online practice

Test generator

Digital resources

Digital resources

App

Class Audio CDs

Follow the ESAP framework
The ESAP framework is designed to support you with remote learning.
It can be used for all types of online classes and it is a great way to
make sure that your exam preparation classes are fun and engaging
for learners. ESAP stands for: Engage, Study, Activate, Practise.

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Level Test

Benchmark Test

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate
For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

Read more
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Choose Gold Experience
if you want to:
Engage teenage learners with
media-rich materials.
Prepare students for the real
world with 21st century skills.
Teach teen students for exams from
A1 beginner up to C1 advanced.

Graded Readers

Certification

Boost student engagement
There’s no denying that online classes have a different dynamic from
face-to-face lessons in a classroom. However, you can use to boost
engagement and keep motivation high. Develop trust with your
students by creating online class norms. Build connections while
lessons are starting. Keep up the pace throughout a lesson so there
is less opportunity for distraction and encourage students to let you
know when they’ve finished so you can give them extra activities to
do. And ask for feedback on how they feel the course is going.

Welcome to Gold Experience 2nd Edition

Dictionaries

Track Progress

Make the most of your online teaching tools
When it comes to keeping students engaged, it’s important to use
every online tool you have at your disposal to keep your classes
dynamic and interesting: share your screen; make the most of the
interactive whiteboard and the tools that come with it; use a chat box
to elicit answers, get students writing, brainstorm ideas etc; and get
learners to practise speaking in breakout rooms.

Grammar

Student’s Interactive eBook

Kathryn Alevizos, Carolyn Barraclough,
Fiona Beddall, Elaine Boyd, Sheila
Dignen, Lynda Edwards, Suzanne Gaynor,
Amanda Maris, Megan Roderick,
Clare Walsh, Lindsay Warwick

Skills

Teacher’s Book

84

Assessment

Student’s Book

22

With more teaching now online, you may be comfortable with
the practical aspects of distance teaching, but you may still face
challenges around keeping your teenage students engaged –
especially when it comes to exam preparation. These tips can help
you overcome that challenge.

››

Teacher Components

GSE

Professional Development

Click to get your sample

Student Components

A1
C1

Engage teens online with
Gold Experience

pearsonenglish.com/goldexperience2e

See ISBNs and components list

8

Levels

Exam Preparation

Exam-focused content is skilfully built into a motivating
lesson flow. Teenagers gradually build the language,
exam skills and confidence they need to succeed in
the Cambridge exams, and in their future lives. The
fresh appealing design, and dynamic mix of written,
audio, video and digital content, engages teenagers
in topics relevant to their own lives and encourages
meaningful communication.

Business & Vocational

Gold Experience 2nd Edition takes teenage learners
smoothly from beginner up to advanced level.
It’s the most engaging experience in teaching
Cambridge exams to teens.

Use exam-focused content built
into a motivating lesson flow.
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Primary
Secondary

Practice Tests Plus
Pearson English International Certificate

General English

Focused exam training, skills
building and practice

4

Levels

Comprehensive teacher support is included in the digital
resources that accompany the with key versions, giving
teachers the tools to help their students achieve their
best score.

Click to get your sample

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Teacher’s eBook

Digital resources

Digital resources

App

The materials provide a balance between training
tasks that walk students through each section of
the test in Test 1. In Test 2 and 3, it provides tips
and advice. And Tests 3 to 5 are clean tests for extra
practice. And along the way, students can use the
digital resources to hone their skills and achieve
better test results.
Joanne Sale
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Have guided and ready-for-test
materials for students preparing for
the certificate.
Give your students extra support
for the speaking and writing
sections of the exam.
Use videos that show real students
doing speaking tasks and provide
general guidance.

Graded Readers

“Focused exam training
and guidance is essential
for students to achieve
their potential in the test.”

Practice Tests Plus can be used for group instruction
and as part of independent learning. It can be used in
any order and assigned as part of in-class and remote
instruction, and students can use it for self study.

Choose Practice Tests
Plus Pearson English
International Certificate
if you want to:

Dictionaries

Teacher Components

Grammar

Student Components

It is essential to structure your teaching to be flexible
to respond to your students’ needs and different
learning scenarios, to help your learners prepare
efficiently for the test.

Skills

››

Assessment

Help your students
achieve their potential
in the Pearson English
International Certificate

 earsonenglish.com/practicetestsplus/pearsonp
certificate

See ISBNs and components list

Professional Development

Additional digital resources, study tools and videos
provide ample opportunities for students to build their
general skills in English, while a practice app helps them to
build language knowledge at their level.

Exam Preparation

The four-level series, offers a comprehensive overview
of the test structure, giving students and teachers a
complete picture of what to expect in the test. It is suitable
for classroom use and self study, with focused guidance
and scaffolded practice on each section of the test.

Business & Vocational

Practice Tests Plus offers teachers a wide variety
of resources to help them prepare students
for taking the Pearson English International
Certificate paper-based test.
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Practice Tests Plus Cambridge provide focused exam training to familiarize learners
with the task types, question formats and style of the Cambridge Exam test papers.
Fully in line with current exam requirements, they provide extensive practice
opportunities, guidance to increase awareness about what each part of the exam is
testing, and valuable hints strategies and hints on where to look and what to look for
when responding to a question.

pearsonenglish.com/practicetestsplus/cambridge-exams
See ISBNs and components list

››

IELTS

Expert Cambridge
3

Levels

B2
C2

Expert IELTS
3

Levels

Expert IELTS trains students in all parts of the IELTS test, improving their scores and
building language proficiency. It helps students stay focused to get the IELTS band
score they need to achieve their goals, whether it’s to get a better job, get on to a
university course or for visa requirements. It provides flexible IELTS preparation, with
a range of components and resources to support you and your students, however
you want to teach.
Clare Walsh, Lindsay Warwick

See ISBNs and components list

››

See ISBNs and components list

››

Skills

Focus on IELTS

Grammar

Grammar and Vocabulary for
Cambridge Exams

pearsonenglish.com/expertielts

Assessment

pearsonenglish.com/expert-cambridge

3

Levels

Grammar and Vocabulary for Cambridge Exams provides essential practice to succeed
at the Cambridge exams. Extensive grammar and vocabulary practice, with access
to Longman dictionaries online, helps students prepare for the Cambridge First,
Advanced, and Proficiency exams.

pearsonenglish.com/examprep
See ISBNs and components list
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››

Focus on IELTS prepares students for the IELTS exam as well as future academic study,
using a topic-based approach. Focus on IELTS Foundation provides solid grounding in
the language and skills required for the IELTS exam. Focus on Academic Skills for IELTS is
thematically linked to the Focus on IELTS coursebook. It can also be used on its own for
self-study or as a short intensive IELTS course.
Sue O’Connell

pearsonenglish.com/focusonielts
See ISBNs and components list

››

New Edition

Graded Readers

Luke Prodromou,
Richard Side and
Guy Wellman

B2
C2

Dictionaries

2

Levels

Professional Development

Expert Cambridge provides rigorous exam training for students while developing
language awareness and communication skills. This intensive course satisfies
students’ need for practice and helps them to achieve their full potential. Expert
Cambridge includes more listening practice than ever before, extra support for new
writing tasks, extended exam preparation for ‘use of English’ tasks, and a wide range
of vocabulary extension tools.
Jan Bell,
Roger Gower,
Megan Roderick,
Carol Nuttall,
Nick Kenny

2nd Edition

Exam Preparation

Cambridge

Rosemary Aravanis,
Elaine Boyd

Business & Vocational

Contact a rep to find out more

A2
C1

General English

pearsonenglish.com/myenglishlab

Practice Tests Plus Cambridge

Secondary

MyEnglishLab Exam Prep helps students achieve the grades they need by providing
comprehensive exam training with lots of interactive activities, automatic grading,
instant feedback, teacher assigned practice tests, video guides on each section of the
exam, and much more. MyEnglishLab Exam Prep is tailored to each specific exam and
is available for: Cambridge English B1 Preliminary, B2 First and C1 Advanced, IELTS,
PTE Academic and the TOEFL iBT Test.

Primary

MyEnglishLab Exam Prep

103

Primary

Pearson English Assessment

2

Levels

B1
B2

GSE

36
67

See ISBNs and components list

The Longman Preparation Course for TOEFL iBT prepares students for the test with
guidelines, strategies, tips, and hints. The teacher’s materials include lesson plans and
classroom activities. MyEnglishLab provides extensive additional practice activities,
pre- and post-tests, and three full-length tests. Diagnostic pre-tests and post-tests
allow students to identify strengths and weaknesses and assess their improvement.

TOEIC

Building Skills for the New TOEIC Test
1

Level
Levels

pearsonenglish.com/pteacademicguide

B1

Building Skills for the New TOEIC Test prepares students for the TOEIC test, the TOEIC
Speaking and Writing tests, and the Listening and Reading tests. Skill-building
exercises prepare students for each part of the test, business vocabulary and word
skills are presented and recycled, and practical tips throughout help students choose
the correct answers. This concise text can be used in TOEIC preparation classes and
for self-study.

Lin Lougheed

Contact a rep to find out more

2nd Edition

Professional Development

The Official Guide to PTE Academic provides a complete overview of the test structure.
It includes everything test takers and teachers need to know to become familiar
with the task types, and provides guidance on managing a computer-based test
and preparation strategies. It helps test takers to practice real-world English skills to
prepare for the test. It is an excellent starting point for evaluating reading, writing,
speaking, and listening skills, and planning test preparation.

››

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

3rd Edition

Contact a rep to find out more

Exam Preparation

1

Levels
Level

New Edition

Deborah Phillips

››

The Official Guide to PTE Academic

David Hill
Simon Cotterill

B1
C1

Business & Vocational

pearsonenglish.com/expertpte

1

Levels
Level

General English

Expert PTE Academic provides intensive exam training at levels B1 and B2 to help
students succeed with PTE Academic. It provides a step-by-step approach to speaking
and writing, combined with high-level texts and tasks that prepares students for
the exam right from the start. Online practice allows students to track their level of
achievement, provides feedback and helps teachers identify and focus on individual
and class strengths and weaknesses.
Clare Walsh,
Lindsay Warwick,
David Hill

Longman Preparation Course
for TOEFL iBT

Secondary

Expert PTE Academic™

TOEFL
®

INTRODUCTORY COURSE, 6TH EDITION

Lin Lougheed

3

Longman Preparation Series for the TOEIC Test: Listening and Reading, Introductory Course,
gives students the skills, strategies, practice, and confidence they need to increase their scores on
the Listening and Reading sections of the TOEIC test. Ideal for a TOEIC test preparation course or
for self-study, the Introductory Course is intended for students who achieve TOEIC test scores from
100 to 400.
Features of the New Edition
◗ Three complete Practice Tests include updated TOEIC test-style answer sheets for diagnosis

practice Listening Comprehension exercises and Listening Practice Test questions on their own.

The Longman Preparation Series for the TOEIC
Test includes
Introductory Course
Intermediate Course
Advanced Course

CEFR
Introductory

100-400

B1–B2

Intermediate

300-600

C1–C2

Advanced

500-900

The course focuses on the TOEIC test’s Listening and Reading sections with three
complete practice tests. Practice tests include TOEIC test-style answer sheets for
diagnosis and assessment. Objectives in each section help learners to focus and set
goals. Highlighted test-taking tips provide tips and grammatical explanations, plus
links to specific exercises for immediate help and reinforcement.
www.pearsonELT.com/examsplace/toeic

Contact a rep to find out more

TEST SCORE

A1–A2

COMPLETE
AUDIO MP3

ONLINE

MOBILE PHONE

eBOOK

IWB

MP3 AUDIO

LIstenIng
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-486272-9
ISBN-10:
0-13-486272-4

and

readIng

Lin Lougheed
TOEIC® is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service (ETS).
This publication is not endorsed or approved by ETS.

9

COMPLETE
AUDIO MP3

ONLINE

MOBILE PHONE

eBOOK

IWB

780134 862729

Lin Lougheed
6th Edition

Graded Readers

104

Frances Boyd,
Carol Numrich,
John Beaumont,
Helen Solórzano,
Linda Robinson Fellag

for immediate help and reinforcement.
◗ New Grammar Tips and Vocabulary Tips
◗ Complete Support containing answer key, complete MP3 files, and audioscript helps students

Dictionaries

Contact a rep to find out more

and set goals.
◗ Highlighted Test Taking Tips provide grammatical explanations plus links to specific exercises

6TH EDITION

Lin Lougheed

Northstar Building Skills for TOEFL iBT adopts an original approach to exam
preparation that links learning and assessment with a skills-building curriculum that
incorporates authentic test material from the makers of the TOEFL iBT to develop
the skills assessed in the test. Thematic units develop academic skills while building
test-taking confidence, and integrated skills practice develops critical thinking and
communicative competence.

Levels

◗ 1000+ practice items reflect the actual format and content of the most recent TOEIC test.
◗ Language Strategies and Test Strategies in each section help learners to focus on skills

6TH EDITION

and assessment.

3

®

INTRODUCTORY COURSE

INTRODUCTORY COURSE

Levels

B1
C1

LONGMAN PREPARATION SERIES
for the toeIC TEST WITH ANSWER KEY

Grammar

readIng

®

and

Skills

LONGMAN PREPARATION SERIES
for the toeIC TEST WITH ANSWER KEY

LIstenIng

LONGMAN PREPARATION SERIES
toeIC TEST WITH ANSWER KEY

Longman Preparation Series for the
TOEIC Test: Listening & Reading

for the

Northstar Building Skills for TOEFL iBT

105

MP3 AUDIO

Contents
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111

Professional
Development
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Short Courses for ELT Educators
We offer the following modular courses to
support teacher development:

New ELT Qualification

Each course carries its own certificate
of competence.

As a result of taking this course, candidates will
be able to:

Master Trainer is only available for institutions,
as there is a minimum cohort of between
5-15 participants.

Graded Readers

For full details on these courses and how to apply,
visit english.com/teachercertification,
To purchase for an institution, please contact your
local Pearson office.

Dictionaries

In addition to the Trinity CertPT course, we also have a nonqualificaton version which tackles the same techniques and skill
building, but without the assessment element.

Grammar

Pearson English Language Teacher Development

Skills

This course offers practising teachers the opportunity to work
towards a Level 6 qualification. Candidates will need to apply to
be accepted onto the course.

Assessment

An internationally-recognised teaching qualification
awarded by Trinity College London

• Engaging and motivating adult learners
face to face
• Advanced team building in a face-to-face
environment
• Online training and facilitation

• Evaluate, adapt and create teaching and training resources to
meet the needs of a specific learner or learner group.
• Acquire skills that reflect and justify pedagogical decisions
effortlessly.
• Apply teaching methodology and communicative teaching
approaches for teaching in the real world.

108

Specifically designed for teacher trainers
and training facilitators, our three Master
Trainer courses are designed to enable you
to deliver empowering professional learning
with confidence:

Professional Development

Pearson English Language Teacher Development –
Trinity CertPT

Master Trainer

Exam Preparation

Portfolio Overview

• Teaching Strategies for Primary Learners
• Teaching Strategies for Secondary Learners

Business & Vocational

We have courses to suit every schedule and budget and every course is asynchronous and selfpaced. Why not take a look at what’s on offer.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Online teaching for Impact
Mindfulness for Educators
Classroom Foundations
Global Citizenship

General English

Whether you’re starting out in your teaching career, looking to develop new skills or seeking a
qualification, our academy has certified online learning programs to help you achieve your goals.

•
•
•
•
•

Secondary

Certified online learning for every stage of your teaching career.

To help teachers develop their own skills and
meet the needs of learners, we provide a broad
range of short courses in:

Primary

Teacher Education
and Learning Academy

Short Courses for Teachers

109

The Practice of English Teaching is the essential guide for teachers of English.
It explains current pedagogy to teachers who want to access the most relevant
ELT practices and incorporate them into their lessons. Twenty chapters provide
a storehouse of information and ideas, while the videos shows whole lesson
progression and management, including interviews with teachers about how
they structure their class and why.

pearsonenglish.com/pelt

Jeremy Harmer
5th Edition

How to Teach is an award-winning series of ten books that is designed to provide
both theory and ideas on the key skills related to teaching English, with practical
examples on vital topics in an easy-to-use format. It helps teachers build their
confidence and classroom capabilities. Topics covered include, How to Teach:
Business English, English, Exams, Grammar, Listening, Pronunciation, Speaking,
Vocabulary, and Writing.

Teaching by Principles is a widely acclaimed methodology that offers a
comprehensive survey of practical language teaching options firmly anchored in
research on second language acquisition and pedagogy. It includes research findings
and innovative classroom teaching techniques; the analysis of new foundational
principles; pedagogical tips in each chapter; and activities to stimulate practical
applications of concepts and principles.

Contact a rep to find out more

pearsonenglish.com/teachingbyprinciples

H. Douglas Brown,
Heekyeong Lee
4th Edition

3th Edition

110

Graded Readers

H. Douglas Brown,
Priyanvada Abeywickrama

Dictionaries

Contact a rep to find out more

Grammar

Language Assessment provides a clear, comprehensive survey of the essential
principles and tools for assessing second language learning, and the critical tools
teachers need to evaluate performance fairly and effectively.

Skills

Language Assessment

Assessment

English Speaking Union
English Language Awards

Professional Development

Teaching by Principles

Exam Preparation

Series Editor:
Jeremy Harmer

How to Teach… Series

Business & Vocational

pearsonenglish.com/etk

General English

Essential Teacher Knowledge is ideal as preparation for the Teaching Knowledge Test
and other entry-level teacher qualifications, and as a handbook for any EFL teacher.
The fundamentals of theory, practical advice and classroom ideas are supported by
videos giving you a window into the classrooms of qualified English language teachers
working with different groups of students of mixed abilities, showing key teaching
techniques and input.

Secondary

The Practice of English Teaching

Primary

Jeremy Harmer

Essential Teacher Knowledge
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Introducing Pearson
English Assessment
From placing a student in the right class for their level, all the
way through to the launch of a new life through English, we
have the perfect assessment for every stage of the learning
journey.
Combining language expertise with science
We develop English language assessments that are powered
by artificial intelligence to create robust, scalable tools for
your institution. We combine advanced speech recognition
and exam grading technology with the insight of professional
ELT exam markers around the world to develop patented
software to measure language ability.
Our tests are trusted by governments, companies, schools
and universities around the world.

Assessment
Our Assessments support each
stage of the learning journey

Place

Benchmark

Give learners the strongest start
by ensuring they begin in the
right class for their level.

Monitor students’ progress
with in-depth English
proficiency analysis.

Certify

Verify

Prove learners’ English skills to
employers or universities with
recognised certificates.

PTE Academic verifies English
language ability for immigration
and study abroad.

To find out more visit:

pearsonenglish.com/assessment
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Primary
Secondary

Place

General English

Give learners the strongest start by ensuring they
begin in the right class for their level

Business & Vocational

Place your students in the right class – fast
Taken in just 20 or 30 minutes, with results delivered in an instant, the Pearson
English Level Test gives you the information you need to allocate students to the
correct class with confidence and ease.
This single, adaptive test supports in-person and remote teaching programs and is
suitable for any student over 14 years.

The score report also gives further insights: a high-level skills profile helps you get
to know each of your new students, and a group report allows you to understand
the abilities of the cohort as a whole.

• Reliable information to place students, fast

• Online, adaptive test, suitable for any level
• Two variations, with and without speaking

Delivery
Length: 30 minutes
Level Test, tests all skills
20 minutes
Level Test (3 Skills), omits the
speaking section
When: Anytime
Where: Online, at home,
in the classroom*
Admin platform:
Pearson English Test Hub
Marking
Marked by: Pearson English
AI technology
Results returned:
Within minutes
Score reports
Individual and group reports
Primary score: CEFR half band
Other scores: GSE range
Additional insights: High-level
performance summary for each
skill (individual report)
Score distribution map
(group report)

Component

ISBN

Level Test

9781292342009

Level Test (3 Skills)

9781292342030

* Suitable test environment required, including PC, headset (with microphone boom for speaking test only) and Internet connectivity throughout.
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The comprehensive test is suitable for test takers of all levels and gives a thorough
evaluation of skills in speaking, listening, reading and writing. It is auto-scored using
Versant’s patented speech and text processing technology, and delivers detailed
results within just a few minutes – accurate and completely free of human bias.
Tests can be taken on demand, either on campus or securely at home with our
trusted remote monitoring technology. Equally suitable for students and staff
members, the test can be used to give a one-off evaluation of skills or taken at
intervals to measure improvement over time.
Score reports include an overall GSE score, a breakdown of scores for each skill,
detailed descriptions of test takers’ capabilities, suggestions for improvement,
mappings to specific exercises in selected Pearson English courses, and a
comparison of scores against other spoken language scales, such as the CEFR.
• Perfect for universities and academic institutions
• Can be used for placement and to measure progress for students and staff

10
90

<A1
C2

Delivery
Length: 50 minutes
When: Anytime
Where: Online, at home,
in the classroom*
Admin platform:
The Versant platform,
ScoreKeeper
Marking
Marked by: Versant AI
technology
Results returned:
Within minutes
Score reports
Primary score: GSE
Other scores: CEFR
Additional insights: Detailed
performance summary for
each skill, suggestions for
improvement, mapping to
Pearson English courses

• Recommendations for improvement to guide teaching
• Remote monitoring services available

pearsonenglish.com/versant
Want to know more?
Watch the webinar.

GSE

Component

ISBN

Versant English Placement Test

9780134739557

Interested in just testing
speaking skills? Our 15-minute
Versant English Test now comes
with Intelligibility scores.
Learn more.

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/leveltest

Taken in just 50 minutes, the Versant English Placement Test helps universities,
colleges and private language schools around the world to measure and monitor
English language ability.

Dictionaries

• Simple on-boarding model

<A1
C2

90

16+

Grammar

• Measures speaking, listening, reading, writing, grammar and vocabulary

10

For academic institutions looking to place students
and track their progress

Skills

Accessed through Pearson English Test Hub and aligned with the Benchmark Test for
ongoing progress monitoring, the Level Test ensures learners’ and teachers’ needs
are met from day one.

14+

Facts at a glance

Assessment

Backed by Pearson’s market-leading AI technology, the Level Test delivers clear,
reliable results as a CEFR half-band, with corresponding GSE range.

GSE

Single
Test

Versant English Placement Test

Professional Development

Facts at a glance

Exam Preparation

Level Test

* Suitable test environment required, including computer, headset with microphone boom, and Internet connectivity throughout.
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Primary
Secondary

Benchmark

General English

Monitor students’ progress with
in-depth English proficiency analysis

Business & Vocational

The Pearson English Benchmark Test is the perfect companion to any in-person and
online English course, measuring progress in detail, and offering tailored direction
for both students and teachers.

The test is autoscored in minutes using AI technology and delivers clear, at-a-glance
visual and numerical data for individuals and groups, and detailed descriptions of
ability in each skill.

• Detailed recommendations for future teaching and learning
• Mapped to activities in Pearson English courses

Marking
Marked by: Pearson English
AI technology
Results returned:
Within minutes
Score reports
Individual and group reports
Primary score: GSE
Other scores: CEFR
Additional insights: Detailed
performance summary for
each skill
Recommendations for teachers
and students
Mapping to Pearson English
courses
Group averages

Automated scoring provides individual and group results in minutes. Individual
reports give an overall score plus a breakdown for speaking, listening, reading and
writing, and group reports give these as averages across the whole class.
The reports include useful recommendations for activities that help address skills
gaps. If you’re following one of a range of Pearson English courses, you will also be
directed to specific exercises that will help.
English Benchmark Young Learners can be used to prove young learners’ English
ability to parents, monitor learning progress and ensure your teaching is
targeting the right skills.
It is available at six levels (<A1 to B1+) and can be taken up to five times per level
without repetition.
• Tablet-based and intuitive to use for young learners (tablet emulator for
computer also available)
• Stress-free testing inspires natural responses and so a more accurate result
• Recommended activities help target your teaching
• Share a certificate of achievement with children and parents

10
58

Delivery
Length: 20-45 mins
When: Anytime
Where: Online, at home,
in the classroom*
Admin platform:
Pearson English assessment
portal
Marking
Marked by: Pearson English
AI technology
Results returned:
Within minutes
Certificate :
Certificate for every learner
Score reports
Parent friendly reports
Primary score: GSE
Other scores: CEFR
Additional insights: Detailed
performance summary for
each skill
Recommendations for
teachers and students
Mapping to Pearson
English courses

pearsonenglish.com/benchmarktest
Component

ISBN

Benchmark Test

9781292342023

* Suitable test environment required, including PC, headset with microphone boom and Internet connectivity throughout.
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Want to know more?
Watch the webinar.

pearsonenglish.com/englishbenchmarkyounglearners
Component

ISBN

English Benchmark Young Learners

9781292270487

<A1
B1+

Want to know more?
Watch the webinar.

Graded Readers

• Test can be taken three times at each level without repetition

English Benchmark Young Learners is suitable for children age 6-14. The test uses
animation, graphics, photos, video and the principles of interactive game design to
relax and engage young minds while evaluating English language skills in detail.

GSE

Dictionaries

• Accurate scoring on the GSE and CEFR, overall and per skill

Delivery
Length: 45 minutes
When: Anytime
Where: Online, at home,
in the classroom*
Admin platform:
Pearson English Test Hub

Gamified assessment to measure young learners’
proficiency and monitor progress

6-14

Grammar

Accessed through Pearson English Test Hub and aligned with the Level Test for
first-day placement, this test helps learners feel supported, directed and motivated
throughout their journey.

90

<A1
C2

6

Levels

Skills

The score report includes recommendations for teachers on how to focus their
teaching, plus the option to view activities in Pearson courses to support lesson
planning.

GSE

10

14+

Facts at a glance

Assessment

Fitting into a single 45-minute lesson, this user-friendly test assesses speaking,
listening, reading and writing. It is delivered at a choice of CEFR levels (A, B1, B2
or C) with extremely accurate results.

4

Levels

English Benchmark
Young Learners

Professional Development

Gain detailed insight into your students’ skills,
measure progress and target your teaching

Facts at a glance

Exam Preparation

Benchmark Test

* Suitable test environment required, including tablet, headset with microphone boom and Internet connectivity to get the test (test may then be taken offline).
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Primary
Secondary

Certify

General English

Prove learners’ English skills to employers or
universities with recognized certificates

Business & Vocational

Recognized by schools, universities and government bodies around the world,
the International Certificate from Pearson English is the language qualification that
proves learners’ English ability at any level.

• Tests real-world communication skills, using authentic scenarios and contexts

• Accepted by hundreds of schools, universities and government bodies
in countries around the world

* Suitable test environment required, including PC, headset with microphone and Internet connectivity throughout.
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Certificate and score report
Certificate awarded
Score breakdown
Primary score: CEFR
Computer-based test
Additional insights:
Detailed performance report
for each skill
Recommendations for teachers
and students
Mapping to Pearson English
courses
Want to know more?
Watch the video.

Readiness Test

Test takers of all levels can build
confidence by practising with items
like those they will see in the real
test, across all four language skills.
They can earn points and track their
performance and practice time,
making test preparation enjoyable
and motivating.

This unique, AI-scored test gives
a thorough assessment of abilities
against those required in the real
certificate test, identifying any skills
gaps and providing the direction
and guidance needed to fill them.

Warm Up is a free, fun and
convenient app for those preparing
for the International Certificate.

Download the app for
Android or iOS.
Watch the video

The Readiness Test is the quick,
online* test that tells learners if
they will pass the International
Certificate at their chosen level.

p
 earsonenglish.com/
readinesstest

p
 earsonenglish.com/
warmup

Practice Tests Plus

This valuable resource helps
teachers prepare their students
for the International Certificate
paper-based test, providing
practice with all sections, as well
as comprehensive guidance and
strategies. You will also find tips for
the computer-based test.
The four-level series helps
familiarize students with the task
types and formats to help them
achieve the best score in their exam.

p
 earsonenglish.com/
practicetestsplus/
pearson-certificate

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/internationalcertificate

Marking
Computer-based test
Marked by:
AI scoring system
Results returned:
1-2 weeks
Paper-based test
Marked by:
Qualified UK examiners
Results returned: 6 weeks

Warm Up

Dictionaries

• Choice of test delivery options to suit different needs

Delivery
Computer-based test
Length: Under 2 hours
When: Anytime, on-demand
Where: From home* or
authorized test center
Paper-based test
Length: Written 1hr 15min - 2hr
55min and Spoken 5 - 8min
When: 7 test dates per year
Where: Authorised test center

Grammar

• Certifies skills at every level, from beginner to advanced

A1
C2

One of the main advantages of the International Certificate is that there is no
specific learning required. However, there are plenty of resources to help
students familiarize themselves with the test, develop their skills and build
confidence.

Skills

With a focus on real communicative abilities, there is no need for specific learning,
memorization or cramming for this exam. It assesses real communicative abilities in
speaking, listening, reading and writing so certifies skills acquired with any course.

6

Levels

Assessment

The test is available in both paper-based and computer-based formats to suit the
preferences of schools and test takers. The convenient, computer-based test is
available for learners to schedule on-demand and take either from home or at a
local test center. The paper-based test is delivered on seven test dates throughout
the year from a network of authorised test centres.

14+

How can learners prepare?

Professional Development

Internationally respected English certificates
for all levels, awarded by Edexcel

Facts at a glance

Exam Preparation

Pearson English
International C
 ertificate

* Suitable test environment required, including PC, headset with microphone and Internet connectivity throughout.
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Primary
Secondary
General English
Business & Vocational

The Readiness Test confirms if learners are ready to take an official English certificate
test, such as the Pearson English International Certificate.

14+

4

Levels

A2
C1

If you’re teaching using a Pearson English course, the report also points to specific
exercises that will develop the required skills. Select your course from Speakout,
Business Partner, Gold Experience or Wider World.

Results
Primary score: Overall exam
readiness indicator
Other scores: Exam readiness
indicator per skill
Additional insights: Detailed
performance summary for
each skill

• Unique indicator of exam readiness
• Can be taken anytime, anywhere in about an hour
• Precisely identifies and targets skills gaps
• Mapped to Pearson English courses

Component

ISBN

Readiness Test

9781292392486

Want to know more?
Watch the video.

All young test takers receive a certificate and a candidate performance report,
including a breakdown of the scores for speaking, listening, reading and writing.
• Fun and stress-free, eases young learners into a testing environment
• Qualification awarded by Edexcel, the UK’s largest examining body
• Certificate for every test-taker
• Focus on authentic scenarios

quals.pearson.com/international-certificate-yl

Delivery
Length: Written (paper-based)
1hr - 1hr 15min
Spoken (board game) 20min
When: 7 test dates
throughout the year
Where: Test center (usually
a school or language school)
Marking
Written test: Marked by
qualified UK examiners
Spoken test: Marked locally
and UK moderated
Results returned:
6 weeks
Results
Certificate: Yes, for every
learner
Primary score: Star system
(Completion, Pass, Merit,
Distinction)
Other scores: CEFR
Additional insights:
Performance report for
each skill

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/readinesstest

Recommendations for
teachers and students
Mapping to Pearson
English courses

Within a stress-free testing environment, International Certificate - Young
Learners includes name-to-picture matching, story-writing, and participation in a
conversation, plus a group spoken section that is conducted while students play a
board game. Engaging and familiar content follows the adventures of the Brown
family across all test levels.

A1
A2+

Dictionaries

Marking
Marked by: Pearson English
AI technology
Results returned:
Within minutes

Later in the series, the tests assess learners’ ability to use language to carry out
specific communicative tasks, with an emphasis on real-life scenarios rather than
on knowledge of specific language items and vocabulary.

4

Levels

Grammar

Clear traffic light indicators show an overall readiness status, plus a breakdown for
speaking, listening, reading and writing. More detailed performance summaries are
also included, overall and per skill, as well as recommended learning activities to
address any identified skills gaps.

The Pearson English International Certificate - Young Learners tests a young learner’s
ability to use English in realistic contexts.

6-13

Skills

Delivery
Length: Approx. 1 hour
When: Anytime
Where: Online, at home,
in the classroom*
Admin platform:
Pearson English Test Hub

A fun, motivating English language assessment
for students aged 6 to 13

Facts at a glance

Assessment

The Readiness Test is available for levels A2, B1, B2 and C1, and can be taken from
home or school in about an hour. Minutes after the test is submitted, a Readiness
Report is returned, revealing if learners are Ready, Potentially Ready or Not Ready
for their exam. If they have more work to do, the Readiness Test will identify exactly
what is needed to get them there.

Pearson English International
Certificate - Young Learners

Professional Development

This quick, online test tells learners if they are ready to
take their English certificate test at their chosen level

Facts at a glance

Exam Preparation

Readiness Test

* Suitable test environment required, including PC, headset with microphone and Internet connectivity throughout.
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121

Primary
Secondary

Verify

General English

PTE Academic verifies English language ability
for immigration and study abroad

Business & Vocational

Preparing your students for the future
Teacher Preparation Pathway

PTE Academic™
The English language test for study, work, and visas
PTE Academic measures English speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills in a
single, short test.
• Two-hour computer-based exam

Facts at a glance

• Small, friendly test center environment

PTE Academic scores range between 10-90 points and align with the CEFR,
IELTS and TOEFL iBT:

Most test takers get their results
within 48 hours

PTE Academic for Teachers is a free online course providing effective and practical training for busy teachers. Our selection
of six modules will equip you with all the skills you need to prepare your learners for test day. Teachers can learn at
a pace that suits them, accessing the course modules as often as they like. Gain a Certificate of Completion for every
module. Modules include Speaking, Writing, Reading, Listening, Scoring Speaking and Writing Items, and Introduction to
PTE Academic and Automated Scoring.
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No data
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Testimonials

No data available

Honestly speaking, compared to IELTS, PTE was a lifesaver and a breath of fresh air for me...
PTE is much simpler and it’s easier to do. And you get the results faster. That was my main
selling point to take the PTE.

Note: This score alignment is recommended by PTE Academic and is approved by
the UK Home Office and Australian Department of Home Affairs.
pearsonpte.com/teachers

Student resources available at:

pearsonpte.com/preparation

Poornima
Ajayan, India
I think students should get all of the required details, materials, tips and tricks from
their PTE tutors.

Access the full program here. Simply choose the course you want to take, click on ‘Learn More’ and then
‘Enroll Now’ to begin.

Ramesh Thapa,
Nepal

Graded Readers

122

Teacher resources available at:

Dictionaries

TOEFL iBT

PTE Academic for Teachers: Online Course Modules

Grammar

PTE Academic

4.5

Recommended
when you’re
ready to start
delivering a
course in the
classroom.

Friendly test environment, and
straightforward booking.

Monitor progress using the
Global Scale of English
No data available

Ideal if you’re
familiar with PTE
Academic but need
some skills training
or want to learn
more about scoring.

Skills

IELTS

Test sessions are run 365 days
a year in over 390 test centres
around the world

Prepare

Assessment

Start here if you’re
new to PTE
Academic and want
to know the basics
and understand
more about high
stakes testing.

• Accepted by governments and universities worldwide

• Regular test dates with last-minute availability

Learn

Familiarize

Professional Development

The Teacher Preparation Pathway supports teachers at every stage with PTE Academic and brings all our resources
together in one handy document. Whether you’re a teacher who is new to PTE or have been delivering test prep classes
for years, you’ll find the support you need.

Exam Preparation

Teachers are an important part of the PTE Academic experience. They have access to a full range of support materials, and
specific courses to help familiarize themselves with the test.
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Writing
Advance in Academic Writing
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Real Reading
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Pronunciation
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Let’s focus on

Take a look
Mastering academic English is the
single highest determinant of academic
success in a university program. Take a
look at how students can achieve this,
by developing critical thinking skills
while building their linguistic skills.

skills for success
Language learning is not a ‘one size fits all’ process.
Learners have different strengths and weaknesses, and
different goals. Pearson’s skills titles have been created
so that teachers and learners can be confident they are
focusing on the right skills at the right level.

University Success

FEATURED TITLE

Prepare for academic success
University Success is a complete five-level course from
Beginning to Transition across different strands. Lower levels
support beginning students by providing the scaffolding to
construct a strong linguistic core and prepare students for the
complexity and challenge of the upper levels.
For further information, see page [128].

See p.<?>

EAP and Critical Thinking

What English is needed for
academic purposes?
Authors, editors and teachers are aware of the need to be
learner focused and to create syllabuses and courses that
reflect learner needs and expectations. The GSE Learning
Objectives for Academic English constitute a detailed and
graded model of student target performance across a range
of skills and domains relevant to the study of English for
Academic Purposes.

Monitor progress with our
assessment programs
Equip your students with the English
language skills necessary to be competitive in
the workforce. Aligned to the GSE scale and
learning objectives, our assessments are a
perfect complement to your Pearson course.

Recommended Tests
Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
English Benchmark

Certification
Pearson English International Certificate

126

127

Primary
Secondary

University Success

General English

A structured approach supports
autonomous learning
University Success prepares English language learners for
further academic study.

Authentic content by professors from Stanford University provides real-life
learning experiences.
5

Levels

A1+
C1

GSE

22
80

Robyn Brinks Lockwood, Lawrence Zwier,
Maggie Sokolik

pearsonenglish.com/universitysuccess

Beginning 22 - 32
High-Beginning 33 - 42
Intermediate 43 - 58
Advanced 59 - 75
Transition 68 - 80

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Professional Development

Bridging the gap

Click to get your sample

Studying abroad in an English-speaking country can be a daunting
prospect for many students while also a fantastic opportunity for
students to use their language skills in real-world situations and give
their confidence a boost. But how can we help prepare them for
success, so that they can really benefit from their experience abroad?

90

Transition
Advanced
Intermediate
High-Beginning
Beginning
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

››

Teacher Components

Student’s Book

Teacher notes online

Student’s eBook

Digital resources

Online practice

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress

• A
 cademic Text Strategies – skills for analyzing
academic texts in greater detail
• A
 cademic Strategies – skills for understanding
and responding critically to lectures

Choose University
Success if you want to:
Carefully build beginners’ academic
linguistic foundation.

• Composition – skills for effective academic writing

Use authentic academic content
from university professors.

Certification

• C
 omprehension – skills for understanding
academic texts and lectures

Give your students intensive
skills practice.

University Success helps build these skills through its three
strands: reading, writing, and oral communication skills, which
are developed through studying a variety of authentic academic
content; the sorts of lectures and texts they could expect to come
across in their further studies.

Use guided exercises that focus on
application and comprehension.

For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].

Have a transition level available
that mirrors the rigor of academic
courses.

Graded Readers

Benchmark Test

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate

128

• A
 cademic Discourse – skills communicating effectively in
debates, discussions and presentations

Dictionaries

Digital resources

Recommended Tests

What makes University Success great?

Grammar

Student Components

The skills students are expected to have when they start in higher
education can be organized into five main categories:

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

C2

One way to do this is to develop their academic skills alongside
their language skills. Academic skills encourage students to
become more efficient learners. They give students the confidence
to participate fully in English-speaking courses and are invaluable
outside of the classroom and after they graduate. These skills,
which include critical thinking and note-taking, are also highly
transferable, and therefore vital for success in any career.

Assessment

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse
Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

“Give students the
academic skills to give
them the confidence to
participate fully in Englishspeaking courses.”

Exam Preparation

Two lower levels support lower level students to build their linguistic foundation,
fusing high-interest topics with tasks to build the skills needed to manage
complex and challenging content.

Business & Vocational

The course supports students to become autonomous learners, to master
essential skills and to gain confidence in studying academic degree courses
taught in English.

129

A2+
B2

GSE

40
66

pearsonenglish.com/contemporarytopics
See ISBNs and components list

››

84

MyEnglishLab Reading and MyEnglishLab Writing provide students with additional
instruction and practice in developing their academic reading skills and strategies.
This flexible, fully digital program can be used with any existing print reading and
integrated skills course. Automatically graded tests provide formative assessment at
the beginning of the course and summative assessment at the end. Presentation and
auto-graded practice provide clear explanations and focused practice with answers in
key areas that need attention.
Contact a rep to find out more

››

Writing

Advance in Academic Writing

2

Levels

Contact a rep to find out more

››

2nd Edition

2

Levels

B2
C1

GSE

60
85

Advance in Academic Writing helps students make a transition to college and university
studies where they are required to write assignments in academic English. The course
integrates active and critical reading, critical thinking, academic vocabulary building,
academic writing style, and effective sentence structure and grammar around
authentic academic texts. Students learn the research and writing processes they will
need to master to succeed in their respective fields of study.

Steve Marshall

Assessment

pearsonenglish.com/advanceacademicwriting
See ISBNs and components list

NEW EDITION

Levels
LISTENING AND SPEAKING

BEATTY

2nd Edition

Engaging Writing

37
85

Learning English for Academic Purposes (LEAP) features a cross-curricular approach to
teaching the language and skills students need to thrive at college and university, with
authentic academic audio, video, and reading texts. It encourages students to apply
critical thinking skills as they engage in academic listening and speaking tasks across a
range of disciplines. It delivers a flexible, discrete skills approach with two strands for
each level so you can focus on the skills your students need.

pearsonenglish.com/leap
See ISBNs and components list

››

2

Levels

Engaging Writing provides step-by-step instruction for intermediate to advanced
learners in the key concepts and skills of academic writing. It uses appealing themes
to stimulate discussion, ample modeling, academic vocabulary, and fully integrated
instruction in the writing process. Models demonstrate how revisions are essential
to completing assignments, and guided prewriting activities include brainstorming,
outlining, and drafting in the context of case studies.

2nd Edition

pearsonenglish.com/engagingwriting
See ISBNs and components list

130

Mary Fitzpatrick

Graded Readers

Julia Williams,
Dr Ken Beatty

GSE

Dictionaries

DR. KEN BEATTY

A2+
C1

Grammar

4

LISTENING
AND SPEAKING

››

Skills

LEAP

Professional Development

English for Academic Purposes Now! equips your students with the necessary English
language skills required for academic study at university. It uses a thematic approach
where each unit addresses the four skills along with grammar, critical thinking, and
note-taking. Tasks guide students through situations and assignments that stimulate
academic study. Model academic assignments, including essays and sample
questions, enable students to practice their skills.
Kathy Cox,
David Hill

10

Exam Preparation

EAP Now!

GSE

Business & Vocational

4th Edition

A1
B2

4

Levels

General English

Contemporary Topics is organized around realistic college lectures, and the text
guides learners through carefully sequenced activities in skills such as note-taking,
focusing attention, intensive listening, and vocabulary building. It also helps students
evaluate their interests and explore possible career paths. Topics, presented as oneon-one academic lectures, emphasize professional applications, such as software
engineering, multimedia design, information technology, urban planning, and social
psychology.

Series Editor:
Michael Rost

MyEnglishLab Reading &
MyEnglishLab Writing

Secondary

3

Levels

Primary

Contemporary Topics

››
131

3

Levels

››

5

Levels

GSE

Reading

Critical Reading

37
81

Longman Academic Writing helps students develop writing - from basic composition of
sentences and paragraphs to academic essays and research papers. At each level, the
course guides students in the complete writing process from prewriting to revision,
and provides them with clear explanations, extensive practice, and consistently
covers sentence mechanics and grammar. Digital components and resources allow
for independent practice anytime, anywhere.

pearsonenglish.com/longmanacademicwriting
See ISBNs and components list

››

››

1

Level
Levels

B2
C1

Critical Reading provides a systematic introduction to the process of analyzing and
evaluating a written text. Students develop critical reading skills through the analysis
of texts taken from authentic sources in a variety of academic disciplines. Students
develop their comprehension and vocabulary skills, while assessing the effectiveness
and validity of a text. There are opportunities for the further research, as well as
writing tasks designed to allow students to synthesize the materials they have read
and reach an individual conclusion.

Tania Pattison

Assessment

3rd Edition

A2+
C1

See ISBNs and components list

5th Edition

pearsonenglish.com/criticalreading

GSE

Longman Academic Reading

30
74

132

››

A2+
C1

GSE

41
78

Longman Academic Reading prepares English language learners for academic work.
High-interest readings cover a variety of subjects, including art history, nutrition,
American literature, and forensics. The series takes a holistic approach to the skills
and strategies necessary for effective reading, vocabulary building, note-taking,
and critical thinking. By encouraging students to discuss and write about the ideas
covered in the readings, the series helps them become better speakers and writers of
English.
Contact a rep to find out more

››

Elizabeth Böttcher,
Kim Sanabria,
Judy L. Miller,
Robert F. Cohen,
Lorraine C. Smith

Graded Readers

pearsonenglish.com/maximizeyourwriting

5

Levels

Dictionaries

Maximize Your Writing provides students with instruction and practice in developing
their academic writing skills. The workbooks feature useful strategies and abundant
practice for creating well-designed and coherent pieces of writing, including under
timed conditions, helping students become confident and successful writers. This
flexible series can be used with any other writing textbooks and integrated skills
courses.

See ISBNs and components list

››

Grammar

4

Levels

See ISBNs and components list

Skills

Maximize Your Writing

Professional Development

Alan Meyers
Alice Oshima,
Anne Hogue,
Linda Butler

pearsonenglish.com/readytowrite

Karen Blanchard,
Christine Root

Exam Preparation

Longman Academic Writing

72

The latest edition of Ready to Write mark 30 years of this easy-to-teach, user-friendly
series. With a fresh design and a variety of new activities, this series provides guided
writing instruction, dependable strategies, and many opportunities for students
to hone the composition skills they need for academic study and their personal
life. Examples and model paragraphs illustrate such organizing elements as topic
sentences, supporting details, and signal words.

pearsonenglish.com/focusonwriting
See ISBNs and components list

30

Business & Vocational

Focus on Writing is an academic writing program that provides students with essential
tools to master the key steps in the writing process along with the grammatical
structures, lexical knowledge, and rhetorical modes essential for academic writing. Each
unit leads writers step-by-step through the process of prewriting, writing a first draft,
revising, and editing before producing a final draft. Students write an entire paragraph
or essay in each unit and get plenty of practice at the sentence and word levels.

GSE

General English

Natasha Haugnes,
Helen Solórzano,
David Wiese,
Colin Ward,
John Beaumont,
Laura Walsh

A1
C1

Ready to Write

Secondary

5

Levels

Primary

Focus on Writing

133

8

71

Levels

27

access code inside

27–32

Sandra Heyer
Silver Edition

pearsonenglish.com/truestories
See ISBNs and components list

››

2

68

Levels

Both books in A World of Fiction help students sharpen their reading, vocabulary,
grammar, and writing skills as they discover the pleasure and reward of reading
fiction. Readings represent a variety of themes, literary styles, and cultural settings
to stimulate student conversation and debate. Critical thinking sections encourage
students to analyze stories and connect them to their own experience.

pearsonenglish.com/aworldoffiction

pearsonenglish.com/password

››

Contact a rep to find out more

Sybil Marcus,
Daniel Berman

››

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Digital Resources

A World of Fiction

Password helps students advance their reading skills and build a vocabulary of 2,000
high frequency words and phrases, so they can read unadapted texts. The course’s
theme-based units include a mix of non-fiction readings and skills-development
activities for reading, writing, and critical thinking. The series continues to feature
vocabulary work that helps students understand, remember, and use the target
words and phrases to build a solid foundation for academic and career success.

3rd Edition

with

Listening

Skills

Real Reading

Grammar

Issue Series

4

Levels

Contact a rep to find out more

››

The Issues Series uses original National Public Radio broadcasts to provide a context
for listening comprehension and discussion. As students develop listening strategies
and critical thinking skills, they also learn to integrate grammar and vocabulary
into their everyday speech and writing. Each book incorporates 12 authentic radio
interviews on thought-provoking topics such as philanthropy, the impact of the
Internet, immigration, and alternative energy.

pearsonenglish.com/issues
See ISBNs and components list

134

››

Carol Numrich,
in cooperation with NPR
4th Edition

Graded Readers

Series Consultant:
Paul Nation with
David Wiese and
Alice Savage

3

Levels

Dictionaries

Series Editor:
Lynn Bonesteel

Real Reading creates an authentic reading experience through carefully controlled
texts, exercises, and extensive vocabulary development. As students focus on the
meaning of the readings, they also develop critical academic skills. Thematically
linked readings are carefully controlled for vocabulary, while extensive vocabulary
development ensures that students learn the most important words. Additional
strategies provide students with the tools they need for long-term vocabulary
acquisition.

Professional Development

Linda Butler
Lynn Bonesteel

GSE

Sandra Heyer

Exam Preparation

5

Levels

1A

Business & Vocational

Password

63

True
Stories

General English

››

24

True Stories provides entertaining stories and effective reading-skill instruction to
English language learners, helping them build language skills through a carefully
paced, step-by-step process. When second language learners are engaged in a
pleasurable reading experience in the second language, then language learning will
take place effortlessly and effectively. The series fascinates and surprises students
with updated true stories that have been providing effective instruction for more
than 25 years.

pearsonenglish.com/maximizeyourreading
See ISBNs and components list

GSE

SILVER EDITION

Maximize Your Reading features useful strategies and abundant practice, helping
students become confident and successful readers, ready for academic study. It
provides extensive reading skills and critical thinking skill development, practice
in reading faster and reading longer texts alongside increasing vocabulary and
developing vocabulary building strategies. This flexible workbook series can be used
with any other reading texts or integrated skills courses.

A1
B2

Secondary

36

Primary

Levels

GSE

TRUE STORIES 1A

8

True Stories

HEYER

Maximize Your Reading

135

Secondary

Learn to Listen, Listen to Learn prepares students for the rigors of academic classwork,
helping them acquire the listening-comprehension and note-taking skills necessary
for success. This series offers students valuable tips for getting the most from college
lectures, including note-taking, organization of information, recognition of language
cues, and acquisition of vocabulary.

››

2

Levels

This research-based series breaks vocabulary acquisition tasks into achievable,
short-term language acquisition goals. Focus on Vocabulary starts with teaching midfrequency vocabulary and prepares intermediate-level students for words found
in novels, newspapers, films, and social and workplace settings. Later it introduces
advanced-level students to academic vocabulary. Practice chapters offer tips for
dictionary use, essay writing, word knowledge expansion, and other tasks

pearsonenglish.com/focusonvocabulary

››

Exam Preparation

See ISBNs and components list

Diane Schmitt,
Norbert Schmitt,
David Mann

Professional Development

Pronunciation

Listening Power

Focus on Pronunciation

3

Levels

David Bohlke,
Bruce Rogers

pearsonenglish.com/listeningpower

››

A1
C1

Focus on Pronunciation brings together the tools, tips, and techniques students need
to speak clearly, accurately, and fluently. Each level is organized into five parts —
vowels, consonants, stress, rhythm, and intonation — and offers a comprehensive
yet highly accessible approach to pronunciation mastery. Communication practice
sections integrate pronunciation and fluency with practice in a communicative
thematic context while extended practice sections encourage fluency practice
outside of class.

››

3rd Edition

Grammar

Contact a rep to find out more

Linda Lane

Skills

See ISBNs and components list

3

Levels

Assessment

Using a variety of materials — from short conversations to longer lectures and clips
from radio and TV — Listening Power targets the listening skills that students need
inside and outside the classroom. The series has different focuses on the features of
spoken English, comprehension and essential listening skills, listening for pleasure,
and effective note-taking.

Business & Vocational

Contact a rep to find out more

General English

3rd Edition

Vocabulary

Focus on Vocabulary

2

Levels

Roni S. Lebauer

Primary

Learn to Listen, Listen to Learn

Dictionaries
Graded Readers

136

137

Contents
Azar-Hagan Grammar Series

140

Focus on Grammar 5th Edition*

142

Advanced Grammar

144

Grammar for Academic Purposes

144

MyGrammarLab

145

Next Generation Grammar

145

Grammar

*You can find specific GSE level information for this product
on the relevant product page.
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5th Edition

new to this edition:

Pearson English Portal with MyEnglishLab and/or Pearson Practice English App

• A revised MyEnglishLab for all skill areas (grammar, reading, writing, speaking, and listening) includes
• instant feedback and remediation
• PowerPoint presentations for the instructor to teach from
• robust assessments
• gradebook and diagnostic tools
• A Pearson Practice English App with Learning Checks, audio, guided PowerPoint videos, and Grammar Coach video lessons
• Teacher Resources in the Pearson English Portal, with the PowerPoint presentations and the Student Book Answer Key

BASIC

English
Grammar

General English

The Azar-Hagen Grammar Series is the world’s
most trusted source for grammar instruction.

BASIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR

• A pretest at the start of each chapter allows learners to assess their knowledge.
• Jump-start Your English lessons, with functional topics and colloquial speech, give students more practical language
from the start.
• Numerous exercises provide incremental practice, which has been proven to help students learn better.
• New and updated charts and exercises show language patterns for more efficient learning.
• Additional oral exercises encourage students to speak more naturally and fluidly, in other words, with more
automaticity—an important marker of fluency.
• Exercises with life-skills vocabulary better prepare students for everyday situations.
• Grammar charts based on corpus research reflect current usage.
• End-of-chapter Learning Checks help students assess their learning.

Secondary

Betty S. Azar
Stacy A. Hagen

fifth edition

With a time-tested approach that has helped millions of students around the world, Basic English Grammar uses
grammar as the springboard to practice speaking, writing, listening, and reading skills.
The Fifth Edition has been extensively revised to keep pace with advances in theory and practice, particularly
from cognitive science. Now more than ever, teachers will find an extensive range of presentations, activities, and
tasks to meet the specific needs of their classes.

Primary

Azar-Hagen Grammar Series

BASIC

Azar | Hagen

“The adult brain is a
pattern-seeking organ.
English Grammar
Learners are continually
looking for patterns to
make learning easier.”

fifth edition

Basic English Grammar, fifth edition:

WORKBOOK, consisting of self-study exercises for independent work
Full Edition: 978-0-13-672617-3
Volume A: 978-0-13-672615-9
Volume B: 978-0-13-672611-1
TEST BANK, consisting of quizzes, tests, and mid-term and final exams: 978-0-13-677877-6

MODIFY MASTER ONLY!!

DIGITAL RESOURCES ACCESS CODE CARD, including MyEnglishLab: 978-0-13-756537-5
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B2+

C1

C2

ISBN-13: 978-0-13-672607-4
ISBN-10: 0-13-672607-0

Understanding and Using

Betty S. Azar
Stacy A. Hagen

fifth edition

TEACHER’S GUIDE with teaching suggestions, grammar notes, expansion activities, and answer key: 978-0-13-672605-0

§

Fundamentals

Pearson
Practice English

Basic

CEFR

Enhancements to the 5th edition include:

<A1

A1 A2 A2+ B1

B1+

B2

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at english.com/gse

• Pre-tests check what learners know at the start of each
chapter.

CVR_BEG_5e_SB_MEL_26074_CVR.indd 1-3

5/6/21 3:37 PM

3

• A focus on applying soft skills and student-success
strategies.

A1
C1

Betty S. Azar, Stacy A. Hagen

• Tips and editing tasks support the step-by-step writing
activities.
• PowerPoint presentations for hybrid teaching.
• A mobile app gives learners practice outside of class.
pearsonenglish.com/azar

Professional Development

• Revised MyEnglishLab for a fully blended program.

The cognitive science
behind the Azar-Hagen
Grammar series
Exciting new research in cognitive science shows how people actually
learn. Brain scans and other technology reveal what is happening inside
the brain, and this research informed elements of the 5th edition:

Click to get your sample

››

Student’s Book

Teacher’s Book

Student’s eBook

Chartbook

Workbook

Test generator

Online practice

Digital resources

Placement:
Level Test

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

App

Certification

For more information on recommended
tests go to page [ ].

• There are capacity limits to our working memory, and students
benefit if we can reduce the cognitive load. Our grammar charts
introduce less information at one time, and rather than one long
exercise, practice is in smaller chunks.
• Repetition causes new connections to be formed in the brain,
thereby helping students retain information. Numerous activities
encourage repetition in a variety of ways.
• Taking a test before learning new information can lead to stronger
memory of that information. This applies even if you fail the test - if
you get every single item wrong. All chapters begin with a pre-test.
Stacy A. Hagen
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Choose Azar-Hagen
Grammar if you
want to:
Choose the gold standard for
teaching grammar.
Teach a four-skills approach with
grammar as the base.
Use concise grammar explanations
with activities that apply to
students’ daily lives.

Graded Readers

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate

• When students are more engaged, their cognitive performance is
better. Practical content and life-skills are behind varied and highinterest activities.

Dictionaries

Digital resources

Recommended Tests

Grammar

Teacher Components

• Practice over time, or spaced practice, is more effective than massed
practice, or learning something in a single session. In general,
the exercises are shorter, there are more of them, and review is
extended over multiple chapters.

Skills

Student Components

Assessment

• The adult brain is a pattern-seeking organ. Learners are continually
looking for patterns to make learning easier. The Azar-Hagen
Grammar series helps students see patterns in both the charts and
the exercises.

See ISBNs and components list

Exam Preparation

Levels

Business & Vocational

The fifth edition has been extensively revised to keep pace
with advances in theory and practice, particularly from
cognitive science. Now more than ever, teachers will find
an extensive range of presentations, activities, and tasks
to meet the specific needs of their classes.

STUDENT BOOK
Full Edition with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672603-6
Full Edition with MyEnglishLab and Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672607-4
Volume A with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672619-7
Volume B with Pearson Practice English App: 978-0-13-672609-8
Full Edition eBook with Pearson Practice English App Access Code Card: 978-0-13-672602-9
Full Edition eBook with MyEnglishLab and Pearson Practice English App Access Code Card: 978-0-13-672613-5

Access more incremental practice
and review.
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Primary

Focus on Grammar
5th Edition

Secondary

“Responsibility for
learning is shifting
from the teacher to
the learner.”

General English

A four-skills approach supports
accuracy in grammar and fluency

Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines
comprehensive grammar coverage with abundant practice in all
four skills, critical thinking, and ongoing assessment.

5

<A1
C1

GSE

20
84

Irene E. Schoenberg, Jay Maurer,
Majorie Fuchs, Margaret Bonner,
Miriam Westheimer

Professional Development

pearsonenglish.com/focusongrammar
Click to get your sample
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C1

C2

Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

Teacher Components

Student’s Book

Teacher notes online

Workbook

Digital resources

Readiness Test, Pearson English
International Certificate

Responsibility for learning is shifting from the teacher to the
learner. Motivation is generally higher, and results are better.

Placement:
Level Test

Online practice
Digital resources

Track Progress
Benchmark Test

For more information on recommended
tests go to page [112].
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Irene Schoenberg

Choose Focus on
Grammar if you
want to:
Present grammar in context.
Present structures with clear charts
and notes.
Provide focused practice with
contextualized exercises.
Allow personalization with
communication practice.

Graded Readers

Certification

Recommended Tests

Welcome to Focus on Grammar

Dictionaries

Student Components

The role of the grammar teacher has gone beyond that of a
transmitter of information about the target structure and
arbiter of what is right and wrong in discrete sentences.
Instead, the communicative grammar teacher introduces
interesting, often content-based themes, and assigns
thoughtful tasks. She or he coordinates team, group, and
class work, manages classes in which students are doing
different tasks, and becomes a resource person who provides
students with the best access to the best material online and
offline. In addition, the teacher facilitates activities to make
sure that all goes smoothly. Grammar is taught through an
integrated skills approach—listening, speaking, reading, and
writing are all a part of the grammar class.

Grammar

››

Skills

Teachers who use this approach introduce a grammar
structure in a natural, meaningful reading. Then they present
and practice the structure in context and end up by setting
up authentic-like situations in which students interact
meaningfully while incorporating the new grammar point.

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

See ISBNs and components list

Assessment

More and more
programs teach grammar
communicatively.

Aligned to the Global Scale of English

Exam Preparation

The abundance of controlled and communicative exercises
helps students bridge the gap between identifying grammatical
structures and using them in everyday and academic situations.
Focus on Grammar helps students accomplish their goals of
communicating confidently, accurately, and fluently.

Levels

Business & Vocational

Focus on Grammar uses a unique four‑step approach
that lets learners move from comprehension to
communication with a clear and consistent structure.

Teach common errors.

143

GSE

65

3

78

Levels

MyGrammarLab teaches and helps learners practice grammar through a blend of
book, online and mobile resources, offering every learner of English the opportunity
to study grammar in the way that best suits their needs. With its hints and tips,
immediate feedback, automated grading and grammar tutor videos, this course is
ideal for self-study, and as a grammar reference and practice companion to another
language course.

pearsonenglish.com/mygrammarlab

pearsonenglish.com/advancedgrammar
See ISBNs and components list

››

Steve
Marshall

Grammar
for
Academic
Purposes

2

Levels

B2
C1

GSE

60

85

See ISBNs and components list

››

Exam Preparation

Grammar for Academic Purposes

Next Generation Grammar
4

Levels

A1
C1

Accuracy and Sentence
Structure

Steve Marshall

Grammar for Academic Purposes is for high-intermediate to advanced-level students
preparing for academic work. It is an ideal companion for students in EAP and bridge
programs seeking additional support in grammar and writing instruction. It provides
clear and detailed explanation of rules, carefully designed tasks, and summary charts
of the grammar points introduced in the writing chapters, can be used as a standalone resource or as a supplementary handbook.

pearsonenglish.com/grammarforacademicpurposes

pearsonenglish.com/nextgenerationgrammar
See ISBNs and components list

››

David Bohlke,
Christine Cavage,
Steve Jones,
Arlen Gargagliano,
Pamela Vittorio,
Jennifer Recio Lebedev,
Sigrun Biesenbach‑Lucas,
Donette Brantner‑Artenie

Assessment

See ISBNs and components list

Next Generation Grammar helps prepare students to communicate accurately and
effectively in writing and speaking. A wealth of dynamic multimedia content keeps
learners focused as they engage with interactive activities, grammar reference
material, audio files, test material, and video reviews. Interactive assessments allow
learners to see which areas they have mastered and which require more review.

Professional Development
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Diane Hall,
Mark Foley

Business & Vocational

Advanced Grammar prepares English language learners for the challenges of academic
work. Its unique approach uses authentic academic sources to help students master
written grammar, and prepares them to read extensive academic texts, write and
present using academic language, and process complex academic content. Advanced
Grammar focuses on the academic forms and uses of grammatical structures without
oversimplifying either the content or the grammar structures.

A1
C1

General English

Helen Hoyt Schmidt

B2
C1

MyGrammarLab

Secondary

1

Levels
Level

Primary

Advanced Grammar

Skills
Grammar
Dictionaries
Graded Readers
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Longman
Dictionaries
General and Thesauruses

Bgn

Elm

Int

U-Int

Adv

Bgn

Elm

Int

U-Int

Adv

Bgn

Elm

Int

U-Int

Adv

Dictionary of Contemporary English
Active Study Dictionary
Dictionary of American English
Children’s
Children’s Picture Dictionary
Picture Dictionary of American English
Young Children’s Picture Dictionary
Beginners’
Basic English Dictionary
Photo Dictionary of American English
Photo Dictionary of British English

KEY

146

Bgn: Beginner / Elm: Elementary / Int: Intermediate
U-Int: Upper Intermediate / Adv: Advanced

147

Primary
Secondary

Why invest in a Longman dictionary?

Int
Adv

Entries
230,000

Grammar

Improve your fluency with the
highlighted common word
combinations and express
yourself naturally.

Synonyms have definitions and
example sentences, helping you
expand your vocabulary.

Key grammar explanations help
you write and speak correctly.

The integrated Collocations Dictionary shows learners which words to
use together, while the integrated Thesaurus helps them to expand their
vocabulary. Register Notes focus on the differences between spoken and
written English.

Find out more about our range of dictionaries:

Example sentences

Definitions

Words from the Academic
Word List are highlighted to
help you focus on learning
academic vocabulary, so you
can understand academic
texts better.

Corpus-based examples show
authentic English, and how words
are used in context, to help you
develop natural English.

Definitions are written using only
2,000 commons words, so they are
easy to understand, whatever your
level. The most common meanings
come first, so it is quicker to find the
meaning you are looking for.

Graded Readers

148

Academic Word List

Dictionaries

pearsonenglish.com/dictionaries ››

Grammar

Thesaurus

Skills

Collocations

Assessment

The sixth edition of this best-selling dictionary ensures students produce
more accurate English both in writing and speaking. With extensive
grammar information, students get extra help with grammar patterns
and using the correct tenses.

Professional Development

Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English

Exam Preparation

Featured dictionary

Business & Vocational

Our dictionaries help you develop natural English with
definitions and whole, authentic English sentences.

General English

Our learner dictionaries feature commonly used words to
make understanding easy, whatever your level. They help
you learn vocabulary and understand words in context,
to improve your communication skills.
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Improving English through
the joy of reading
Written with carefully graded language, the extensive range of Pearson
English Graded Readers bring the joy of reading to every English
language student. These engaging stories provide a perfect balance of
accessibility and challenge, helping students develop a wide range of
vocabulary and improve their language skills in general.
Six reasons to love Pearson English Graded Readers:

1

6
Improving overall
reading skills
Through reading extensively,
learners improve their
comprehension and the
speed and fluency of their
reading. As their confidence
builds they become more
independent learners.

Providing a complete
teaching solution
	Readers are aligned to
the CEFR, GSE and Lexile®
Framework for Reading.
	Downloadable notes ,
activities, worksheets
and tests.
	Audiobooks and eBooks
available for most titles,
bringing stories to life and
developing listening skills.

2
Enriching vocabulary

Succeeding in exams
and beyond

Carefully graded texts present
new words in context, making
them more meaningful
and memorable. Through
developing a wide vocabulary,
learners can express
themselves clearly and
communicate effectively.

3

Reading provides an
extensive review of key
grammar, and learners
experience English being
used naturally and correctly.
Learners have a better overall
understanding and command
of English, leading to improved
exam results.

Graded Readers

4
Extending learning
experiences
From delightful children’s
favorites to classic novels,
romantic comedies to exciting
thrillers, the wide range of
graded readers make some
of the greatest stories of all
time accessible for all learners
to enjoy.

150

5

Widening knowledge
Fascinating non-fiction titles,
classic literature and great
works from contemporary
authors develop readers’
overall general knowledge,
and their understanding of
other cultures and the world
around them.
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For Young Learners

Pearson English Readers

Pearson English Kids Readers

Seven levels

Six Levels
Pearson English Kids Readers keep young readers engaged and motivated to learn,
with colourful illustrations, unforgettable characters and engaging stories – all presented
in accessible English.

Disney & Marvel titles:
based on successful movies,
these epic stories tell the
unforgettable adventures of
Super Hero characters.

Poptropica English titles:
a perfect companion to
the course, with original
adventures.

Classic, Contemporary &
Original titles: well-loved
classics, contemporary and
exciting original tales.

For Teens and Adults

CLIL titles: engaging titles
presenting fascinating facts
about a wide range
of topics.

Pearson English Readers offer a wide range of genres, from
comedies and plays to classic novels and film titles, to give students
an extensive reading experience and the satisfaction of reading real
books in language they can understand.

Pearson English Active Readers
Five levels
Pearson English Active Readers represent a wide range of classic,
original and non-fiction titles with exercises and mini-projects to
create a more structured and intensive reading experience.

Four Levels

B
 eautifully illustrated throughout,
these classic stories are great for
reading aloud in the classroom or at
home, independently or with parents.

eBook mini-libraries
Pearson English Readers and Pearson English Active Readers ebook
mini-libraries offer collections of eBook Readers by level, accessible on
the Pearson English Portal and the Reader+ app (desktop and mobile).

Find out more at pearsonenglishreaders.com
152

 n ideal choice for
A
classroom use and
group reading activity to
consolidate vocabulary and
develop a broader range of
language skills.
M
 any titles are available as
an eBook with integrated
audio to help learners
seize every opportunity
for developing language in
school and at home.
D
 ownloadable resources
for every title help teachers
to plan lessons, keep
students engaged, and
use the text effectively to
develop language.

Pearson English Story Readers present a collection of the world’s favorite children’s stories,
perfect for use in the classroom or at home with young learners.

T
 argeting three cognitive levels: 5–7
years, 7–9 years, 9-11 years, identified
by large, medium and small format.

Downloadable resources,
including worksheets,
answer keys, teacher’s notes
and progress tests.
 any titles are available
M
as an eBook with
integrated audio and
audio-text highlight to
help learners seize every
opportunity for developing
language in school and
at home.

Pearson English Story Readers

A
 vailable in four language levels
suitable for learners from <A1 to B1+.

 ramatic audiobook
D
available for most titles,
bringing the story to life and
developing listening skills.

Text, audio and audio-text
highlight enables students
to read or to read and listen
simultaneously.
Front of class tools enable
engaging classroom
presentations.
Offline access for students
reading at home or on the go.
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Disney Kids Readers
Discover the magic of stories
Disney Kids Readers is a six-level series of graded
readers that encourages young learners to read for
pleasure and for learning.
Young learners can build their reading skills with the help of
engaging Disney stories and characters they know and enjoy.
Created to be used both at school and at home, Disney Kids
Readers help young learners expand their reading in a fun and
motivating way. The 36 readers include audio, extra learning
content, and activities at the back of the book.
Disney Kids Readers are visually rich to support engagement
and comprehension, and every book is written to a consistent
vocabulary, grammar, and phonics syllabus. Thanks to the
Lexile® reading scores, learners see their reading skills progress
as they move through the levels.
Disney Kids Readers can be used as a per-level course, using
the six readers in the level together with a Workbook and
Teacher’s Book.
pearsonenglish.com/disneyreaders

Aligned to the Global Scale of English
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Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
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A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

Learn more about the Global Scale of English at pearsonenglish.com/gse

See ISBNs and components list
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Student Components

Teacher Components

Reader

Teacher’s Book (for course)

Audiobook

Teacher’s Notes

eBook

Digital resources

Workbook (for course)

©Disney/Pixar

GSE

16
48

Series editor: Rachel Wilson

Why should we
encourage students to
develop a reading habit?
There is plenty of research around the importance of
reading for pleasure. According to the OECD, ‘Reading
enjoyment has been reported as more important for
children’s educational success than their family’s socioeconomic status’.

90

Level 6

CEFR

<A1
B1

It’s important that we get kids to read widely and often,
as soon as possible, so that they develop a life-long love
of reading.

Click to get your sample

10

6

Levels

C2

“Reading together
provides children
with a model of
proficient reading,
enabling them to
see and hear language
in an enjoyable,
relaxed context.”

It’s not surprising that children who read daily do
better on school tests. Regular and better reading
leads to better writing, better comprehension, and a
wider vocabulary.
Children who read regularly have a greater confidence
in reading and are more likely to enjoy it. Being an avid
reader is linked to having broader general knowledge,
a better understanding of other cultures, and a greater
likelihood of community participation. They also display
a better understanding of human nature and show
improved decision-making skills.
Ideally, teachers and parents should work together to
foster a love of reading in children so they enjoy the
long-term benefits that reading regularly provides - an
enriched life filled with options and opportunities.

Discover Disney Kids Readers

Choose Disney Kids
Readers if you want to:
Share rich, memorable stories
with relatable characters and help
students develop a love of reading.
Use carefully graded and controlled
language that learners can
understand.
Encourage social interaction in
class, bringing everyone together in
a shared activity.
Develop the four language skills
holistically, showing learners how
language is used.
Develop language and literacy
skills and deepen students’
understanding of fictional texts.
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Primary

Pearson English Kids Readers

Experience the joy of reading with our Marvel Readers, carefully
written and graded to thrill and motivate learners of English!

CEFR

GSE

CYLETS

PTE YL

Level 1

<A1 to A1

16-27

Starters

Firstwords

Lexile®
120L-300L

Level 2

A1 to A2

22-32

Starters/Movers

Firstwords/Springboard

270L-460L

Level 3

A1 to A2

25-35

Movers

Springboard

400L-590L

Level 4

A1 to A2+

27-38

Movers

Springboard/Quickmarch

430L-610L

Level 5

A2 to A2+

30-40

Movers/Flyers

Quickmarch/Breakthrough

480L-650L

Level 6

A2+ to B1

36-48

Flyers

Breakthrough

500L>

Marvel
Available as book with audiobook.

Level 2
Freaky Thor Day

The Story of Spider-Man

Call for Backup

The Swashbuckling Spider

Disney Kids Readers
Available as book and eBook with audiobook.

Level 1
Disney Cinderella

Disney PIXAR Coco: The Story of Dante

Disney Frozen: Olaf Likes Summer

Disney Peter Pan

Disney Dumbo

Disney PIXAR Finding Nemo:
Nemo in School

Disney The Jungle Book: Mowgli
Meets Baloo

Disney The Little Mermaid:
Ariel and the Prince

Disney PIXAR Coco

Disney Frozen II

Disney PIXAR Inside Out

Disney The Lion King

Disney Big Hero 6

Disney PIXAR Ratatouille

Disney PIXAR Onward

Disney Ralph Breaks the Internet

Business & Vocational

Level 3

General English

Choose your Super Hero!

Pearson English Kids Reader Level

Secondary

CORRELATION INFORMATION

Level 2
Disney Frozen

Disney PIXAR Monsters University

Disney PIXAR Toy Story

Level 3
Disney 101 Dalmations

Disney PIXAR A Bug’s Life

Disney Tangled

Disney PIXAR Toy Story 2

Level 4
Disney PIXAR Incredibles 2

Disney Moana

Disney PIXAR Toy Story 3

Level 5
Disney Alice in Wonderland

Disney Beauty and the Beast

Disney PIXAR Toy Story 4

Disney PIXAR WALL-E

Level 6
Disney Atlantis: The Lost Empire

Disney Maleficent

Disney PIXAR UP

Disney Zootopia

Classic, Contemporary & Original Stories

Available as book with audiobook, and eBook with integrated audio. eBook available via major ecommerce retailers, including Amazon.
Magic Toys go on Holiday

Poptropica English: Family Island
Adventure

Rainbow Bird

Poptropica English:
Tropical Island Adventure

Thumbelina

Shaun the Sheep: Save the Tree

The Wizard of Oz

Poptropica English: Movie Studio
Island Adventure

Sherlock Holmes Stories

Rory Wants a Pet

Winston the Wizard
Level 2
Pirate Patch and the Treasure Map

Skills

Level 3

Level 4
Pollyanna
Level 5

See ISBNs and components list
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© 2021 MARVEL

pearsonenglish.com/marvelreaders

Level 6
Poptropica English: Future Island
Adventure

The Secret Garden

Wallace and Gromit, A Matter of Loaf
and Death

Graded Readers

Print Book
Audiobook
eBook
Teacher’s Notes & Photocopiables

Poptropica English: Ice Island
Adventure

Dictionaries

Gulliver’s Travels Lilliput

Available with each Reader:

The Wind in the Willows Mole
and Rat become Friends

Grammar

Poptropica English: Space Island
Adventure

Assessment

Level 1

Professional Development

Disney PIXAR Brave

Exam Preparation

Disney PIXAR Finding Dory

See ISBNs and components list

››
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Available as book with audiobook, and eBook with integrated audio. eBook available via major ecommerce retailers, including Amazon.
Available in American English and British English.

Level 1
Making Music

Wheels Go Round

Where I Live

Level 2
Awake at Night

Clothes at Work

Let’s Draw Shapes

Tom at the Harbour

Level 3
Festival Fun

Sport with Trainer Tim

Up in the Air

Level 4
Animal Athletes

Brain Gym

Storm

Into I.T.

Island Hopping

A Land of New Hope

Astronauts in Space

Our Changing Planet

A World of Homes

Level 6

GSE

CYLETS

PTE YL

Lexile®

A1 to A2

23 - 33

Movers

First Words

150L-400L

1

A1 to A2+

29 - 38

Movers/ Flyers

Springboard

200L-500L

2

A2 to A2+

32 - 42

Flyers/ Key for Schools

Quickmarch

250L-550L

3

A2+ to B1

37 - 50

Preliminary for Schools

Breakthrough

400L-700L

4

B1 to B2

46 - 60

Level 2

500L-850L

Available as book with audiobook, and eBook with integrated audio. eBook available via major ecommerce retailers, including Amazon.
* eBook unavailable

Easystart

Animal Camouflage

GSE

CYLETS

The Cup in the Forest

Good Day, Bad Day

The Hat

Kim’s Choice

The Long Road

Newspaper Chase

The Slave Boy of Pompeii

African Safari

Amazon Rally

The Barcelona Game

The Crown

The Galapagos

The Golden Seal

Island for Sale

Little Women

The Olympic Promise

The Outsiders

The Rainbow Serpent and Other Stories

Theseus & the Minotaur

Under the Bridge

The Wrong Man

Level 1

CORRELATION INFORMATION
CEFR

The Blue Cat Club

PTE YL

Lexile®

The Tomorrow Mirror

20-34

Starters

Firstwords

150L-380L

Level 2

26-40

Movers

Springboard

350L-500L

Anne of Green Gables

The Call of the Wild

Don Quixote

The Earthquake

Level 3

A2 to B1

32-47

Flyers

Quickmarch

450L-550L

The First Emperor of China

Journey Through Arabia

The Last Juror*

Mr Bean

Level 4

A2 to B1+

37-53

PET

Breakthrough

450L>

Nelson Mandela

The Presidents of Mount Rushmore

Round the World in Eighty Days

The Secret Garden

Sharks

Stories of Other Worlds

Water for Life*

Wonders of the World

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Carmilla

Charles Dickens

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
and Other Stories

Frankenstein

The Horse Whisperer*

The Incredible Journey*

Japanese Ghost Stories

Mysteries of the Unexplained

The Olympics*

The Pearl*

Stories of Courage*

Sweeney Todd

Titanic!

The Young King and Other Stories

About a Boy*

Bleak House

The Confession*

Crime Story Collection*

Leonardo da Vinci

The Maltese Falcon*

Nicholas Nickleby

The Odyssey

Oliver Twist

The Street Lawyer*

Three Great Plays of Shakespeare

Pearson English Story Readers

Level 3

Available as book with audiobook, and eBook with integrated audio. eBook available via major ecommerce retailers, including Amazon.

Level 1
Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Sleeping Beauty

The Three Billy Goats Gruff

Town Mouse and Country Mouse

Level 2
Aladdin and the Lamp

The Jungle Book

Little Red Riding Hood

The Selfish Giant

The Velveteen Rabbit

Level 4

Level 3
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves

Beauty and the Beast

Hansel and Gretel

Jack and the Beanstalk

The New Adventures of Tom Thumb

Peter and the Wolf

Peter Pan

The Princess and the Frog

A Christmas Carol

The Emperor and the Nightingale

The Pied Piper of Hamelin

Pinocchio

Rapunzel

The Snow Queen

The Swiss Family Robinson

Level 4

Professional Development

<A1 to A2
A1 to A2+

Exam Preparation

Level 1
Level 2

Business & Vocational

Pearson English Story Readers
Pearson English Story Reader Level

CEFR

Easy Start

Pearson English Active Readers

Level 5
Harry’s Clothes Project

Pearson English Active Reader Level

General English

Butterflies and Frogs

CORRELATION INFORMATION

Secondary

Katie Grows a Bean Plant

Primary

Pearson English Active Readers

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)

Assessment
Skills
Grammar
Dictionaries
Graded Readers

See ISBNs and components list
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See ISBNs and components list
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Classic, Contemporary & Original Stories

Level 3

The Count of Monte Cristo

Dangerous Game

David Copperfield

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

Dracula

The Fall of the House of Usher

Five One-Act Plays

Food for Thought

Forrest Gump*

The Fugitive*

Ghost in the Guitar

Grey Owl

Hamlet

A History of Britain*

How to be Alien*

The Hunchback of Notre-Dame*

An Ideal Husband

The Island of Dr Moreau

Jane Eyre

Jim Smiley and his Jumping Frog and
Other Stories

King Lear

K’s First Case

The Last King of Scotland

Leaving Microsoft

Madame Doubtfire*†

Martin Luther King*

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Marvel Cinematic Readers

My Fair Lady*

New York*

The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency*

Notting Hill*

Available as book and eBook with audiobook.

Noughts and Crosses

Othello

Princess Diana*

Psycho*

Level 2

The Return of Sherlock Holmes

The Ring

Romeo and Juliet

A Scandal in Bohemia

Sense and Sensibility

Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of
Boscombe Pool

Stories from Shakespeare

Stories of Survival

The Swiss Family Robinson

The Thirty-nine Steps

The Turn of the Screw

Vanity Fair

1984

Alexander the Great

The Bourne Identity*

The Canterville Ghost and Other Stories

Checkmate

The Client*

Detective Work

The Diary of a Young Girl*

Doctor Faustus

The Doll’s House and Other Stories

Emma

Evening Class

Falling Leaves*

Famous Women in Business*

Gladiator*

The Go-Between

Gone with the Wind Part 1*†

Gone with the Wind Part 2*†

The House of Stairs*

Inventions that Changed the World*

King Solomon’s Mines

Knife Edge

The Locked Room and Other Stories

Lorna Doone

Love Actually*

Macbeth

The Merchant of Venice

On The Beach*

BBC Doctor Who

The Picture of Dorian Gray

Seven*

Shakespeare - His Life and Plays

Strangers on a Train*

Available as book with audiobook.

Teacher Man*

Tears of the Giraffe*

Three Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

The Time Machine

Level 2

Unbowed *†
2001: A Space Odyssey*

The Body

The Bourne Supremacy*

The Brethren*

British and American Short Stories*

The Citadel*

Cold Mountain*

Dr Zhivago*

The Firm*

The Five People You Meet in Heaven*

Four Weddings and a Funeral*

The Grapes of Wrath*

The Great Gatsby

Heart of Darkness

The Hound of the Baskervilles

The Invisible Man

Jamaica Inn*

Jane Eyre

The Mayor Of Casterbridge

Middlemarch

More Tales from Shakespeare

On the Road*

Outstanding Stories*

The Partner*

The Pelican Brief*

The Phantom of the Opera

Pride and Prejudice

The Prisoner of Zenda

CEFR

GSE

Cambridge

PTE – Young Learners and General

Lexile®

Easy Start

A1 to A2

23 - 33

Movers

First Words

150L-400L

1

A1 to A2+

29 - 38

Movers/ Flyers

Springboard

200L-500L

2

A2 to A2+

32 - 42

Flyers/ Key for Schools

Quickmarch

250L-550L

3

A2+ to B1

37 - 50

Preliminary for Schools

Breakthrough

400L-700L

4

B1 to B2

46 - 60

Level 2

500L-850L

5

B1+ to B2+

54 - 72

Level 3

550L-900L

6

B2 to C1

64 - 83

Level 4

600L-950L

Marvel Studios’ Ant-Man and The Wasp

Marvel Studios’ The Avengers

Marvel Studios’ Captain America: The
First Avenger

Marvel Studios’ Thor

Marvel Studios’ Avengers: Age of Ultron

Marvel Studios’ Captain America:
Civil War

Level 4

Level 3
Marvel Studios’ Black Panther

Marvel Studios’ Doctor Strange

Marvel Studios’ Thor: Ragnarok

Level 4
Marvel Studios’ Captain Marvel

Marvel Studios’ Guardians of the Galaxy

Marvel Studios’ Guardians of the
Galaxy vol. 2

Level 5
Marvel Studios’ Avengers: Endgame

Doctor Who: The Girl Who Died

Marvel Studios’ Avengers: Infinity War

Level 5

Doctor Who: Robot of Sherwood

Level 3
Doctor Who: Face the Raven

Doctor Who: Flatline

Doctor Who: Mummy on the
Orient Express

Doctor Who: The Woman Who Lived

Classic, Contemporary & Original Stories
Available as book with audiobook, and eBook with integrated audio. eBook available via major ecommerce retailers, including Amazon.
* eBook unavailable | † audiobook unavailable

Easystart
Billy and the Queen

Dino’s Day in London

The Rainmaker*

Rebecca*

Round the World in Eighty Days

Sherlock Holmes Short Stories

The Fireboy

Flying Home

Hannah and the Hurricane

The Last Photo

The Leopard and the Lighthouse

A Tale of Two Cities

Tales from Shakespeare

Tales of Mystery and Imagination

Lucky Break

Maisie and the Dolphin

Marcel and the Mona Lisa

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde

Marcel and the White Star

A New Zealand Adventure

The Pearl Girl

Pete and The Pirates

Taste and Other Tales*

A Time to Kill*

The War of the Worlds

World Folktales

San Francisco Story

Simon and the Spy

Tinker’s Farm

Tinker’s Island

Wuthering Heights

The Troy Stone

The White Oryx

Who Wants to be a Star?

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

Ali and His Camera

The Battle of Newton Road

The Gift of the Magi & Other Stories

Animal Farm

Anna Karenina

The Beach*

The Bourne Ultimatum*

Girl Meets Boy

The House of the Seven Gables

Karen and Artist

Lisa in London

Brave New World*

Captain Corelli’s Mandolin*

The Chamber*

Crime and Punishment

Marcel and the Shakespeare Letters

Marcel Goes to Hollywood

Mike’s Lucky Day

The Missing Coins

Cry, the Beloved Country*

East of Eden*

Great Expectations

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings*

Mother Teresa*

Muhammad Ali*

Pelé*

Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow

The King of Torts*

Madame Bovary

Man from the South and Other Stories*

Memoirs of a Geisha†

Les Misérables

Misery

The Moonstone

North and South

Run For Your Life

Sadie’s Big Day at the Office

Six Sketches

Speed Queens

Northanger Abbey

Oliver Twist

The Runaway Jury*

Saving Private Ryan*

Surfer!

Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea

William Tell

Snow Falling on Cedars

The Testament*†

The Woman in White

Alice in Wonderland

The Amazon Rainforest*

American Life*

Audrey Hepburn*

Babe: Sheep Pig*

Barack Obama*

Black Beauty

A Christmas Carol

Extreme Sports*

Five Famous Fairy Tales

Five Plays for Today

Gandhi

The Ghost of Genny Castle

Gulliver’s Travels

Heidi

The Importance of Being Earnest

The Jungle Book

Kidnapped

King Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Table

The Lady in the Lake*

The Last of the Mohicans

London*

Lost In New York

Lost Love and Other Stories

Marley & Me*

Moby Dick

Moonfleet

Mr Bean in Town

The Mysterious Island

Of Mice and Men*

Persuasion

The Prince and the Pauper

Project Omega

The Railway Children

Robin Hood

Robinson Crusoe

The Room in the Tower and Other
Ghost Stories

The Scarlet Letter

Simply Suspense

Stranger Than Fiction: Urban Myths

Tales from the Arabian Nights

Tales from Hans Anderson

The Three Musketeers

Three Short Stories of Sherlock Holmes

Treasure Island

Voyages of Sinbad the Sailor

Walkabout

The Wave*†

White Fang

The Wind in the Willows

Level 6

Level 1

Grammar

Level 2

Graded Readers
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Dictionaries

See ISBNs and components list

Skills

The Big Bag Mistake

Assessment

Between Two Worlds

Professional Development

The Cellist of Sarajevo*

The Climb

Pearson English Reader Level

Exam Preparation

Billy Elliot

Canterbury Tales

Business & Vocational

Becoming Jane

Braveheart*

General English

The Beatles*

The Black Cat and Other Stories

Secondary

Amistad*

CORRELATION INFORMATION

Primary

Pearson English Readers

See ISBNs and components list
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Primary

FOR TEACHERS

Please contact your local
Pearson office or distributor
for advice or assistance. If
you have difficulty reaching
your local office, or if your
country is not listed, please
contact Pearson Customer
Services in the UK.

UK CUSTOMERS:

+44 (0) 845 313 6666
E: General enquiries
customersolutions@pearson.com
E: myorders@pearson.com

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS:
Services: +44 (0) 1279 623 925
E: icsorders@pearson.com

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMER
SERVICES:

PUBNET: SAN 2002175
T: 877-202-4572
F: 800-445-6991
E: english@pearson.com
MAIL: Pearson Order Department, P.O.
Box 6820, Chandler, AZ 85246

AFRICA

 earson Education Africa
P
Customer Services
4th Floor, Auto Atlantic Building
Cnr of Hertzog Boulevard and
Heerengracht Boulevard
T: +27 21 532 6000
E: pearsonafrica.ce@pearson.com
E: jannie.theron@pearson.com
E: lauren.piedt@pearson.com

ALBANIA

UEGEN shpk
Rruga Vaso Pasha P 7/1 kati III, Tirana
Albania
T: +355 42 272858
T: +355 664040950
E: uegeni@gmail.com

ALGERIA

Kouchkar Livres
Villa N° 30, Dar el Alia Bouzaréah
Algiers,
Algeria
T/F: +213 021 93 66 70
E: Contact@kouchkar-livres.com

ANGOLA

ARGENTINA

Pearson Education
Av. Corrientes 1386
Edificio Apolo. 9°piso, oficina 9,
Buenos Aires
NO COPYING, SINGLE OR MULTIPLE, OF RECORDINGS
IS PERMITTED.

Under no circumstances may schools photocopy materials for use in self-access centers, unless
they have registered with CLA or an associated licensing agency and allow/use photocopying
strictly in accordance with their regulations. If a school wishes to have multiple copies of a
part of a book in a self-access center, then it must purchase the necessary number of printed
books. There is no formal objection to schools physically cutting printed texts into parts and
reassembling them in a way that seems appropriate, providing the books or parts of books are
not then resold. It is not, however, a practice we would recommend.
In the case of audio recordings, it is permissible for a school to make a copy of an audio CD or
file, keeping the original as a back-up. Only one copy may exist at any one time. As an example,
a school may copy different parts of an original audio recording onto several CDs, providing
that no part of the original exists in more than one copy at any one time. Therefore, if a school
wishes to have three copies of one part of an audio recordings, it must have three originals.

For further information on English Language Teaching
materials, visit our online catalog pearsonenglish.com

AZERBAIJAN

Oxbridge Educational Services
88 Shamil Azizbeyov Street
Baku, Azerbaijan AZ1009
T: +994 12 505 67 88
E: rufat.abdullayev@oxbridgedu.org.uk
oxbridgedu.org.uk
oxbridgedu.az

BAHRAIN

Contact the United Arab Emirates office.
Mecon (Middle East Consultancy
P.O.Box 15402, Adliya, Bahrain
T: +973 17714289
F: +973 17713860
E: mecon@batelco.com.bh
Growmore General Trading Co.
P.O. Box 251, Safat 13003, Kuwait
Tel.: +965 24338784 / 24316761
Fax: +965 24330451
E: books@growmorebooks.com

BELARUS

Lexis Co. Ltd
P.O. Box 507
220050 Minsk
T/F: + 375 172 100329
E: lexis_by@tut.by
lexis.by

Pearson Botswana
Plot 20613/ Unit 3,
Western Business Park
Block 3 Industrial, Gaborone,
Botswana
T: + 267 392 2969
F: + 267 392 2682
E: chris.koveya@pearson.com
E: kealeboga.adam@pearson.com

BRAZIL

São Paulo-SP
Unidade Francisco Matarazzo
Av. Francisco Matarazzo, 1400, 7 e 8
andares
Agua Branca, São Paulo
Campinas–SP
Unidade Unique Village Offices
Av. João Scarparo Netto, 84
Pearson Brazil Customer Service
Teachers and individuals
E: professoraluno.atendimento@
pearson.com
Bookstores and distributors
E: dplivreiros.atendimento@pearson.com

Pearson Beijing
Suite 1208, Tower D,
Beijing Global Trade Centre
36 North Third Ring Road
East Dongcheng District,
Beijing, China 100013
T: +86 10 5735 5000
E: cscn@pearson.com
pearson.com.cn
Pearson Shanghai
Suite 502, Tower C,
Xuhui SML Centre,
No.33 Caobao Road,
Xuhui District,
Shanghai 200233, China
T: +86 21 5178 2666
E: cscn@pearson.com
pearson.com
Pearson Guangzhou
Suite 1219 & 1220, Tower A, Phase 1,
GT Land Plaza,
No.85 Huacheng Avenue,
Tianhe District,
Guangzhou 510623, China
T: +86 20 2801 7198
E: cscn@pearson.com
pearson.com

COLOMBIA

T: +65 63199 333
E: sgcs.orders@pearson.com

Pearson Colombia
Carrera 7 No. 156-68
Edificio North Point III Piso 26, Bogota
T: + 57 6735333
E: pearson.colombia@pearson.com

BULGARIA

COSTA RICA

BRUNEI

S.A.N. PRO Ltd
30 Yankul Vojvoda Str. Entr A2,
9000 Varna
T: + 359 52 600 516
F: + 359 52 655 504
E: promotion@longman-bulgaria.com
longman-bulgaria.com

Barrio Dent, Condominio Latitud Dent
diagonal al Mall San Pedro
2 Piso, Oficina 203
San José, Costa Rica
T: +(506) 2283-3593
E: rebeca.soto@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

Longman Showroom
S.A.N. PRO Ltd,
13 Vrabcha Str, 1000 Sofia
T: + 359 2 981 0725
T/F: + 359 2 980 5093
E: longman.showroom@mbox.contact.bg
longman-bulgaria.com

CROATIA

BURUNDI

Contact the Rwanda office.

CAMBODIA

T: +65 63199 333
E: cambodia.support@pearson.com

CAMEROON

Faison Education
PO Box 30749
Yaoundé
Cameroon
T: 237 22003985/237 77770660
E: anthony_faison@hotmail.com

CANADA

Pearson ELT Canada
1611 Crémazie Boulevard East,
10th Floor, Montréal, Québec H2M 2P2
T: +1 800 263 3678
E: info@pearsonelt.ca

Naklada Ljevak Školski Odjel
Kopačevski put 1c, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia
E: vlado.resnik@naklada-ljevak.hr
Mob: +385 (0)91 4930 002
T: +385 (0)1 3887 789
F: +385 (0)1 3887 961
ljevak.hr

CYPRUS

Char.J.Philippides & Son Ltd
50 Kennedy Avenue 1076 Nicosia
T: + 357 22879222
F: + 357 22666972
E: chrisphil@cablenet.com.cy

CZECH REPUBLIC

Euromedia Group, a.s.
Nádražní 896/30, 150 00 Praha 5, Czech
Republic
T: + 420 266 712 414
E: objednavky@venturesbooks.com
venturesbooks.cz

DEMOCRATIC REPLUBLIC OF
CONGO
Contact the Africa office.

Pearson Ecuador
Andalucia y Cordero E12 35 Edificio
CYEDE Oficina 11 La Floresta -Quito
T: +593 (9) 92 399 648
E: pearsonline@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net/ecuador

EGYPT

Sphinx Publishing Company
127, Al Horreya Avenue
Alexandria
T: +202 3930356
E: osama.mahdi@educationalrc.org
3 Shawarby Street, Appt 305, Cairo
T: + 202 2392 4616
E: Mohammed.Ali@sayegh1944.com

ESTONIA

Pearson Central Europe
Contact the Latvia office.

ESWATINI

Automatic Stationers
P O Box 292
Mbabane, Eswatini
E: thulile.webstersbooks@realnet.co.sz
T: +268 2404 2560

ETHIOPIA

Contact the Africa office.

FINLAND

Contact the Nordic Region office.

FRANCE

Pearson France
2, rue Jean Lantier
75001 Paris
T: 01 43 62 31 00
F: 01 43 62 30 80
E: ELT.france@pearson.com

GAMBIA

Contact the Ghana office.

GUYANA

Horizon Bookshop
41B Third Street, P.O. Box 10551
Georgetown
T: + 592 22 76947
F: + 592 22 76947
E: bboodhool@yahoo.com

HONDURAS

Pearson Honduras
Linda Lopez
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
T: (504) 9460-9066
E: linda.lopez@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net
Carolina Suárez
San Pedro Sula. Honduras
T: (504) 9487-8993
E: carolina.suarez@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

HONG KONG

Pearson Hong Kong
28/F, 1063 King’s Road,
Quarry Bay, Hong Kong
T: +852 3181 0123
F: +852 8956 6860
E: hkcs@pearson.com
pearson.com.hk

HUNGARY

Libra Books
1085 Budapest, Kölcsey u. 2.
T: 1/483-0659
F: 1/267-5777
E: info@librabooks.hu
nyelvkonyvbolt.hu

ICELAND

Contact the Nordic Region office.

INDIA

English Book in Georgia
Nestan Darejani Street 1, 3m/r,
Didi digomi, Tbilisi, Georgia
T: +995 322 00 12 44
T: +995 322 00 12 42
E: englishbookteam@englishbook.ge

Pearson India
Pearson India Education Services Pvt. Ltd.
15th Floor, World Trade Tower
Plot: C-01, Sector 16, Noida 201301
Uttar Pradesh
T: 91 9810669678/91 (120) 4306 500
E: krishnendu.dutta@pearson.com

GERMANY

INDONESIA

Pearson Deutschland GmbH
St-Martin-Straße 82,
81541 Munich, Germany
T: +49 89 954597 420
E: info@pearsonelt.de
pearsonelt.de

Kencana Tower - Mezzanine Floor
Suite 05
Jl. Raya Meruya Ilir no.88
Jakarta Barat 11620
T: +62 21 29 222 852
E: enquiry@pearson.com

GHANA

IRAN

GEORGIA

NNF Esquire
49 Atta Ashong St
TDC Estates, Community 22
Tema, Ghana
T: 233 202 113 117
E: franksegbawu@yahoo.com

GREECE

Pearson Head Office
4 Zalogou Str. & Mesogeion Avenue
15343, Agia Paraskevi, Athens
T: +357 25 737 329
E: pqs.internationaleo@pearson.com
York Press office
Representative of Pearson ELT and
Higher Education Portfolio
2 Aetideon Str. & 224 Mesogion Av.
15561 Cholargos, Athens
T: 210 9373 170
F: 210 9373 199
E: info@york-press.gr
york-press.gr

GUAM

T: +65 63199 333
E: sgcs.orders@pearson.com
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Pearson Guatemala
3a. Avenida 13-78 zona 10,
Edificio Citi Tower,
Piso 8, Oficina 17, Guatemala
T: (502) 5208-3289
E: centralamerica.pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

Pearson
306 Arjaan Business Tower
Dubai Media City
PO Box 500598
Dubai, UAE
T: +971 4 4577300
E: enquiries.middleeast@pearson.com

IRAQ

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com
Dar Khalil
Ainkawa, Kariz 240 / 2 / 664, Near Mar
Qardakh School, Erbil – Kurdistan
T: +964 750 721 7432
E: carol.salloum@ldlp.com
Librairie du Liban Publishers
Zayouna, Hay Al Muthana, Mahalat
710, Street
20, Bldg. 233, Baghdad, Iraq
T: +964 079 03 730 354 / +964 077 02
932 421
E: nelly.ibrahim@ldlp.com

ISRAEL / PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY
Wiz Kids
Ha-Palmakh St 8, Ra’anana
T: 09-746-4224
E: bookexperts@wizkids.co.il
wizkids.ci.il

Probook
Sonol Building, Menachem Begin Road
52, P.O Box: 56055, Tel Aviv 6156001
T: +972-3-5257999
F: +972-3-5285397
E: info@probook.co.il
probook.co.il

ITALY

Pearson Italia
Via Archimede 51, 20129 Milan
T: + 39 02 74823 1
F: + 39 02 74823 362
E: info@pearson.it
pearson.it

JAMAICA

Carlong Publishers (Caribbean) Ltd.
33 Second Street, Newport West
Kingston 13, Jamaica
T: + 876 923 7019
F: + 876 923 7003
E: dwayne.lockhart@pearson.com

JAPAN

Pearson Japan K.K.
Customer Support
11F Kanda Square
2-2-1 Kanda-Nishiki-cho,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
101-0054 Japan
T: 81 3 4540 0380
E: elt.jp@pearson.com
pearson.co.jp/en

JORDAN

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com
Petra International Publishers
155 Al Jameíah Street
PO Box 6587
Amman 11118
T: + 96 26 5694930 / 4931
F: + 962 (0) 65685819
E: may.shaqareq@sayegh1944.com

KAZAKHSTAN

InterPress Company
89 Baitursynov Street
Corner of Shevchenko Street
050012 Almaty, Kazakhstan
T: +7 (727) 258 55 54
T: +7 (727) 258 88 08
F: + 7 727 272 2828
E: book@interpress.kz
interpress.kz

KENYA

Text Book Centre
PO Box 47540
Nairobi
Kenya 000100
T: 254 72 256 0580 / 254 73 369 9991
E: customerservice@tbc.co.ke
E: sales@tbc.co.ke

KOREA

Pearson Korea
Shinhan DM Building 7F (Room# 719),
25, Mapo-daero, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, Korea, 04167
ELT: EiDo Hong (+ 82 2 2014 8800)
HED: Seonhyong Kim (+ 82 2 2014 8840)

KUWAIT

Contact the United Arab Emirates office.

Graded Readers

For a full list of Linguistic titles, please visit
pearsoned.co.uk/linguistics

Pearson Deutschland GmbH,
Lilienthalstraße 2, 85399 Hallbergmoos
T: + 43 699 19 28 0120
E: info@pearsonelt.at
pearsonELT.at

BOTSWANA

CHINA (PR)

ECUADOR

GUATEMALA

Dictionaries

For a full list of Pearson English Readers titles, please visit
the dedicated website:
readers.english.com

AUSTRIA

Buybook d.o.o.
Radiceva 4, 71000 Sarajevo
T: +387 (0) 33 550 495
E: info@buybook.ba
buybook.ba

Pearson Educación de Chile Ltda
Av. Vitacura 5950–Comuna de Vitacura–
Santiago de Chile
T: +56 2 2611 9380
E: atencionclientesch@pearson.com

Pearson
E: rebeca.soto@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

Grammar

For ESL American English Pearson titles contact your local
Pearson office
or: Pearson, 221 River Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030,
USA, or visit pearsoneltusa.com

Pearson Australia
707 Collins St, Melbourne VIC 3008
T: +61 1800 181 190
E: elt@pearson.com.au
pearson.com.au/elt

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

CHILE

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Skills

Where no CD-ROM specifications are given, please contact
your local Pearson office.

AUSTRALIA

Pearson Bolivia
Avenida Los Cusis. Nro 2020
Fleig Uv 016 Mza 52A
Santa Cruz

Dwayne Lockhart
Caribbean Regional Development
Manager
326 Twynam Heights
Box EE15297, Nassau, Bahamas
T: 1 (242) 364 9067
M:1 (242) 432 2843

Assessment

All the information contained in this catalog is correct at the
time of going to press (November 2019) and is subject to
change without prior notice.

Manmar CJSC PH
9 Gh. Parpetsy str.
0002 Yerevan
Republic of Armenia
T: +37410 537982/537983
F: +37410 537991
E: manmar@manmar.am
manmar.am

BOLIVIA

CARIBBEAN

Professional Development

The law allows for a reader to make a single copy of part of a book for
purposes of private study. It does not allow the copying of entire books
or the making of multiple copies of extracts.

ARMENIA

Pearson Benelux
Gatwickstraat 1
1043 GK Amsterdam
T: 31 (0) 20 575 5800
E: elt.service@pearson.com
pearson.com/be

Exam Preparation

Pearson
Contact the Africa office.

BELGIUM

Business & Vocational

FOR BOOKSELLERS

PEARSON CUSTOMER SERVICES:

General English

Please place your order
with a bookseller or school
supplier. The Pearson
representative in your
country will be able to tell
you the local prices and give
advice on ordering.

Secondary

How to Order
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Primary

KYRGYSTAN

E: monika.henel-celis@pearson.com
Pearson Central Europe
Representative office for the Baltics
Lacplesa 87, Room 310
Riga LV-1011 Latvia
T: + 371 67285454
Mob: + 371 2651 4047;
E: iveta.vitola@pearson.com
pearson.eu/cee/

LEBANON

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com

MALTA

Audio Visual Centre Ltd, AVC House
Edgar Bernard Street, Gzira GZR 1701,
Malta
T: +356 21330886
F: +356 21339840
E: info@avc.com.mt

LIBERIA

IEDC
13F, Erdem Tower,
Sukhbaatar Square 20/8,
Sukhbaatar district,
Ulaanbaatar 14200
E: info@iedc.edu.mn
T: +976-76117500, +976-80804747
www.iedc.edu.mn

LUXEMBOURG

MACEDONIA

MALAWI

Contact the Africa office.

MOROCCO

Calliope
Route D’El Jadida, Imm & Appt No 15
20100 Casablanca
T: +212 223 3180
F: + 212 522 25 7427
E: m.bennis@calliope.ma
calliope.ma
Exchanges and Communication
Immeuble Dar Salam
Rue Ibn Jahir, Lot 11
Lottisement Bayrouni
Bourgogne, 20053 Casblanca
T: 00212 522 395 922
F: 00212 522 395 901
E: info@exchanges.co.ma

Pearson ELT Nordic Regional Office
Pearson Sweden AB
Att. Jenny Hafell
Gustavslundsvagen 137, 7 tr.
16751 Bromma
Sweden
Regional Sales Manager ELT Nordics
Jenny Hafell
E: jenny.hafell@pearson.com
M: 00 47 95295206
Customer Services
Liz Coxall
E: liz.coxall@pearson.com
T: 00 44 (0) 1279 623956

ROMANIA

S.C. EXCELLENT ENGLISH EDUCATION
S.R.L.
Showroom & Bookstore
Intrarea Alexandru Macedonski, Nr.
10, Parter,
Apartament 1, Sector 1
010591, Bucharest (zona Piața Romană)
M: +40749 269 880
M: +40744 680 030
M: +40749 268 009
E: showroom@exened.eu
E: vanzari@exened.eu
www.exened.eu

RUSSIA

PANAMA

Pearson
E: jaime.lara@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

PARAGUAY

Pearson
pearsoneducacion.net/paraguay

PERU

Pearson Peru
Pasaje Martir Olaya 129 oficina 1704
Miraflores, Lima-Peru
T: +51 1 4372010
E: pearsonline@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net/peru
T (Toll Free ): 180016510762
E: inquiry.ph@pearson.com

SOUTH AFRICA

Pearson South frica
P.O. Box 396, Cape Town, 8000
South Africa
T: + 27 (0) 21 532 6000
E: customerservices@mml.co.za
mml.co.za

SOUTH SUDAN

Contact the Uganda office.

SWEDEN

RWANDA

SAUDI ARABIA

Modern Education
3rd floor, Office No:31
ONEIC Building next to IBIS hotel
Bawshar, South Al Khuwair, Oman
Mob: +96893956179
E: fadi.lakkis@ldlp.com

DZS, d.d. Založništvno in trgovina
Izobraževalno založništvo
Šolski epicenter, Dalmatinova ulica 2
1538 Ljubljana
T: 00 386 (0)1 30 69 839
F: 00 386 (0)1 30 69 810
E: epi@dzs.si
E: Barbara.Glavnik@dzs.si

Language.Prosveshcheniye
127473 Moscow
str. Krasnoproletarskaya
16 bld. 3 entrance 8
T: +7 495 789 30 31
E: company@lang-prosv.ru
lang-prosv.ru

OMAN

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com

SLOVENIA

SPAIN

Contact the Nordic Region office.

NORWAY

Slovak Ventures s.r.o.
Kasalova 6, 949 01 Nitra
T: + 421 37 65 202 61
F: + 421 37 77 201 90
E: objednavky@venturesbooks.com
venturesbooks.sk

Pearson Central Europe
3, Smolenskaya Square,
121099, Moscow, Russia
“Smolensky Passage” Business Centre
T: +7 495 225 93 49
E: russia@pearson.com
pearsonELT.ru

Lydie Hakizimana
Drakkar Ltd. Secam Building, Avenue
du Commerce No:3, P.O. Box: 4435,
Kigali-Rwanda
T: + 250 788 312 839
E: hlydie@gmail.com

PHILIPPINES
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Contact the United Arab Emirates office.

SLOVAKIA

Pearson Education
Al Tawuniyya Towers, Floor 2, North
Block
King Fahad Road, Riyadh 11321
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
E: ahmed.khalaf@pearson.com

SERBIA

Pearson Representative Office for SEE
Antifašisticke borbe 21b
11070 Novi Beograd
Tel/F: + 381 11 301 88 38
T: +381 63 306246
E: natalija.kocovic@pearson.com
E: milan.miletic@pearson.com pearson.
rs
Akronolo doo
Krušedolska 1b, 11000 Beograde
T: +381 11 243 40 40
E: akronolo@mts.rs

Pearson
Ribera del Loira, 16-18 – Bajo B, 28042
Madrid
T: 902 123 503
E: pearsonELT@pearson.com
pearsonelt.es
Contact the Nordic Region office.

SWITZERLAND

Pearson Schweiz AG
Gewerbestrasse 10
CH - 6330 Cham
T: + 41 41 747 4747
F: + 41 41 747 4777
E: info@pearsonelt.ch
pearsonELT.ch

SYRIA

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com
Librairie Sayegh
Habib and Khalil Sayegh Co.
Diab Bldg (in front of the Parliament)
Al Salhieh Street
P.O.Box 704, Damascus
T: +963 11 4412045
F: +963 11 442 3236
E: sayeghbk@aloola.sy

TAIWAN

Pearson Taiwan
M222, 11/F, No.209, Sec. 1. Civic Blvd,
Datong Dist, Taipei City 10351, Taiwan
T: +886 (0)2 2181 1683
F: +886 (0)2 2322 9568
E: cstw@pearson.com
pearson.com.tw

TANZANIA

Contact the Africa office.

THAILAND

Pearson Education Indochina Limited
87/1, Capital Tower, All Seasons Place,
16th Floor, Wireless Road, Lumphini,
Pathumwan, Bangkok, 10330
T (Toll Free): 001800658248
E: thaigen@pearson.com

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Pearson
E: dwayne.lockhart@pearson.com

TUNISIA

Norsud
E: norsud@norsud.tn

TURKEY

Pearson Egitim Çözümleri Tic. Ltd. Sti.
Nidakule Kozyatağı, Kozyatağı
Mahallesi, Değirmen Sokak No:18
K:6 Kadıköy/Istanbul
T: + 90 216 217 66 001
E: iletisim@pearson.com
tr.pearson.com/tr.html

TURKMENISTAN

E: monika.henel-celis@pearson.com

UGANDA

Doxa Education
X-Ray Plaza Building
Plot 32A Matia Mulumba Road
Old Kampala
Kampala
T: +256 393 262449
E: rhona@doxaeducationres.com

UKRAINE

Pearson Education
Representative office in Ukraine
30V, Lesya Ukrainka Blvd.
Kyiv 01133, Ukraine
T: +380 44 290 99 30
E: office@pearson.com.ua
pearson.com.ua
Dinternal Education
30V, Lesya Ukrainka Blvd.
Kyiv 01133, Ukraine
T: +380 44 290 99 30
E: info@dinternal.com.ua
dinternal.com.ua

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Pearson
Office 306,
Arjaan Office Tower, Dubai Media City,
PO Box 500598, Dubai, UAE
T: +971 56 522 7112
E: hemani.naran@pearson.com

UNITED KINGDOM & IRELAND
Pearson
KAO Two, KAO Park,
Harlow, Essex, CM17 9NA
E: ELTenquiries@pearson.com
pearson.com/english

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Pearson ELT
221 River Street
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
E: english@pearson.com
D: 1-877-202-4572
F: 1-800-445-6991
Find your ELT rep:
pearsoneltusa.com/reps
Contact your Associate Sales
Partner for product questions and
recommendations:
--Sales Support Hotline: 1-877-354-3887
--Sales Support email: eslsampling@
pearsoned.com
To Order Toll-Free: 1-877-202-4572

URUGUAY

Pearson House
Benito Blanco 780,
Montevideo, Uruguay
T: + 598 2403 2800 / 123
F: + 598 2403 2800 / 120
E: info-ur@pearson.com

UZBEKISTAN

Language Solution
Anush Tsakanyan
M: +99890 9967440
E: anush-tsakanyan@mail.ru

WEST BANK

Dandis Bookshop
PO Box 631, Al Haras Street
Hebron, Palestine T: 0097022221868 E:
Info@dandis.ps

VENEZUELA

Pearson Educación de Venezuela
Av. Francisco de Miranda
Centro Plaza, Torre A, Piso 18
Oficina F, Los Palos Grandes
Caracas 1062
T: + 58 212 285 1075 / 4505 / 7259
F: + 58 212 286 1118
E: pearson.venezuela@pearsonedve.com

VIETNAM

Pearson Education Vietnam
Level 14, Saigon Centre Tower 1
65 Le Loi Boulevard, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
T: +84 28 3971 9215
E: cs.vn@pearson.com
pearson.com/asia/contact-us.html

YEMEN

Pearson Education
E: guzel.yukselici@pearson.com
Dar Al-Hikma Al-Yamania
P.O. Box 11041, Al-Huria St. Sana’s,
Republic of Yemen
T: +967 1 227 720
F: + 967 1 227 750
E: office@hikma-ye.com

ZAMBIA

Squirrel Book Centre and Publishers
E: mabvuto.zulu2021@gmail.com
E: squirrelbookcentre@gmail.com

ZIMBABWE

Consultus Publishing Services
1515 Tourle Road, Ardbennie
Harare, Zimbabwe
T: +263 4 621 661/6 / 263 667 823
E: mwavitam@cps.co.zw
E: info@cps.co.zw

Graded Readers

Librairie Livre Service
46 Av.Allal Ben Abdellah, Rabat
T: + 212 37 72 44 95
F: + 212 37 70 19 63
E: lsr@livreservice.ma

NORDIC REGION

QATAR

63 Chulia Street
#15-01 OCBC Centre East
Singapore 049514
T: +65 31382102
E: sgcs.orders@pearson.com
E: contacthe@pearson.com

E: monika.henel-celis@pearson.com

Dictionaries

St George
B.C. Paloma Bjanka
st. Dame Gruev bb.
1000 Skopje
T: +3892 3125280
E: iko_milkov@yahoo.com
stgeorge.mk

Department for Textbooks and
Teaching Aids
Novaka Miloseva 36
81000 Podgorica
T: +382 81230413
F: +382 81230409
E: aleksandraH@zuns.me

York Press
8 Secretariat Road (Obafemi Awolowo
Way)
Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos
T: +234 8174672213
E: vitalis.nwaogu@york-press.com

Pearson
Ribera del Loira, 16-18 – Bajo B, 28042
Madrid
T: 902 123 503
E: portugal@pearson.com
pearsonELT.com.pt

SINGAPORE

TAJIKISTAN

Grammar

Pearson Macau
Avenida Comercial de Macau, FIT
Centre,
5 Andar, Macau
T: 853 2837 1156
F: +852 2837 1152
E: macauoffice@pearson.com
pearson.com.hk

MONTENEGRO

NIGERIA

PORTUGAL

Pearson
Frank Segbawu
T: +233202113117
E: franksegbawu@yahoo.com

Skills

MACAU

World of Language Co. LTD
Baga Toiruu ST-46
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
T: (+976) 70110524
E: office@foreignbookinmongolia.com
foreignbookinmongolia.com

Hispamer S.A.
Darío 1 calle abajo,
1.5 calle al sur,
contiguo restaurante
El Figón Español, Reparto San Juan
Managua, Nicaragua
T: +(505) 8872-0013
E: angelica.acevedo@pearson.com
pearsoneducacion.net

Edu-Książka Sp. z o.o
ul. Kolejowa 15/17,
01-217 Warszawa
T: +48 22 725 33 18
E: handlowy@eduksiazka.pl
eduksiazka.pl

SIERRA LEONE

Assessment

Pearson Benelux
Gatwickstraat 1,
1043 GK Amsterdam
T: + 31 (0) 20 575 5800
F: + 31 (0) 20 664 5334
E: elt.service@pearson.com
pearson.com/nl

MONGOLIA

NICARAGUA

Pearson Central Europe Sp. z o.o.
ul. Szamocka 8, 01-748 Warszawa
T: +48 (22) 128 82 00;
+48 801 504 664
F: (22) 533 15 43
E: office@pearson.com
pearson.pll

Professional Development

SC Biblion SRL
b-d Stefan cel Mare 184,
MD2001 Chisinau
T: (0 22) 23-53-63
E: office@biblion.md
biblion.md

Edify Ltd
Level 1, 39 Woodside Ave
Northcote 0627
Auckland
orders@edify.co.nz

POLAND

Exam Preparation

MOLDOVA

Contact the Latvia office.

NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND

Pearson
P.O.Box 1174
Maseru 100
Maseru
Lesotho
T: +266 2231 4254
E: teboho.khalieli@pearson.com

LITHUANIA

Contact the Africa office.

MEXICO

LESOTHO

Alresalah Bookshop
PO Box 70
Tripoli, Libya
T: +218 2144 43503
E: alresalahbookshop@yahoo.com

NAMIBIA

Contact the Africa office.

MAURITIUS

Librairie du Liban Publishers
P.O. Box 11 9232,
Beirut, Lebanon
T: +961 9217944/5/6
F: +961 9217734
E: ldlp@ldlp.com
W: ldlp.com

LIBYA

Pearson Moçambique
Millennium Park
Avenida Vladimir Lenine, 174
1st floor - suite 125
Maputo, Mozambique
T: 258 844 285 716
E: vanessa.rodrigues@pearson.com

Pearson Benelux
Gatwickstraat 1
1043 GK Amsterdam
T: 31 (0) 20 5755800
E: elt.service@pearson.com
pearson.com/nl

Pearson México
Antonio Dovalí Jaime No. 70, Piso 6,
Torre B
Edificio Corporativo Samara
Col. La Loma Zedec Santa Fe
Deleg. Álvaro Obregón
México, D.F. C.P. 01210
T: + 525 5387 0700
E: soporte@pearson.com

Star Books (Longman Liberia)
Crown Hill, Monrovia, Liberia
T: +231 886 588 700
E: franksegbawu@yahoo.com

MOZAMBIQUE

Business & Vocational

SIA “Janis Roze”
Atlasa iela 10
Rīga, LV-1026
Latvia
M: +371 29738710
E: pearson@jr.lv

Pearson Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Unit 816, Regus, The Horizon, Tower 5
Avenue 5, Bangsar South
No 8, Jalan Kerinchi
59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
T: +1800806791
E: mycs@pearson.com

General English

LATVIA

MALAYSIA
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American Speakout
Azar-Hagan Grammar Series

G
144
78
140

Big English 2nd Edition

24

Big English 1st Edition

38

Big English Plus

38

Big Fun

38

Big Science

39

Building Skills for the New
TOEIC Test

102

Grammar for Academic
Purposes

144

Go Getter

50

Gold New Edition

96

Gold Experience 2nd Edition

98

High Note

39

How to Teach... Series

52
110

L
110

Let’s Learn About

28
57

Choices

58

Connectivity New

64

Lower & Upper
Secondary Academies

Cutting Edge 3rd Edition

78

Longman Preparation Course
for the TOEFL iBT
Longman Preparation Series
for the TOEIC Test: Listening &
Reading

56
105
105

Pearson English Kids Readers
for Poptropica English

40

Pearson English Interactive 2.0

79

Project Success

79

Practice Tests Plus
Pearson English
International Certificate
Practice Tests Plus Cambridge

145

110

Expert IELTS

103

My Little Island

40

Expert Cambridge

102

Market Leader 3rd Edition Extra

88

Expert PTE Academic

104
N

Focus 2nd Edition

48
58

Formula

94

30

New English Adventure

41

Next Generation Grammar

145

Now I Know!

32

New Keystone

54

Focus on IELTS

103

New Language Leader

78

Focus on Grammar 5th Edition

142

Next Move

59

NorthStar 5th Edition

68

Future 2nd Edition

66

104

23, 35

Alice Oshima

132

Betty S. Azar

141

Helen Dineen

23

L

Paul Drury

29

Caroline Laidlaw

B
47, 59
69
75, 130

Dr Ken Beatty

Fiona Beddall

69, 104, 132
33, 59, 99
97, 102

Jan Bell

35

Kay Bentley

71

Monica Berlis

Carolyn Dupaquier

69

Leone Dyson

40

E

Lynda Edwards

136, 145

David Bohlke
David Bonamy

89

69

F

Annette Flavel
Mark Foley

78, 88
69
131
33
145

23, 35, 41

Viv Lambert

P
133

Tania Pattison

137

Cheryl Pelteret

23, 27

Lewis Lansford

85

Jeanne Perrett

21, 23, 27, 33

Roni S. Lebauer

136

Linda Lane

78

Ian Lebeau

105

Deborah Phillips

69

Sherry Preiss

Jennifer Recio Lebedev 

145

Catherine Prentice

Heekyeong Lee

111

Luke Prodromou

40
102

Mark Little

95

R

Angela Llanas

29

Regina Raczyńska

41

Susannah Reed

35

Tessa Lochowski

23, 33, 35, 41
105

Lin Lougheed

67, 79

Sarah Lynn
M

Gareth Rees

78

Rosemary Richie

89

Linda Robinson Fellag 

104

Laurie Frazier

69

Ronna Magy

67

Rachael Roberts

53

Ingrid Freebairn

57

Beth Maher

69

Megan Roderick

99, 102

Lynn Bonesteel

134

70

Margaret Bonner

143

Evan Frendo

85, 89

Michelle Mahony

35

Bruce Rogers

136

Rise and Shine New

22

Elizabeth Böttcher

133

Graham Fruen

47, 51

Susannah Malpas

32

Christine Root

133

Elaine Boyd

99, 103

Majorie Fuchs

143

Frances Boyd

69, 104

G

57

Judy Boyle
Donette Brantner‑Artenie 

49, 53

Daniel Brayshaw

59

Catherine Bright
Robyn Brinks Lockwood 

T
Team Together
Technical English

H. Douglas Brown

34
89

Teaching by Principles

111

Teacher Education and
Learning Academy

108

The Official Guide to PTE
Academic

104

145

129
110, 111

Susan Gaer
Arlen Gargagliano
Suzanne Gaynor
Roger Gower
Kirstie Grainger

71, 99
131, 144

Mark Roulston

33

143

Mary Roulston

21, 27, 33

102

Stuart McKinlay

53

S

Polly Merdinger

69

Frederico Salas-Isnardi 

H

65, 77

69

Alice Savage

134

97

Diane Hall

145

Robin Mills

Jeremy Harmer

110, 111

57, 71

Kathryn Harper

21

C

Bob Hastings
63, 69, 145

Natasha Haugnes

47, 53, 59
69, 132
57
25, 38

111

Antonia Clare

73, 78

Sandra Heyer

135

Today!

57

David Cotton

Top Notch & Summit
3rd Edition

76

Robert F. Cohen

Kathy Cox
Araminta Crace
Jayne Croxford
Sarah Cunningham

69, 133

David Hill

89, 104, 130

78, 88

Mike Hogan

85

130

Anne Hogue

132

78
51, 57
78

Barbara Hojel
Susan House
Helen Hoyt Schmidt 

38

Olivia Johnston

Steve Jones
Vaughan Jones

79, 87

Steve Molinsky

78

Norbert Schmitt

137

José Luis Morales

41

Irene E. Schoenberg 

143

Hawys Morgan
Catrin Elen Morris

Nicola Schofield

53

Katharine Scott

N
134

Jon Naunton

97

Lorraine C. Smith

95

Maggie Sokolik

Jacky Newbrook

69, 104, 135

David Nunan

39, 41
102

71

49, 58

40
27
102

Richard Side

Paul Nation

Carol Numrich

137

Diane Schmitt

27, 40

71

Andrew Walkley

Clare Walsh 97, 99, 103, 104, 132
132

Laura Walsh

132

Colin Ward
Lindsay Warwick

71, 95, 97, 99,
103, 104

Guy Wellman

102

Miriam Westheimer 

143

David Wiese
Damian Williams
Julia Williams
Libby Williams
JJ Wilson
Lizzie Wright
Ros Wright

132, 134
71
130
29
73, 74
85
85, 89

Y
A. Judith Yancey

69

Z
Lawrence Zwier
Sandy Zervas

129
47, 51, 57, 59

71

Graham Skerrit

133
129

Christopher Sol Cruz 
Helen Solórzano

145

Pamela Vittorio

69

Peter Moor

Carol Nuttall

145

Jennifer P. L. Schmidt 

69

27

57

69, 133

Kim Sanabria

Laurie Monahan English 

144

J

Heather Jones

59

Joan Saslow

Sally Burgess

Mario Herrera

46

69, 133

Judy L. Miller

Izabella Hearn

Wider World British English &
American Edition

132

141

132, 134

67

Alan Meyers

Stacy A. Hagen

Jonathan Bygrave

23

Mary Rouls

27, 35

55

Wider World 2nd Edition New

Jay Maurer

41

Linda Butler

85
79, 130

Amanda Maris

95

89

Michael Rost

Steve Marshall

Helen Chilton

Vocational English

Marjorie Rosenberg 

135

Cristiana Bruni

Christine Cavage

V

137

79

Anna Uhl Chamot

The Practice of English
Language Teaching

David Mann
Sybil Marcus

145
59, 99

57

V

W

Roadmap

W
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53, 95, 97, 99

Andrew K. English

103

79, 87

73, 78

Frances Eales

Mary Fitzpatrick

Karen Blanchard

85, 88

Iwonna Dubicka

40

57

25, 38

69, 104, 132

Maria Spada Symonds 

89

Erika Stiles

57

Peter Strutt

88

Graded Readers

NorthStar Building Skills for
the TOEFL iBT

Anna Osborn

Tamzin Thompson
David Todd

Dictionaries

Focus British English & American
Edition

New Cornerstone

53

89

35

Grammar

F

Caroline Krantz

95, 99

83, 85, 88

97

Stephen Thompson 

Skills

Essential Teacher Knowledge

MyGrammarLab

Maja Olenjniczak

Margaret O’Keeffe

Amanda Thomas

Assessment

102

35

133

74

MyEnglishLab Exam Prep

Lesley Koustaff

Bill Bliss

StartUp

88

20

Simon Kent

85

Tess Ferree

79

New

71

Bob Dignen
Sheila Dignen

John Beaumont

103

Sue O’Connell

Hugh Dellar

145

Side by Side Extra & Plus

English for International
Tourism

78, 88

73, 78

Steve Oakes

103
65, 77

Laurie Barton

49, 58

T

59, 99

Sigrun Biesenbach‑Lucas 

72

My Disney Stars and Friends

102

100

Speakout 2nd Edition

26

Nick Kenny

David Falvey

M

English Code

Sue Kay

40

135

S
E

71

Coleen Degnan-Veness 

Allen Ascher

Carolyn Barraclough 

O

Jeremy Day

Daniel Berman

R

K

Professional Development

Live Beat

57

39

Poptropica English Islands

86

Discover English

Poptropica English
American English

36

110
33

Annie Altamirano

Rosemary Aravanis 

39

CareerView

D

Pre-Primary Academy
& Primary Academy

Priyanvada Abeywickrama 

Kathryn Alevizos

P

H

Language Assessment
C

41
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Pearson is
committed to
creating a positive
social impact.
We help learners at every stage of the journey discover
a love of learning that will provide opportunities
throughout their lives.
Helping improve access to better learning is an
important part of this. With our global reach, we’re big
enough to make change happen on a global scale, and
we’re dedicated to doing the right thing and inspiring
others to do the same.

Learn more at pearsonenglish.com

